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I. Introduction 

The Advisory Committee on Criminal Law and Procedure, one of the standing advisory 
committees established by the Chief Administrator of the Courts pursuant to section 212(l)(q) of 
the Judiciary Law, annually recommends to the Chief Administrative Judge legislative proposals 
in the area of criminal law and procedure that may be incorporated in the Chief Administrative 
Judge's legislative program. The Committee makes its recommendations on the basis of its own 
studies, examination of decisional law, and proposals received from bench and bar. The 
Committee maintains a liaison with the New York State Judicial Conference, bar associations 
and legislative committees, and other state agencies. In addition to recommending its own 
annual legislative program, the Committee reviews and comments on other pending legislative 
measures concerning criminal law and procedure. 

Over the past few years, the Committee has been working with OCA's Office of Court 
Research (OCR) to address the recurring problem of employers who, in violation of Judiciary 
Law section 5 19, penalize or discharge an employee (or threaten to do so) simply because of the 
employee's absence or anticipated absence from work due to jury service. Such conduct by 
employers can include, inter alia, pressuring an employee-juror to avoid being selected for jury 
service or to avoid jury duty entirely; requiring an employee to work extra hours, including 
weekends and holidays, to make up time lost to jury duty; or even termination from employment 
as a result ofjury service. This joint OCWAdvisory Committee initiative came to fruition in 
2003 with the publication and distribution by OCR of Jury Service in New York State: A Guide 
for Employers and Employees. This informational pamphlet is intended to help both employers 
and employees understand their rights and obligations with regard to trial and Grand Jury service 
in New York State. As of this date, more than ten thousand of these pamphlets have been 
produced and distributed to, inter alia, chambers of commerce, public libraries, labor unions, 
professional groups, community groups, service organizations and local courts around the State. 
In addition, the pamphlet is now available on OCA's juror information website (NYJuror.gov), 
and has reportedly been downloaded by more than 2000 internet users in the final three months 
of last year alone. 

In this 2004 Report, the Committee recommends a total of 66 measures for enactment by 
the Legislature. Of these, 55 measures have previously been proposed, and 1 1 are new. Among 
the new measures are: a proposal to add a new section 180.85 to the Criminal Procedure Law to 
allow for the dismissal of a felony complaint on consent of the parties; a proposal to amend 
subdivision four of section 70.00 of the Penal Law to expand the ability of a sentencing court to 
impose a definite sentence of imprisonment for certain non-violent, non-drug class C felony 
offenses; a proposal to enact a new subdivision two of section 70.45 of the Penal Law to require 
the court at sentencing to specify the period of post-release supervision to be served by a first- 
time violent felony offender sentenced to a determinate sentence; a proposal to amend sections 
53O.l2(5) and 53O.l3(4) of the Criminal Procedure Law to extend the permissible duration of a 
final order of protection issued in conjunction with a probation sentence imposed on a "sexual 



assault" conviction; a proposal to amend section 420.05 of the Criminal Procedure Law and 
section 21 2 of the Judiciary Law to allow for the payment of sex offender registration fees and 
DNA databank fees by credit card; a proposal to amend section 60.01(2)(d) to increase the 
maximum period of incarceration that may be served in conjunction with a sentence of probation 
or a conditional discharge (i.e., a "split sentence"); and a proposal to amend sections 530.12 and 
530.13 of the Criminal Procedure Law to clarify that a local criminal court may, under certain 
circumstances, issue or extend a temporary order of protection after indictment. 

Part II of this Report summarizes each of the measures previously submitted and explains 
its purpose. Part III summarizes the new measures. In both Parts II and III, individual summaries 
are followed by drafts of appropriate legislation. Part IV briefly discusses some pending and 
future matters under Committee consideration. 



11. Previously Endorsed Measures 

1. Discovery 
(CPL Article 240) 

The Committee recommends that Article 240 and other sections of the Criminal 
Procedure Law be amended to effect broad reform of discovery in criminal proceedings. The 
major features of this measure are (1) elimination of the need for a formal discovery demand; (2) 
expansion of information required to be disclosed in advance of trial and reduction of the time 
within which disclosure must be made; (3) modification of the defendant's obligations with 
respect to notice of a psychiatric defense; and (4) legislative superseder of the Court of Appeals' 
ruling in People v. O'Dohertv, 70 N.Y .2d 479 (1 987). 

I. Elimination of demand discovery 

Under current law, the prosecutor's duty to make disclosure is triggered by defendant's 
service of a demand to produce (CPL @240.20(1), 240.80(1)). This measure amends section 
240.20 of the Criminal Procedure Law to eliminate the need to make such a demand and to 
provide instead for automatic discovery of the property and information included in section 
240.20(1). Conforming amendments are made to sections 240.10,240.30,240.35,240.40 and 
240.60 of the Criminal Procedure Law. 

Eliminating the requirement of a written demand would simplify and expedite discovery 
practice. In an "open file" discovery system, a demand serves the usefbl purpose of identifylng 
those matters the defendant truly is interested in discovering and thus saves both parties time and 
effort. New York, however, does not have such an open file system. Because discoverable 
material is limited under New York law and is routinely requested and received, a demand is not 
needed to identify the subject of discovery. The demand requirement rather is an unnecessary 
step that results in delay during the time that demand papers generated from programs on office 
word processors are exchanged by the defense and the prosecution. Recognizing the htility of 
exchanging such boilerplate papers, many prosecutors already provide the automatic discovery 
mandated by this measure. 

11. Expedition and liberalization of discovery 

Various committees of experts commissioned to study criminal discovery have concluded 
that expedited and liberalized discovery is an essential ingredient to improving criminal 
procedure. Expedited and liberalized discovery promotes fairness and efficiency by: providing a 
speedy and fair disposition of the charges, whether by diversion, plea, or trial; providing the 
accused with sufficient information to make an informed plea; permitting thorough trial 
preparation and minimizing surprise, interruptions and complications during trial; avoiding 
unnecessary and repetitious trials by identifylng and resolving prior to trial any procedural, 



collateral, or constitutional issues; eliminating as much as possible the procedural and 
substantive inequities among similarly situated defendants; and saving time, money, judicial 
resources and professional skills by minimizing paperwork, avoiding repetitious assertions of 
issues and reducing the number of separate hearings. A.B.A. Standards for Criminal Justice 
5 1 1.1 (1 986). See also National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 
Courts $4.9; Judicial Conference Report on CPL, Memorandum and Proposed Statute Re: 
Discoverv, 1974 Sess. Laws of N.Y., p. 1860. 

This measure seeks to accomplish the foregoing objectives by streamlining and 
expanding discovery. It would expedite discovery by requiring automatic disclosure by the 
prosecutor, within 2 1 days of arraignment or at the next court appearance after arraignment, 
whichever is later, of all property that the prosecutor currently is required to disclose under 
section 240.20. This would reduce the 45 day delay under current law, whereby defense counsel 
must demand discovery within 30 days after arraignment and the prosecutor has up to 15 days 
thereafter to comply (CPL $240.80). 

In addition, the measure creates a new section 240.21 which, inter alia, would require the 
prosecutor to disclose, within 21 days of arraignment or at the first court appearance thereafter, 
whichever is later, all Rosario material (b, written or recorded statements of all witnesses that 
the prosecutor intends to call at a pretrial hearing or trial), including the grand jury testimony of 
all such witnesses (proposed section 240.21(d)). However, in recognition of the fact that 
disclosure of this material at such an early stage in the proceedings may endanger the security of 
a witness or compromise an ongoing investigation, specific redaction provisions are included in 
this new section. The prosecutor would be authorized to redact any information that serves to 
identify with particularity a person supplying information relating to the case, except for law 
enforcement officer witnesses acting in other than an undercover capacity and other witnesses 
whose identity has already been disclosed to the defense (proposed section 240.21(3)). Similarl: 
the prosecutor would be authorized to redact information that would interfere with an ongoing 
investigation (with the same exceptions), but upon the defendant's application, the court could 
order disclosure of the redacted information (proposed section 240.21(2)). By contrast, the 
measure expressly provides that the court may order disclosure of redacted information that 
serves to identify a witness only "if otherwise authorized by statutory or decisional law" 
(proposed section 240.2 l(3)). 

Under current law, the defendant must serve and file all pretrial motions within 45 days 
of arraignment (CPL $255.20(1)). This measure would amend section 240.90(2) to provide that 
pretrial motions with respect to material that the prosecutor has disclosed pursuant to article 240 
must be served within 30 days after the prosecutor has disclosed the material that is the subject of 
the motion. A defendant is in a much improved position to assert effective pretrial motions after 
having had an opportunity to review the prosecutor's discovery materials. In certain cases, 
motions otherwise asserted as part of an omnibus application will not have to be made, thereby 
conserving judicial resources. Under this measure, the defendant's duty to file pretrial motions as 
to discoverable material would be delayed only for as long as the prosecutor delays in providing 



discovery. Timely compliance by the prosecution will require reciprocal timely filing of the 
defendant's motions. 

In addition to expediting discovery, the measure liberalizes the process by expanding the 
scope of items disclosable to the defendant to include: 

A. Law enforcement reports 

Proposed section 240.2 1, in addition to requiring disclosure of Rosario material within 2 1 
days of arraignment or at the next court appearance after arraignment, whichever is later, requires 
the prosecutor to disclose at that same time all law enforcement reports relating to the criminal 
action that are in the prosecutor's possession. The prosecutor is required to make a prompt, 
diligent, good faith effort to seek out and disclose law enforcement reports prepared by police 
agencies, as defined in section 1.20(34) of the CPL. No such obligation is imposed regarding 
reports prepared by non-police agencies (proposed section 240.21 (4)). However, the defendant 
may seek a court order directing the prosecutor to obtain a specifically identified law 
enforcement report of a non-police agency or may seek a judicial subpoena for such a report 
(proposed section 240.21(5)). The measure affords the prosecutor the same authority to redact 
certain information before disclosing law enforcement reports as is authorized for Rosario 
material (proposed section 240.2 1 (2),(3)). 

B. Expert witnesses 

Proposed section 240.43(1)(c) requires the prosecutor to disclose within 15 days of trial 
the name, business address and qualifications of any expert the prosecutor intends to call as a 
witness at trial as well as a written report setting forth the subject matter on which the expert will 
testify and the basis for any opinions and conclusions. An identical provision imposes a 
reciprocal disclosure obligation on the defense with respect to its expert witnesses (proposed 
section 240.43(2)(b)). Disclosure of this information will better enable both sides to prepare 
their response to expert testimony, thereby preventing surprise and delay at trial. 

C. Prior bad acts 

The measure also requires the prosecutor to disclose, within 15 days of trial, all specific 
instances of the derendant's prior uncharged criminal, vicious or immoral conduct that the 
prosecutor intends to introduce at trial for impeachment purposes or as substantive proof 
(proposed section 240.43(1)(a)). Current law requires disclosure only of prior bad acts that will 
be introduced for impeachment. 



D. Trial exhibits 

Proposed section 240.43(1)(b) requires the prosecutor to disclose, within 15 days of trial, 
all exhibits that will be offered at trial. An identical provision imposes a reciprocal disclosure 
obligation on the defense (proposed section 240.43(2)(a)). 

1.1. Modifying defendant's discovery obligations with 
respect to notice of psychiatric defense 

Although section 250.1 O(2) of the Criminal Procedure Law provides that the defendant 
must serve notice of his or her intent to present psychiatric evidence, it does not require the 
defendant to specify the type of insanity defense upon which he or she intends to rely (gg., 
extreme emotional disturbance). By contrast, sections 250.20(1) (notice of alibi) and 250.20(2) 
(notice of defenses in offenses involving computers) demand considerable specificity. Section 
250.10 also does not require that a psychologist or psychiatrist who has examined a defendant 
generate a written report of his or her findings, whereas the prosecution's psychiatric examiners 
must prepare written reports, copies of which must be made available to the defendant (CPL 
§250.10(4)). 

This measure would remedy these gaps in the law by amending section 250.10(2) to 
require that the notice filed by a defendant under that section speciEy the type of psychiatric 
defense or affirmative defense upon which the defendant intends to rely at trial, as well as the 
nature of the alleged psychiatric malady that forms the basis of such defense or affirmative 
defense and its relationship to the proffered defense. It should be noted that this proposed 
amendment to section 250.10(2) has been revised by the Committee to conform with the Court of 
Appeals decision in People v. Almonor (93 NY2d 571). The measure would codify the 
specificity requirements for psychiatric notice under Almonor, and would expand the existing 
section 250.10(2) time limitation for the filing of psychiatric notice from thirty days to sixty days. 
The measure would also make clear that, in addition to allowing the late filing of notice under 
that section, the court may permit the late amending of a previously filed notice.* 

The measure also requires any expert witness retained by the defendant for the purpose of 
advancing a psychiatric defense to prepare a written report of h s  or her findings [proposed 
section 250.10(4)]. Reports by psychiatric examiners for the prosecutor and for the defense are 
to be exchanged within 15 days of trial [proposed section 250.1 O(5)]. Defendant's failure to 
provide the prosecutor with copies of the written report of a psychiatrist or psychologist whom 
the defendant intends to call at trial may result in the preclusion of testimony by such psychiatrist 
or psychologist [proposed section 250.1 O(7)]. 

 h his proposal to amend the notice requirements of CPL section 250.10(2) also appears, as a 
stand-alone measure, infra. 



N .  Legislative superseder of People v. O'Doherty ruling* 

Ths  measure would amend section 710.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law to supersede 
the Court of Appeals' ruling in Peo~le  v. O'Dohertv, 70 N.Y.2d 479 (1 987). In O'Doherty, the 
Court of Appeals was called upon to construe section 7 10.30, which provides that identification 
testimony and the defendant's statements are inadmissible if notice of the prosecutor's intention 
to offer such evidence is not served upon the defendant within 15 days of arraignment, unless the 
prosecutor shows good cause for serving late notice. Although several lower courts had 
permitted the use of belatedly noticed statements and identification evidence where the defendant 
was not harmed by the failure to give timely notice, the Court of Appeals held that these 
decisions conflicted with the plain language of the statute. The Court concluded that lack of 
prejudice to the defendant is not a substitute for a demonstration of good cause and that the court 
may not consider prejudice to the defendant unless and until the prosecution has made a 
threshold showing that unusual circumstances precluded giving timely notice. 70 N.Y.2d at 487. 

The Court's holding in O'Dohertv has resulted in a windfall to defendants. The overly 
rigorous application of the notice requirement in section 710.30 detracts from the integrity of the 
truth-finding process by precluding reliable evidence of guilt where the prosecutor fails through 
inadvertence or lack of knowledge of the existence of evidence to g v e  notice within 15 days of 
arraignment. This measure would correct the unfairness of penalizing the prosecution by 
suppressing evidence where no harm to the defendant has resulted from giving late notice. It 
would amend section 710.30(2) to provide that the court, upon finding that there is no prejudice 
to the defendant, may permit late notice, in the interest of justice, at any time up until the 
commencement of trial. In determining whether to do so, the court could consider any relevant 
factor, including the probative value or cumulative nature of the evidence, the delay in the 
proceedings that would result if late notice were permitted, the diligence of the prosecutor in 
seeking to discover the evidence within the 15 day period, whether, if the evidence is a statement, 
the statement was in fact made and whether the defendant was aware of the evidence. If the court 
permitted late notice, the defendant would be provided a reasonable opportunity to make an oral 
motion to suppress. And if the prosecutor sought and received permission to file the notice more 
than 90 days after arraignment, the defendant would be entitled to an instruction advising the jury 
that it could consider, in deciding whether an identification or statement was actually made, that 
notice thereof was given beyond the time generally required in the statute. 

 h he Committee has, for a number of years, included in its discovery reform measure a 
provision amending section 470.05 of the Criminal Procedure Law to supersede the Court of 
Appeals' ruling in People v. Ranghelle (69 NY2d 56). As a result of the enactment of the Sexual 
Assault Reform Act (chapter 1 of the Laws of 2000), the Committee has removed this Ranrrhelle 
provision from its discovery reform proposal (see, section 48 of chapter 1 of 2000, which enacts 
a new CPL section 240.75 ["Discovery; certain violations"] to supersede Ranrrhelle). 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to discovery 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

$ I. Section 240.10 of the criminal procedure law, as added by chapter 4 12 of the laws of 

1979, is amended to read as follows: 

$240.10. Discovery; definition of terms. The following definitions are applicable to this 

article: 

1. ["Demand to produce" means a written notice served by and on a party to a criminal 

action, without leave of the court, demanding to inspect property pursuant to this article and 

giving reasonable notice of the time at which the demanding party wishes to inspect the property 

designated. 

2.1 "Attorneys' work product" means [property] material to the extent that it contains 

the opinions, theories or conclusions of the prosecutor, defense counsel or members of their legal 

staffs. 

[3.]2, "Property" or "material" means any existing tangible personal or real property, 

including but not limited to, books, records, reports, memoranda, papers, photographs, tapes or 

other electronic recordings, articles of clothing, fingerprints, blood samples, fingernail scrapings 

or handwriting specimens, but excluding attorneys' work product. 

[4.]3. "At the trial" means as part of the [people's] prosecutor's or the defendant's direct 

case. 



92. The criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new section 240.12 to read as 

follows: 

9240.12. Discoverv; attomevs' work product exempted. Notwithstanding any other 

provision of this article, the prosecutor or the defendant shall not be required to disclose 

attorneys' work product as defined in subdivision one of section 240.10. 

$3. Section 240.20 of the criminal procedure law, as added by chapter 412 of the laws of 

1979, the opening paragraph of subdivision 1 as amended by chapter 3 17 of the laws of 1983, 

paragraphs (c) and (d) of subdivision 1 as amended by chapter 558 of the laws of 1982, 

paragraph (e) as added and paragraphs (0, (g), (h) and (i) of subdivision 1 as relettered by chapter 

795 of the laws of 1984, paragraph (j) of subdivision 1 as added by chapter 5 14 of the laws of 

1986 and paragraph (k) of subdivision 1 as added by chapter 536 of the laws of 1989, is amended 

to read as follows: 

$240.20. Discovery; [upon demand ofl b~ defendant. 1. Except to the extent protected 

by court order, [upon a demand to produce by a defendant against whom] within twentv-one days 

of arraignment or at the next court apDearance after arraicnment. whichever is later. on an 

indictment, superior court information, prosecutor's information, information or simplified 

information charging a misdemeanor [is pending], the prosecutor shall disclose to the defendant 

and make available for inspection, photographing, copying or testing, the following property: 

(a) Any written, recorded or oral statement of the defendant, and of a co-defendant to be 

tried jointly, made, other than in the course of the criminal transaction, to a public servant 

engaged in law enforcement activity or to a person then acting under [his] the direction of. or in 

cooperation with [him], such public servant; 



(b) Any transcript of testimony relating to the criminal action or proceeding pending 

against the defendant, given by the defendant, or by a co-defendant to be tried jointly, before any 

grand jury; 

(c) Any written report or document, or portion thereof, concerning a physical or mental 

examination, or scientific test or experiment, relating to the criminal action or proceeding which 

was made by, or at the request or direction of a public servant engaged in law enforcement 

activity, or whch was made by a person whom the prosecutor intends to call as a witness at trial, 

or which the [people intend] prosecutor intends to introduce at trial; 

(d) Any photograph or drawing relating to the criminal action or proceeding which was 

made or completed by a public servant engaged in law enforcement activity, or which was made 

by a person whom the prosecutor intends to call as a witness at trial, or which the [people intend] 

prosecutor intends to introduce at trial; 

(e) Any photograph, photocopy or other reproduction made by or at the direction of a 

police officer, peace officer or prosecutor of any property prior to its release pursuant to the 

provisions of section 450.10 of the penal law, irrespective of whether the [people intend] 

prosecutor intends to introduce at trial the property or the photograph, photocopy or other 

reproduction[.]; 

( f )  Any other property obtained from the defendant, or a co-defendant to be tried jointly; 

(g) Any tapes or other electronic recordings which the prosecutor intends to introduce at 

trial, irrespective of whether such recording was made during the course of the criminal 

transaction; 

(h) [Anything] Anv other pro~ertv or information required to be disclosed, prior to trial, 



to the defendant by the prosecutor, pursuant to the constitution of this state or of the United 

States[.]; 

(i) The approximate date, time and place of the offense charged and of defendant's 

arrest[.]; 

(j) In any prosecution under penal law section 156.05 or 156.10, the time, place and 

manner of notice given pursuant to subdivision six of section 156.00 of such 

law[.J; and 

(k) In any prosecution commenced in a manner set forth in this subdivision alleging a 

violation of the vehicle and traffic law, in addition to any material required to be disclosed 

pursuant to this article, any other provision of law, or the constitution of this state or of the 

United States, any written report or document, or portion thereof, concerning a physical 

examination, a scientific test or experiment, including the most recent record of inspection, or 

calibration or repair of machines or instruments utilized to perform such scientific tests or 

experiments and the certification certificate, if any, held by the operator of the machine or 

instrument, which tests or examinations were made by or at the request or direction of a public 

servant engaged in law enforcement activity or which was made by a person whom the 

prosecutor intends to call as a witness at trial, or which the people intend to introduce at trial. 

2. The prosecutor shall make a prompt, diligent, good faith effort to ascertain the 

existence of [demanded] property subject to disclosure under this section and to cause such 

property to be made available for discovery where it exists but is not within the prosecutor's 

possession, custody or control; provided, that the prosecutor shall not be required to obtain by 

subpoena duces tecum [demanded] material which the defendant may thereby obtain. 



$4. The criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new section 240.21 to read as 

follows: 4 

6240.2 1. Disclosure of police reoorts and prior statements of prospective witnesses with 

the right - of redaction. 1. Within twentv-one days of arraignment or at the next court appearance 
- 

after arraiment. whichever is later, on an indictment, superior court information. prosecutor's 

information, information or simplified information char&w a misdemeanor. the vrosecutor shall 

disclose to the defendant the following pro~ertv. provided it is in the possession of the - 
prosecutor: 

(a) Any report of a factual nature re la tin^ to the criminal action or proceeding against the 
- 

defendant and preoared bv the prosecutor; 

Jb) Anv report relating to the criminal action or proceeding against the defendant 

prepared bv. or at the direction or reauest of, a police officer. as defined in subdivision thirtv-four - 
of section 1.20 of this chapter. who is emoloved bv a law enforcement agencv which participated 

in the investigation, arrest or post-arrest processing of defendant with respect to the criminal 

action or proceeding; against defendant; 

Jc) Any report, other than those described bv paraaaphs (a) and (b) of this subdivision, 

relating to the criminal action or proceeding against the defendant. which was prepared bv a law 
4 

enforcement officer, provided such report is in the actual possession of the vrosecutor; and 

[dl Anv written or recorded statement, including an examination videotaped pursuant to 

- 
section 190.32 of this chapter and anv testimony before a mand iurv. other than statements 

contained in a law enforcement reoort disclosed pursuant to pararrraphs (a) through (c) of this 

subdivision. made bv a witness whom the prosecutor intends to call at a pretrial hearing or at trial - 



and which relates to the subiect matter of that witness' prospective testimony. 

2. Any property, material, report or statement required to be disclosed under this section 

may be redacted by the prosecutor to eliminate information. the disclosure of which could 

interfere with an ongoing investi~ation. 

(a) At the next court appearance following disclosure or at any time thereafter, upon 

application of the defendant, such redaction may be reviewed by the court and disclosure may be 

ordered, unless the prosecutor demonstrates that disclosure of the information sought to be 

redacted could interfere with an ongoing investigation or demonstrates the need for any other 

protective order. Upon au~lication of the prosecutor, the court may review any such redaction in 

an ex parte. in camera, proceeding. 

(b) Any report that is redacted pursuant to this subdivision shall so indicate. unless the 

court orders otherwise. in the interest of-iustice for good cause shown, including the protection of 

witnesses or maintain in^ the confidentiality of an ongoing investination. 

3. Any property. material. report or statement required to be disclosed under this section 

may be redacted by the prosecutor to eliminate the name. address. or any other information that 

serves to identify with particularity a person supplving information relating: to the criminal action 

or proceeding against the defendant. There may be no redaction of: the name of a witness whose 

name has alreadv been disclosed to the defendant by the prosecution; the address of a witness 

whose address has alreadv been disclosed to the defendant by the prosecution; and the name and 

business address of a witness who is a law enforcement official acting in an official. other than 

an undercover, capacity. Upon motion of the defendant, the court may. if otherwise authorized by 

statutory or decisional law, order disclosure of the redacted information. 



4. The prosecutor shall make a prompt. dili~ent, good faith effort to ascertain the 

existence of anv law enforcement report, described in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subdivision one 4 

of this section and witness statements. described in paragraph (d) of subdivision one of this 

section. which are in the vossession or control of the prosecutor and, upon finding anv such 
- 

reports or statements. the vrosecutor shall cause them to be disclosed promvtlv. For purposes of 

this article, a law enforcement report described in paranraphs (a) and (b) of subdivision one of 

this section. and statements contained in such revorts. are deemed to be in the control of the - 
prosecutor and anv report described in paragraph (c) of subdivision one of this section, and 

statements contained in such reports. are deemed not to be within the control of the vrosecutor. 

Any report or statement required to be disclosed pursuant to thls subdivision may be redacted by 

the prosecutor and a court mav review such redaction as provided in subdivisions two and three 

of this section. 

5. (a) Anv time after thirty-five days fiom arraignment, upon notice to the prosecutor 

and in conformitv with the reauirements of section twenty-three hundred seven of the civil 

practice law and rules. the defendant mav request the court to order the prosecution to obtain a 

specific report or to issue a subpoena duces tecum for a specific police or law enforcement 

report, as described in paragraphs (a) through (c) of subdivision one of this section. that has not 

been disclosed to the defendant. 

/b) The request. The request shall svecifv with particularity the specific report, or 

reports. which have not been disclosed and reasons demonstrating a reasonable likelihood that 

such report or reports exist. The request shall further set forth whether the prosecutor has been 

requested to produce the specific report and the response to that request. 



Jc) The subpoena. Upon finding: (i) that there exists a specific, varticularlv described 

report reauired to be disclosed. pursuant to paramaphs (a) through (c) of subdivision one of this 

section. that has not been disclosed, (ii) that the defendant has reauested the prosecutor to obtain 

that report, and (iii) that a court order direct in^ the prosecutor to obtain that report and disclose it 

to the defendant is not likely to result in disclosure within fourteen days, the court, after affording 

the prosecutor an opportunit~ to be heard, may issue the subvoena pursuant to section twenty- 

three hundred seven of the civil practice law and rules. The subvoena must s~ecifv with 

particularity the report or reports and be made returnable to the issuing court as of a reasonable 

return date. 

Jd) The return. redaction and disclosure. Uvon receipt of a subpoenaed report bv the 

court. the clerk of the court shall so notifi the prosecutor and the defendant. The prosecutor may 

redact any such report, and the court mav review that redaction, as provided in subdivisions two 

and three of this section. Upon motion of the defendant. the court may, if otherwise authorized 

by statutorv or decisional law. order disclosure of the redacted information. The subpoenaed 

property shall be turned over to the defendant five days, excluding Saturdays. Sundays and 

holidays. after notice to the prosecutor of its receipt or at the commencement of trial, whichever 

is earlier. 

Je) Implementation. The chief administrator of the courts shall ~rornulgate rules 

implementing the provisions of this subdivision. 

6.  Nothing in this section shall be construed to create, limit. exvand or in any wav affect 

anv authoritv that the court otherwise mav have to order pre-trial disclosure of the identity or 

address of a witness. 



7. At any time after arraiment,  the court may limit or extend the time requirements 

provided for in this section. 

95. The section heading and the opening paragraph of subdivision 1 of section 240.30 of 

the criminal procedure law, the section heading as added by chapter 412 of the laws of 1979 and 

the opening paragraph of subdivision 1 as amended by chapter 3 17 of the laws of 1983, are 

amended to read as follows: 

$240.30. Discovery; [upon demand of) by the prosecutor. Except to the extent protected 

by court order, [upon a demand to produce] within fifteen davs of disclosure by the prosecutor 

pursuant to sections 240.20 and 240.21 of this article. and vrior to trial, a defendant against 

whom an indictment, superior court information, prosecutor's information, information or 

simplified information charging a misdemeanor is pending shall disclose and make available @ 

the prosecution for inspection, photographng, copying or testing, subject to constitutional 

limitations: 

$6. Section 240.35 of the criminal procedure law, as added by chapter 412 of the laws of 

1979, is amended to read as follows: 

$240.35. Discovery; refusal [of demand] to disclose. Notwithstanding the provisions of 

sections 240.20 and 240.30, the prosecutor or the defendant, as the case may be, may refuse to 

disclose any information which [he] that party reasonably believes is not discoverable [by a 

demand to produce,] pursuant to [section 240.20 or section 240.30 as the case may be,] this 

article or for which [he] the Darty reasonably believes a protective order would be warranted. 

Such refusal shall be made in a writing, which shall set forth the grounds of such belief as fully 

as possible, consistent with the objective of the refbsal. The writing shall be served upon the 



[demanding] other party and a copy shall be filed with the court. Such refusal shall be made 

within the time bv which disclosure is required, but may be made after that time, as the court may 

determine is rewired in the interest of iustice. 

57. Subdivisions 1 and 2 of section 240.40 of the criminal procedure law, subdivision 1 

as amended by chapter 3 17 of the laws of 1983 and subdivision 2 as amended by chapter 48 1 of 

the laws of 1983, are amended to read as follows: 

1. Upon [motion] application of a defendant against whom an indictment, superior court 

information, prosecutor's information, information, or simplified information charging a 

misdemeanor is pending, the court in which such accusatory instrument is pending: 

(a) must order discovery as to any material not disclosed [upon a demand] pursuant to 

section 240.20, if it finds that the prosecutor's refusal to disclose such material is not justified; (b) 

must, unless it is satisfied that the [people have] prosecutor has shown good cause why such an 

order should not be issued, order discovery or issue any other order authorized by subdivision 

one of section 240.70 as to any material not disclosed [upon demand] pursuant to section 240.20 

where the prosecutor has failed to serve a timely written refusal pursuant to section 240.35; and 

(c) may [order discovery with respect to any other property, which the people intend to introduce 

at the trial], subiect to a protective order and except where otherwise limited or wrohibited by 

statute. order discovery or issue a subpoena pursuant to section twentv-three hundred seven of the 

civil practice law and rules with respect to any property not otherwise subiect to, or exempt from, 

disclosure under this article in the possession of the vrosecutor or any law enforcement agency 

emploving a police officer. as defined in subdivision thirtv-four of section 1.20 of this chapter, 

which participated in the investigation. arrest or post-arrest processing of the defendant relating 



to the criminal action or vroceeding, upon a showing by the defendant that discovery with respect 

to such property is material to the preparation of his or her defense, and that the request is 

reasonable. [Upon granting the motion pursuant to paragraph (c) hereof, the court shall, upon 

motion of the people showing such to be material to the preparation of their case and that the 

request is reasonable, condition its order of discovery by further directing discovery by the people 

of property, of the same kind or character as that authorized to be inspected by the defendant, 

which he intends to introduce at the trial] The prosecutor mav redact any such property and the 

court may review that redaction, as orovided for in subdivisions two and three of section 240.41 

of this article. Nothing. in this oaramavh shall be construed to create. limit. expand or in any way 

affect any authority that the court otherwise may have to order disclosure of the identity or 

address of a witness. 

2. Upon motion of the prosecutor, and subject to constitutional limitation, the court in 

which an indictment, superior court information, prosecutor's information, information, or 

simplified information charging a misdemeanor is pending: (a) must order discovery as to any 

property not disclosed [upon a demand] pursuant to section 240.30, if it finds that the defendant's 

refusal to disclose such material is not justified; and (b) may order the defendant to provide non- 

testimonial evidence. Such order may, among other things, require the defendant to: 

(1) Appear in a line-up; 

(i i) Speak for identification by 3 witness or a potential witness; 

(iii) Be fingerprinted; 

(iv) Pose for photographs not involving reenactment of an event; 

(v) Permit the taking of samples of blood, hair or other materials from his 



her body in a manner not involving an unreasonable intrusion thereof or a risk of serious physical - 

injury thereto; 

(vi) Provide specimens of his or her handwritings; 

(vii) Submit to a reasonable physical or medical inspection of his or her body. 

This subdivision shall not be construed to limit, expand, or otherwise affect the issuance 

of a similar court order, as may be authorized by law, before the filing of an accusatory 

instrument consistent with such rights as the defendant may derive f?om the constitution of this 

state or of the United States. This section shall not be construed to limit or otherwise affect the 

administration of a chemical test where otherwise authorized pursuant to section one thousand 

one hundred [ninety-four-a] ninetv-four of the vehicle and traffic law. 

$8. Section 240.43 of the criminal procedure law, as added by chapter 222 of the laws 

of 1987, is amended to read as follows: 

8240.43. Discovery; disclosure of prior uncharged criminal, vicious or immoral acts[. 

Upon a request by a defendant, the prosecutor shall notify the defendant of all]; disclosure of 

propertv intended to be introduced at trial; disclosure of re~orts and resumes of exvert witnesses. 

1. Fifteen davs before the commencement of trial. or on such other date after arraignment as may 

be fixed by the court, the prosecutor shall. uoon a request of the defendant. disclose to the 

defendant and make available for inspection. ~hotorrraphing. covvinn. or, where avvropriate, 

testing: 

(a) All specific instances of a defendant's prior uncharged criminal, vicious or immoral 

conduct of which the prosecutor has knowledge and which the prosecutor intends to use at trial 

for substantive oroof or for purposes of impeaching the credibility of the defendant. [Such 



notiiication by the prosecutor shall be made immediately prior to the commencement of jury 

selection, except that the court may, in its discretion, order such notification and make its 

determination as to the admissibility for impeachment purposes of such conduct within a period 

of three days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, prior to the commencement of jury 
" 

selection.] 

(b) Anv oro~ertv, to the extent not ~reviouslv disclosed. which the prosecutor intends to 

offer at trial. The orosecutor mav redact any such property and the court mav review such - 
redaction as authorized bv subdivisions two and three of section 240.21 of this article. Nothing 

in this paragraph shall be construed to create. limit or expand or in anv wav affect anv authoritv 

the court mav otherwise have to order disclosure of the identitv or address of a witness. 

Ic) A writing setting forth the name. business address and aualifications of anv expert 

the prosecution intends to call as a witness at trial and a written report by that witness setting 

forth in reasonable detail the subiect matter on which the expert is expected to testifv including 

the witness's opinion and conclusions. if any. as well as the basis for those opinions and 

conclusions. This section shall not applv to a psychiatric expert governed by section 250.10 of 

this chapter. and the requirements hereof of a written raor t  shall not applv to an expert who will 

testifv to the results of a test for controlled substances and who has alreadv prepared a report that - 
has been disclosed pursuant to section 240.20 of this article, or a person who is testifvng as an 

ordinarv witness as well as an expert. To the extent that the reDorl reauired by this section does 

not otherwise exist. the orosecutor shall cause the exoert to preDare such a report. If the court 

finds that the prosecutor has. in bad faith. failed to provide the writing and report reauired by this 

subdivision, the court may preclude introduction of the expert testimony. 



2. Fifteen davs before trial, or on such other date as may be fixed bv the court. upon 

request of the prosecutor. the defendant shall disclose to the prosecution and make available for 

inspection, photo~ra~hinn, copvinn, or. where appropriate, testinn: 

[a) Any propertv. to the extent not previouslv disclosed. which the defendant intends to 

introduce at trial. 

Jb) A writing setting forth the name. business address and aualifications of anv expert 

the defense intends to call as a witness at trial and a written report by that witness setting forth in 

reasonable detail the subiect matter on which the expert is expected to testifv including the 

witness's opinion and conclusions, if anv, as well as the basis for those opinions and conclusions. 

This subdivision shall not applv to a psychiatric expert governed by section 250.10 of this 

chapter. and the requirements hereof of a written report shall not apply to an expert who will 

testifv to the results of a test for controlled substances who has already prepared a report that has 

been disclosed pursuant to section 240.30 of this article. or a person who is testifying as an 

ordinary witness as well as an expert. To the extent that the report required by this section does 

not otherwise exist. the defense shall cause the expert to prepare such a report. If the court finds 

that the defense has, in bad faith. failed to provide the writing and report rewired bv this 

subdivision, it mav preclude introduction of the expert testimony. 

$9. Section 240.44 of the criminal procedure law, as added by chapter 558 of the laws 

of 1982, is amended to read as follows: 

5240.44. Discovery; upon pre-trial hearing. Subject to a protective order, at the 

commencement of a pre-trial hearing held in a criminal court at which a witness is called to 

testify, each party [,at the conclusion of the direct examination of each of its witnesses,] shall, 



upon the request of the other party, make available to that other party to the extent not previously 

disclosed, including all statements or testimony previousl~ disclosed in a redacted form: 

1. Any written or recorded statement, including any testimony before a grand jury, made 

by such witness other than the defendant which relates to the subject matter of the witness's 

testimony and which is in the possession or control of the ~ a r t v  calling the witness. 

2. A record of a judgment of conviction of such witness other than the defendant if the 

record of conviction is known by the prosecutor or the defendant as the case may be, to exist. 

3. The existence of any pending criminal action against such witness other than the 

defendant if the pending criminal action is known by the prosecutor or defendant, as the case may 

be, to exist. 

$10. Section 240.45 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by chapter 558 of the 

laws of 1982 and paragraph (a) of subdivision 1 as amended by chapter 804 of the laws of 1984, 

is amended to read as follows: 

6240.45. Discovery; upon trial, of prior statements and criminal history of, and promises 

&., witnesses. 1. [After the jury has been sworn and before the prosecutor's opening address,] & 

the commencement of iurv selection or, in the case of a single judge trial after commencement 

and before submission of evidence, the prosecutor shall, subject to a protective order, make 

available to the defendant to the extent not ~reviously disclosed: 

(a) Any written or recorded statement in the possession or control of the prosecutor, 

including any testimony before a grand jury and an examination videotaped pursuant to section 

190.32 of this chapter, made by a person whom the prosecutor intends to call as a witness at trial, 

and which relates to the subject matter of the witness's testimony, including unredacted 



statements previouslv disclosed in redacted form; 

(b) A record of judgment of conviction of a witness the [people intend] prosecutor 

intends to call at trial if the record of conviction is known by the prosecutor to exist; 

(c) The existence of any pending criminal action against a witness the [people intend] 

prosecutor intends to call at trial, if the pending criminal action is known by the prosecutor to 

exist; 

Jd) The details of anv promises to, or agreements with, a witness the  rosec cut or intends 

to call at trial. if such vromise or ameement is related to the witness's testimony or cooperation, 

and is known or should be known by the prosecutor. 

The provisions of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this subdivision shall not be construed to 

require the prosecutor to fingerprint a witness or otherwise cause the division of criminal justice 

services or other law enforcement agency or court to issue a report concerning a witness. 

2. [After presentation of the people's direct case and before the presentation of the 

defendant's direct case] At the commencement of jurv selection, the defendant shall, subject to a 

protective order, make available to the prosecutor: 

(a) any written or recorded statement made by a person other than the defendant whom 

the defendant intends to call as a witness at the trial, [and] which relates to the subject matter of 

the witness's testimony and is in the vossession or control of the defendant; 

(b) a record of judgment of conviction of a witness, other than the defendant, the 

defendant intends to call at trial if the record of conviction is known by the defendant to exist; 

(c) the existence of any pending criminal action against a witness, other than the 

defendant, the defendant intends to call at trial, if the pending criminal action is known by the 





a witness. 

$ 13. Subdivision 1 of section 240.70 of the criminal procedure law, as added by chapter 

412 of the laws of 1979, is amended to read as follows: 

1. If, during the course of discovery proceedings or during trial, the court finds that a - 
party has failed to comply with any of the provisions of this article, the court may order such 

party to permit discovery of the property not previously disclosed, grant a continuance, issue a 

protective order, give an adverse inference instruction to the trier of fact, prohibit the 

introduction of certain evidence or the calling of certain witnesses or take any other appropriate 

action. 

$14. Section 240.80 of the criminal procedure law is REPEALED. 

$15. Subdivision 2 of section 240.90 of the criminal procedure law, as added by chapter 

412 of the laws of 1979, is amended to read as follows: 

2. [A] Within thirty days of the vrosecutor's disclosure to the defendant of property 

subiect to disclosure under the vrovisions of thls article, a motion by a defendant for additional 

discovery shall be made as otherwise prescribed in section 255.20 of this chapter. Such motion 

must be supported by sworn allenations of fact that each item of provertv soubt  has not 

previouslv been disclosed to the defendant and sworn allegations of fact demonstrating that each 

item of property sought is material to the preparation of the defense when such a showing of 

materialitv is a prerequisite to disclosure. 

9 16. Section 250.10 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by chapter 548 of the 

laws of 1980, subdivision 1 as amended by chapter 558 of the laws of 1982, paragraph (a) of 

subdivision 1 and subdivision 5 as amended by chapter 668 of the laws of 1984, is amended to 



read as follows: 

$250.10. Notice of intent to proffer psychiatric evidence; examination of defendant upon 4 

application of prosecutor. 1. As used in this section, the term "psychiatric evidence" means: 

(a) Evidence of mental disease or defect to be offered by the defendant in connection 
- 

with the affirmative defense of lack of criminal responsibility by reason of mental disease or 

defect. 

(b) Evidence of mental disease or defect to be offered by the defendant in connection 

with the affirmative defense of extreme emotional disturbance as defined in paragraph (a) of 

subdivision one of section 125.25 of the penal law and paragraph (a) of subdivision two of 

section 125.27 of the penal law. 

(c) Evidence of the defendant's mental disease or defect to be offered by the defendant in 

connection with any other defense or claim not specified in the preceding paragraphs. 

2. As used in this section. the term "psvchiatric defense" means: 

fa) The affirmative defense of lack of criminal responsibilitv bv reason of mental disease 

- 
or defect. 

(b) The affirmative defense of extreme emotional disturbance as defined in paragra~h (a) 

of subdivision one of section 125.25 of the penal law and varamavh (a) of subdivision two of 

section 125.27 of the penal law. 

(c) Anv other defense or claim supported bv evidence of defendant's mental disease or 

defect. 

3. Psychiatric evidence is not admissible upon a trial unless the defendant serves upon - 

the people and files with the court a written notice of [his] intention to present psychiatric 



evidence. The notice must specify the t p e  of defense or affirmative defense enumerated in 

subdivision two of this section upon which the defendant intends to relv. and must set forth the 

nature of the alleged mvchiatric maladv that forms the basis of such defense or affirmative 

defense and its relationshiv to the ~roffered defense; provided. however, that the defendant shall 

not be required to include in such notice matters of evidence relating to how he or she intends to 

establish such defense or affirmative defense. Such notice must be served and filed before trial 

and not more than [thirty1 sixty days after entry of the plea of not guilty to the indictment. In the 

interest of justice and for good cause shown, however, the court may permit such service and 

filing to be made or amended at any later time prior to the close of the evidence. 

[3.]4. (a) When a defendant, pursuant to subdivision [two] three of this section, serves 

notice of intent to present psychiatric evidence, the [district attorney] prosecutor may apply to the 

court, upon notice to the defendant, for an order directing that the defendant submit to an 

examination by a psychiatrist or licensed psychologist as defined in article one hundred fifty- 

three of the education law designated by the [district attorney] prosecutor. If the application is 

granted, the psychiatrist or psychologist designated to conduct the examination must notify the 

[district attorney] prosecutor and counsel for the defendant of the time and place of the 

examination. Defendant has a right to have his or her counsel present at such examination. The 

[district attorney] prosecutor may also be present. The role of each counsel at such examination 

is that of an observer, and neither counsel shall be permitted to take an active role at the 

examination. 

[4.] (b) After the conclusion of the examination, the psychiatrist or psychologist must 

promptly prepare a written report of his or her findings and evaluation, including - anv o~inions 



and conclusions, as well as the basis for those opinions and conclusions. A copy of such report 

and a writing set tin^ forth the aualifications of the examining psvchiatrist or usycholo$st must 

be made available to the [district attorney] prosecutor and to the counsel for the defendant. No 

transcript or recording of the examination is required, but if one is made, it shall be made 

available to both parties prior to the trial. 

5. Any exwert witness retained bv a defendant or the prosecutor, other than the 

psvchiatrist or licensed psycholonist who examines the defendant under subdivision four of this 

section. for the purpose of advancing or rebutting a psychiatric defense. whom defendant or the 

prosecutor intends to call at trial must vrevare a written report of his or her findings and 
- 

evaluation. including the witness's owinion and conclusions. if anv. as well as the basis for those 

opinions and conclusions. 

6. Within fifteen days before the commencement of trial, the parties shall exchange 

copies of any reports prepared pursuant to subdivisions four and five of this section. as well as a 

writing setting forth the aualifications of the persons making the reports. Any transcript or 

- 
recording of an examination of defendant pursuant to subdivision four or five of this section shall 

be made available to the other party together with the report of the examination. 

7. If, after the exchange of psychiatric reports between the prosecutor and counsel for - 
defendant. as provided in subdivision six of this section. any psychiatrist or psycholo~ist through 

whom a vartv intends to introduce psvchiatric evidence at trial examines the defendant. or any 

psychiatrist or psycholo~ist who has ~reviouslv examined the defendant makes further findings 

or evaluation regarding the defendant. he or she must prom~tlv prepare a report of his or her 

findings and evaluation, including ovinions and conclusions. if anv. as well as the basis for those 
4 



ovinions and conclusions. A copy of such report and the written qualifications of a ~svchiatrist 

expert not ~reviouslv disclosed must be made available to the prosecutor and to the counsel for 

the defendant. 

8. If the court finds that the defendant has willfblly refused to cooperate fully in the - 

examination ordered pursuant to subdivision [three] four of this section or that the defendant has 

in bad faith failed to provide the prosecutor with copies of the written revort of the findinns and 

evaluation of a psychiatrist or ~svcholonist whom defendant intends to call to testifv at trial as 

provided in subdivisions five and six of this section, it may preclude introduction of testimony by 

a psychiatrist or psychologist concerning mental disease or defect of the defendant at trial. 

Where, however, the defendant has other proof of his or her affirmative defense, and the court 

has found that the defendant did not submit to or cooperate fully in the examination ordered by 

the court, this other evidence, if otherwise competent, shall be admissible. In such case, the court 

must instruct the jury that the defendant did not submit to or cooperate fully in the pre-trial 

psychiatric examination ordered by the court pursuant to subdivision [three] four of this section 

and that such failure may be considered in determining the merits of the affirmative defense. 

9. If the court finds that the prosecutor has in bad faith failed to provide the defense with 

copies of the written revort of the findinns and evaluation of a vsychiatrist or psvchologist whom 

the vrosecutor intends to call to testifv at trial as provided in subdivisions four and six of thls 

section. it mav vreclude introduction of testirnonv by a psvchiatrist or psvchologist concerninq 

mental disease or defect of the defendant at trial. 

$17. Subdivisions 9, 10 and 1 1 of section 450.20 of the criminal procedure law are 

renumbered subdivisions 10, 1 1 and 12 and a new subdivision 9 is added to read as follows: 



9. A pre-trial order prolubiting: introduction of evidence or precluding the testimonv of a 

witness. provided the people file a statement in the appellate court pursuant to section 450.50 of 

this article. 

5 18. Section 450.50 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

$450.50. Appeal by people fkom order suppressing evidence; filing of statement in 

appellate court. 1. In taking an appeal, pursuant to subdivision eight or nine of section 450.20, 

to an intermediate appellate court from an order of a criminal court suppressing evidence, 

prohibiting the introduction of evidence or precluding the testimonv of a witness, the people must 

file, in addition to a notice of appeal or, as the case may be, an affidavit of errors, either of which 

must be filed within five davs of the vrohibition or preclusion order, a statement asserting that the 

deprivation of the use of the evidence ordered suppressed has rendered the sum of the proof 

available to the people with respect to a criminal charge which has been filed in the court either 

(a) insufficient as a matter of law, or (b) so weak in its entirety that any reasonable possibility of 

prosecuting such charge to a conviction has been effectively destroyed. 

2. The taking of an appeal by the people, pursuant to subdivision eight or nine of section 

450.20, fkom an order suppressing evidence, prohibiting the introduction of evidence or 

precluding: the testimony of a witness, constitutes a bar to the prosecution of the accusatory 

instrument involving the evidence ordered suppressed, prohibited or precluded, unless and until 

such [suppression] order is reversed upon appeal and vacated. 

$19. Section 700.70 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by chapter 194 of the 

laws of 1976, is amended to read as follows: 

$700.70. Eavesdropping warrants; notice before use of evidence. The contents of any 



intercepted communication, or evidence derived therefrom, may not be received in evidence or 

otherwise disclosed upon a trial of a defendant unless the people, within fifteen days after 

arraignment and before the commencement of the trial, furnish the defendant with a copy of the 

eavesdropping warrant, and accompanying application, under which interception was authorized 

or approved. [This] Thereafter, an extension of the fifteen day period may be [extended] sought 

bv the vrosecutor and ordered in the interests ofjustice by the trial court [upon good cause 

shown if it] at any time. vrovided the court finds that the defendant will not be prejudiced by the 

delay in receiving such papers. 

$20. Subdivision 2 of section 710.30 of the criminal procedure law, as separately 

amended by chapters 8 and 194 of the laws of 1976, is amended to read as follows: 

2. (iJ Such notice must be served within fifteen days after arraignment on an 

indictment. superior court information. vrosecutor's information. information or sim~lified 

information charging a misdemeanor, and before trial, and upon such service the defendant must 

be accorded a reasonable opportunity to move before trial, pursuant to subdivision one of section 

710.40, to suppress the specified evidence. [For good cause shown, however,] 

(b) Late notice. Anytime thereafter. before the commencement of trial, uvon finding that 

there is no preiudice to the defendant, the court may, in the interest of justice, permit the [people] 

prosecutor to serve such notice[, thereafter and in such case it must accord the defendant 

reasonable opportunity thereafter to make a suppression motion]. In determining whether to 

grant vermission to file such notice. the court may take into consideration anv relevant 

circumstance. including the wrobative value of the statement or identification. the delav in 

proceeding: to trial that would be occasioned bv permitting such notice. the cumulative nature of 



the statement or identification. whether the statement was made. the due diligence of the 

prosecutor in seeking to discover the statement or identification within fifteen davs of M 

arraignment. the time between the discovery of the statement or identification by the prosecutor 

and the disclosure to the defendant, and whether, desvite the absence of notice. the defendant was 
4 

aware of the statement or identification. If late identification or statement notice is permitted and 

there has been no suppression hearing with respect to such identification or statement, the 

defendant must be given a reasonable oxlportunitv to make an oral motion to suppress. 

Jc) Instruction at trial. At trial. if permission to file notice was sought more than ninety 

days from arra iment  or less than a week before trial, whichever is earlier, the court. upon 

request of the defendant. shall instruct the iurv that in determining whether a statement or 

identification had been made, it mav take into consideration the fact that notice of the statement 

or identification was given bevond the time ~enerallv required by this section. 

Jd) Statements and identifications made after fifteen days from arraignment. Upon 

becoming aware of a statement or identification made after fifteen davs from arraiment,  the 

- 
prosecutor shall disclose such fact to the defendant within fifteen davs of the vrosecutor's having 

become aware of the statement and immediatelv. if a pre-trial hearing, jury selection or trial 

before a single iudge has commenced. Uvon receipt of such notice. the defendant shall be ~ i v e n  - 
a reasonable o~vortunitv to make an oral motion to suppress. 

921. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become law. 



2. Dismissal of Felony Complaint 
(CPL 180.85) 

The Committee recommends that a new section 180.85 be added to the Criminal 
Procedure Law, providing that after arraignment upon a felony complaint, the local or superior 
court before which the action is pending, on motion of either party, may dismiss such felony 
complaint on the ground that defendant has been denied the right to a speedy trial, pursuant to 
section 30.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law. 

Although section 30.30(l)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Law requires the People to be 
ready for trial within six months of the commencement of a felony action, the Criminal 
Procedure Law fails to provide a procedural mechanism for dismissing a felony complaint where 
defendant is held for the Grand Jury and the six-month period expires before any action is taken 
by the Grand Jury. See People v. Daniel P., 94 A.D.2d 83,86 (2d Dept. 1983). The Court of 
Appeals has held that section 210.20 of the Criminal Procedure Law, which provides for 
dismissal of an indictment on speedy trial grounds, does not authorize the Supreme Court to 
dismiss a felony complaint and that there is no inherent authority to order such dismissal. 
Morgenthau v. Roberts, 65 N.Y.2d 749 (1985). Nor may a local criminal court dismiss a felony 
complaint on speedy trial grounds pursuant to section 170.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law, 
because that section applies only to nonfelony accusatory instruments. People v. Sherard, 
N.Y.L.J., Jan. 19, 1988, p. 19, col. 5 (App. Term, 1st Dept.). 

In his commentary to section 30.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law, Professor Peter 
Preiser observes: 

A gap in the speedy trial provisions that should receive legislative 
attention was exposed by the decision in Matter of Morgenthau v. 
Roberts, 65 N.Y.2d 749,492 N.Y.S.2d 21,481 N.E.2d 561 (1985). 
Apparently there is no CPL provision granting jurisdiction to entertain 
a motion to dismiss a felony complaint on CPL $30.30 grounds in a 
case where a defendant charged by felony complaint has been held for 
the grand jury and the statutory period of unexcused time has elapsed 
without grand jury action .... [Accordingly] the defendant may remain 
under the shadow of a charge that cannot be prosecuted. 

Practice Commentary, McKinney's Cons. Law of New York, CPL $30.30, Vol. 1 IA, p. 176 
(1992). See also People v. Daniel P., supra, at 90-91 (noting defendant's interest in securing 
final disposition of an action and the benefits of liberating defendant from the stigma of being 
accused of an unprovable charge). 

This measure would remedy the present gap in the law by creating a procedural 
mechanism for dismissing a felony complaint where there has been no timely grand jury action. 
It would permit either a superior court or a local criminal court before which an action is pending 



to dismiss a felony complaint on speedy trial grounds, upon the motion of either party. By 
providing defendant with the means of obtaining dismissal of a felony complaint where the 
Grand Jury has failed to act within the six-month trial readiness period, this measure would give 
effect to the objectives of section 30.30 of requiring the People to be ready for trial in a timely 
fashion. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to dismissal of a felony 
complaint 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. The opening paragraph of subdivision 1 of section 30.30 of the criminal 

procedure law, as added by chapter 184 of the laws of 1972, is amended to read as follows: 

Except as otherwise provided in subdivision three, a motion made pursuant to paragraph 

(e) of subdivision one of section 170.30, section 180.85 or paragraph (g) of subdivision one of 

section 210.20 must be granted where the people are not ready for trial within: 

$2. The criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new section 180.85 to read as 

follows: 

4 180.85. Proceeding upon felony complaint; dismissal upon speedy trial mounds. After 

arrainnment upon a felony complaint. the local criminal court or superior court before which the 

action is pending. may, on the motion of either party. dismiss such felony complaint or any count 

thereof. upon the ground that defendant has been denied the right - to a sveedv trial pursuant to 

section 30.30. 

93. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become a law. 



3. Appeal by the People from 
Preclusion Order 
(CPL 450.20,450.50) 

The Committee recommends that section 450.20 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to provide that the People may appeal as of right from an order prohibiting the 
introduction of certain evidence or the calling of certain witnesses, entered before trial pursuant 
to section 240.70 of the Criminal Procedure Law. The Committee further proposes that section 
450.50 of the Criminal Procedure Law be amended to permit the People to take an appeal from a 
preclusion order, if the People file a statement asserting that they are unable to prosecute without 
the evidence ordered precluded, and to provide that the taking of an appeal fkom a preclusion 
order constitutes a bar to prosecution unless or until such order is reversed or vacated. 

In People v. Anderson, 66 N.Y .2d 529, 537 (1 985), the Court of Appeals held that section 
30.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law does not require the Court to dismiss an action for a default 
by the People after the People have announced their readiness for trial where lesser sanctions, 
such as preclusion orders, are available. Anticipating that the Court's decision in Anderson may 
lead to an increase in the use of preclusion orders, the Committee recommends that section 
450.20 of the Criminal Procedure Law be amended to permit the People to appeal from a 
preclusion order. The People's right to take such an appeal would be conditioned, however, on 
the filing of a statement asserting that the prosecution cannot proceed without the precluded 
evidence. 

This procedure would conform to that now required where the People take an appeal from 
an order suppressing evidence. It would allow the People to obtain appellate review of 
preclusion orders, while assuring that only those orders affecting evidence at the heart of the 
People's case are the subject of interlocutory appeals. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to appeal by the people from a 
preclusion order 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 450.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 12 to read as follows: 

12. An order prohibitinn the introduction of certain evidence or the callinn of certain 



witnesses, entered before trial pursuant to section 240.70; provided that the people file a 

statement in the appellate court pursuant to section 450.50. 

$2. Section 450.50 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

$450.50. Appeal by people from order suppressing evidence; filing of statement in 

appellate court. 1. In taking an appeal, pursuant to subdivision eight or twelve of section 450.20, 

to an intermediate appellate court from an order of a criminal court suppressing evidence or an 

order prohibiting the introduction of certain evidence or the calling of certain witnesses, the 

people must file, in addition to a notice of appeal or, as the case may be, an affidavit of errors, a 

statement asserting that the deprivation of the use of the evidence ordered suppressed 

precluded has rendered the sum of the proof available to the people with respect to a criminal 

charge which has been filed in the court either (a) insufficient as a matter of law, or (b) so weak 

in its entirety that any reasonable possibility of prosecuting such charge to a conviction has been 

effectively destroyed. 

2. The taking of an appeal by the people, pursuant to subdivision eight or twelve of 

section 450.20, from an order suppressing evidence or an order prohibiting the introduction of 

certain evidence or the calling of certain witnesses, constitutes a bar to the prosecution of the 

accusatory instrument involving the evidence ordered suppressed or precluded, unless and until 

such suppression or preclusion order is reversed upon appeal and vacated. 

$3. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become a law. 



4. Motion to Dismiss Indictment 
in Interest of Justice 
(CPL 2 10.40) 

The Committee recommends that a new paragraph be added to subdivision one of section 
210.40 of the Criminal Procedure Law to provide that in determining whether to grant a motion 
to dismiss an indictment in the interest of justice, the court shall consider whether there has been 
unreasonable delay due to the People's repeated and unjustifiable failure to proceed with the 
action after both sides have answered ready and the court has fixed a date for a hearing or trial. 

Although the expeditious processing of a criminal case often is hampered by the failure to 
produce witnesses at a hearing or trial, the Court of Appeals has held that a trial court has no 
authority to enter a nonappealable trial order of dismissal as a remedy for the People's inability to 
produce the complaining witness after multiple adjournments. Holtzman v. Goldman, 71 N.Y.2d 
564 (1988). The Court noted, however, that the trial court was not helpless in the face of the 
People's failure to proceed and had various options available to it, including a dismissal in the 
interest ofjustice. 71 N.Y.2d at 574. The Court observed that such a dismissal "may well be 
appropriate" to redress the People's abuse of adjournments. 71 N.Y.2d at 575. 

While the Court of Appeals thus indicated that dismissal in the interest of justice is an 
appropriate remedy for the failure to proceed, section 210.40 of the Criminal Procedure Law does 
not provide expressly for consideration of this factor. By inviting the trial court to consider 
whether unreasonable delay has resulted from the repeated and unjustifiable failure to proceed 
after the parties have answered ready and the court has fixed a hearing or trial date, this measure 
would draw attention to the Court of Appeals' suggestion that section 210.40 is a permissible 
vehicle for redressing abuse of adjournments. At the same time, it would ensure that any 
dismissal in the interest of justice on this ground would be subject to the requirement that the 
court state the basis for its ruling (CPL §210.40(3)) and would be appealable by the People (CPL 
$450.20(1)). 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to motion to dismiss 
indictment in fhrtherance of justice 

The Peowle of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (j) of subdivision 1 of section 21 0.40 of the criminal procedure law 

is relettered paragraph (k) and a new paragraph (j) is added to read as follows: 



(i) whether there has been unreasonable delay due to the peowle's reveated and 

uniustifiable failure to proceed with the action after the ~ e o ~ l e  and the defendant have answered 

ready and the court has fixed a date for a hearing or trial; 

§2. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become a law. 



5. Bail or Recognizance for 
Cooperating Defendant 
Convicted of Class A-TI 
Felony 
(CPL 530.40) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision three of section 530.40 of the Criminal 
Procedure Law be amended to allow a superior court to order bail or recognizance for a 
defendant who has been convicted of a class A-I1 felony if the defendant is providing, or has 
agreed to provide, material assistance pursuant to section 65.00(l)(b) of the Penal Law. 

Section 530.40(3) of the Criminal Procedure Law precludes a superior court from 
ordering recognizance or bail, inter alia, after a defendant has been convicted of a class A felony. 
Although in most cases this reflects a sound policy, it may in some cases wholly undermine the 
incentive to cooperate in drug investigations that section 65.00(l)(b) of the Penal Law seeks to 
create for defendants charged with serious drug offenses. That section permits a court, in certain 
circumstances, to sentence to probation a defendant convicted of a class A-I1 or class B felony 
drug offense if the prosecutor recommends such a sentence and confirms that the defendant is 
providing, or has provided, material assistance to the authorities in a drug investigation. As one 
trial court has pointed out, however, the mandatory incarceration requirement of section 
530.40(3) effectively prevents a defendant who pleads guilty to a class A-I1 felony, but is eager to 
cooperate with the authorities in return for the more lenient sentence of probation permitted 
under section 65.00(l)(b), from actually providing that cooperation. Indeed, if a defendant is 
incarcerated, he or she will generally be unable to assist in a drug investigation. The court in that 
case, therefore, urged the Legislature to remedy the problematic inconsistency between these two 
statutes. See People v. Dale D'Arnipo, N.Y.L.J., June 5, 1990, p. 26, col. 5 (Suffolk Cty. Ct). 

This measure would eliminate that inconsistency by creating an exception to the 
mandatory incarceration rule of section 530.40(3) for a defendant who is convicted of a class A-II 
felony but who agrees to cooperate in a drug investigation. By doing so, if a defendant who 
pleaded guilty or was otherwise convicted of a class A-II felony was cooperating, or agreed to 
cooperate, with the authorities in a drug investigation, the court could order bail or recognizance, 
and thereby enable the defendant to fulfill his or her commitment to cooperate. This would 
provide such defendants with a meaningful opportunity to benefit from the incentive provided 
them in section 65.00(l)(b), as well as afford law enforcement a more effective weapon in 
combating drug crimes. 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to an order of recognizance or 
bail 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and AssembIv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 3 of section 530.40 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by 

chapter 264 of the laws of 2003, is amended to read as follows: 

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision two, a superior court may not order 

recognizance or bail, or permit a defendant to remain at liberty pursuant to an existing order, after 

-- 
he or she has been convicted of either: (a) a class A felony or (b) any class B or class C felony 

defined in article one hundred thirty of the penal law committed or attempted to be committed by 

a person eighteen years of age or older against a person less than eighteen years of age. In either 

case the court must commit or remand the defendant to the custody of the sheriff; provided, 

however, that a superior court may order recognizance or bail. or permit a defendant to remain at 

- 
libertv pursuant to an existing order, after the defendant has been convicted of a class A-IT felony, 

if the defendant is providing. or has arrreed to provide. material assistance pursuant to paramaph 

(b) of subdivision one of section 65.00 of the penal law. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 





Section 1. Subdivision 5 of section 200.95 of the criminal procedure law, as added by 

chapter 558 of the laws of 1982, is amended to read as follows: 

5. Court ordered bill of particulars. Where a prosecutor has timely served a written 

refusal pursuant to subdivision four of this section and upon motion, [made] either oral or in 

writing, of a defendant, who has made a request for a bill of particulars and whose request has 

not been complied with in whole or in part, the court must, to the extent a protective order is not 

warranted, order the prosecutor to comply with the request if it is satisfied that the items of 

factual information requested are authorized to be included in a bill of particulars, and that such 

information is necessary to enable the defendant adequately to prepare or conduct his or her 

defense and, if the request was untimely, a finding of good cause for the delay. Where a 

prosecutor has not timely served a written refusal pursuant to subdivision four of this section the 

court must, unless it is satisfied that the people have shown good cause why such an order should 

not be issued, issue an order requiring the prosecutor to comply or providing for any other order 

authorized by subdivision one of section 240.70. 

$2. Subdivision 3 of section 2 10.43 of the criminal procedure law, as added by chapter 

41 1 of the laws of 1979, is amended to read as follows: 

3. The procedure for bringing on a motion pursuant to subdivision one of this section[,] 

shall accord with the procedure prescribed in subdivisions one and two of section 21 0.45 of this 

article. After the parties have been heard. if the motion is made orally, and after all papersif 

anv. ofboth parties have been filed and after all documentary evidence, if any, has been 

submitted, the court must consider the samc for the purpose of determining whether the motion is 

determinable [on the motion papers submitted] thereon and, if not, may make such inquiry as it 



deems necessary for the purpose of making a determination. 

$3. Subdivisions 1,2,3,4 and 5 of section 2 10.45 of the criminal procedure law are 

amended to read as follows: 

1. [A] Ifa motion to dismiss an indictment pursuant to section 21 0.20 [must be made in 

writing and upon reasonable notice to the people. If the motion] is based upon the existence or 

occurrence of facts, the motion [papers] must contain [sworn] allegations thereof, whether [by] of 

the defendant or [by] of another person or persons. [Such sworn] If the motion is in writing. the 

allegations must be sworn. and may be based upon personal knowledge of the affiant or upon 

information and belief, provided that in the latter event the affiant must state the sources of such 

information and the grounds of such belief. The defendant may further submit documentary 

evidence supporting or tending to support the allegations of the [moving papers] motion. 

2. [The] If the motion is made in writing, the people may file with the court, and in such 

case must serve a copy thereof upon the defendant or his or her counsel, an answer denying or 

admitting any or all of the allegations of the moving papers, and may further submit documentary' 

evidence refuting or tending to refute such allegations. 

3. After the parties have been heard. if the motion is made orallv. and after all papersif 

anv, of both parties have been filed, and after all documentary evidence, if any, has been 

submitted, the court must consider the same for the purpose of determining whether the motion is 

determinable without a hearing to resolve questions of fact. 

4. The court must grant the motion without conducting a hearing if: 

(a) The [moving papers allege] motion alleges a ground constituting legal basis for the 

motion pursuant to subdivision one of section 21 0.20; and 



(b) Such ground, if based upon the existence or occurrence of facts, is supported by 

[sworn] allegations of all facts essential to support the motion; and 

(c) The [sworn] allegations of fact essential to support the motion are either conceded by 

the people to be true or are conclusively substantiated by unquestionable documentary proof. 

5. The court may deny the motion without conducting a hearing if: 

(a) The [moving papers do] motion does not allege any ground constituting legal basis 

for the motion pursuant to subdivision one of section 210.20; or 

(b) The motion is based upon the existence or occurrence of facts, and the [moving 

papers do not contain sworn] defendant has not stated allegations supporting all the essential 

facts; or 

(c) An allegation of fact essential to support the motion is conclusively refuted by 

unquestionable documentary proof, 

$4. Subdivisions 1 and 2 of section 255.20 of the criminal procedure law, subdivision 1 

as amended by chapter 369 of the laws of 1982 and subdivision 2 as added by chapter 763 of the 

laws of 1974, are amended to read as follows: 

1. Except as otherwise expressly provided by law, whether the defendant is represented 

by counsel or elects to proceed pro se, all pre-trial motions shall be made or served or filed 

within forty-five days after arraignment and before commencement of trial, or within such 

additional time as the court may fix upon application of the defendant made prior to entry of 

judgment. In an action in which an eavesdropping warrant and application have been furnished 

pursuant to section 700.70 or a notice of intention to introduce evidence has been served pursuant 

to section 710.30, such period shall be extended until forty-five days after the last date of such 



service. If the defendant is not represented by counsel and has requested an adjournment to 

obtain counsel or to have counsel assigned, such forty-five day period shall commence on the 

date counsel initially appears on defendant's behalf. 

2. All pre-trial motions, whether written with supporting affidavits, affirmations, 

exhibits and memoranda of law, or oral, whenever practicable, shall be included within the same 

avplication or set of motion papers, and shall be raised or made returnable on the same date, 

unless the defendant shows that it would be prejudicial to the defense were a single judge to 

consider all the pre-trial motions. Where one motion seeks to provide the basis for making 

another motion, it shall be deemed impracticable to include both motions in the same set of 

motion papers or oral application pursuant to this subdivision. 

$5 .  Section 255.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 1 -a to read as follows: 

1-a. Upon the consent of the defendant and the prosecutor. and upon the ameement of the 

court. any pre-trial motion may be made orally. However. the court may at any time thereafter 

reauire that such a motion be in writing if the court believes that written vaoers would assist in 

determining the motion. The chief administrator of the courts shall promulgate an appropriate 

form that courts throughout the state shall use when an oral vre-trial motion is made and upon 

which the court shall record the nature of such motion and the court's decision thereon. 

$6. Subdivisions l , 2 , 3  and 5 of section 710.60 of the criminal procedure law, 

subdivision 3 as amended by chapter 776 of the laws of 1986, are amended to read as follows: 

1. A motion to suppress evidence made before trial [must be in writing and upon 

reasonable notice to the people and with an opportunity to be heard. The motion papers] must 



state the ground or grounds of the motion and must contain [sworn] allegations of fact, whether 

of the defendant or of another person or persons, supporting such grounds. [Such] If the motion 

is in writinn. the allegations must be sworn. and may be based upon personal knowledge of the 

deponent or upon information and belief, provided that in the latter event the sources of such 

information and the grounds of such belief are stated. [The] If the motion is in writing. the 

people may file with the court, and in such case must serve a copy thereof upon the defendant or 

his or her counsel, an answer denying or admitting any or all of the allegations of the moving 

papers. 

2. The court must summarily grant the motion if: 

(a) The motion [papers comply] complies with the requirements of subdivision one and 

the people concede the truth of allegations of fact therein which support the motion; or 

(b) The people stipulate that the evidence sought to be suppressed will not be offered in 

evidence in any criminal action or proceeding against the defendant. 

3. The court may summarily deny the motion if: 

(a) The motion [papers do] does not allege a ground constituting legal basis for the 

motion; or 

(b) The [sworn] allegations of fact do not as a matter of law support the ground alleged; 

except that this paragraph does not apply where the motion is based upon the ground specified in 

subdivision three or six of section 71 0.20. 

5. A motion to suppress evidence made during trial [may be in writing and may1 must be 

litigated and determined [on the basis of motion papers] as provided in subdivisions one through 

four [, or it may, instead, be made orally in open court. In the latter event, the]. The court must, 



where necessary, also conduct a hearing as provided in subdivision four, out of the presence of 

the jury if any, and make findings of fact essential to the determination of the motion. 

$7. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become law. 



7. Identification by Means of 
Previous Recognition 
(CPL 60.27) 

The Committee recommends that a new section 60.27 be added to the Criminal Procedure 
Law to allow, in certain circumscribed situations, a third party to testify to a witness's pre-trial 
identification of the defendant when the witness is unwilling to identie the defendant in court 
because of fear. 

The general common law rule is that the testimony of a third party, such as a police 
officer, to recount a witness's prior identification of the defendant is inadmissible. The Criminal 
Procedure Law currently recognizes an exception to this rule when the witness is unable on the 
basis of present recollection to identify the defendant in court. &g CPL 60.25. That statutory 
exception does not, however, permit a third party to recount a witness's prior identification when 
the witness is unwilling to identify the defendant in court because of fear. See Peode v. Bavron, 
66 N.Y.2d 77 (1 985) 

This measure would allow such testimony, but only if certain conditions were established. 
First, the witness must have identified the defendant prior to trial under circumstances consistent 
with the defendant's constitutional rights. Second, the prosecution must prove, by a 
preponderance of the evidence, that the witness is unwilling to identify the defendant in court 
because the witness, or a relative of the witness as that term is defined in CPL 530.1 1, received a 
threat of physical injury or substantial property damage to himself, herself or another. If these 
conditions were met, a third party would be permitted to testify to the witness's prior 
identification of the defendant. 

By permitting the admission of such testimony in these circumstances, the measure would 
frustrate the efforts of those who seek to undermine the judicial process through intimidation and 
fear. Importantly, general and unsubstantiated fear on the part of the witness would not open the 
door to the admission of this testimony; only proof of an actual threat would suffice. 
Accordingly, this measure would promote the truth-seeking function of the trial without 
jeopardizing the defendant's right to a fair trial. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to identification by means of 
previous recognition 

The Peovle of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 



Section 1. The criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new section 60.27 to read 

as folbws: 

660.27. Rules of evidence; identification by means of previous recognition; witness's 

unwillinmess to make present identification because of threat. 1. In any criminal proceeding in 

which the defendant's commission of an offense is in issue. testimony as provided in subdivision 

two may be given when. at a hearing outside the presence of the iuq: 

(a) It is established that (il a witness is unwilIina to state at the ~roceedinp whether or 

not the person claimed by the people to have committed the offense was observed by the witness 

at the time and place of the commission of the offense or upon some other occasion relevant to 

the case: and (ii) on an occasion subseauent to the offense. the witness observed. under 

circumstances consistent with such rights as an accused person may derive under the constitution 

of this state or of the United States, a person whom the witness recognized as the same person 

whom the witness had observed on the first or incriminating occasion; and (iii) the defendant is 

in fact the person whom the witness observed and recornized on the second occasion. That the 

defendant is the person whom the witness observed and recognized on the second occasion may 

be established by testimony of another person or persons to whom the witness promptly declared 

- his or her recornition on such occasion; and 

[b) The people prove. bv a preponderance of the evidence, that the witness is unwilling 

to state at the proceeding whether or not the person claimed bv the ~eop le  to have committed the 

offense was observed bv the witness at the time and place of the offense, or upon some other 

occasion relevant to the offense. because the witness. or a member of the witness's family or 

household. as defined in section 530.11. received a threat of physical iniury or substantial 



propertv damage to himself. herself or another. 

2. Under the circumstances prescribed in subdivision one. a person or persons to whom - 
the witness promptly declared his or her recognition of the defendant on the second occasion may 

testify as to the witness's identification of the defendant on that occasion. Such testimony, 

together with the evidence that the defendant is in fact the person whom the witness observed 

and reconnized on the second occasion. constitutes evidence in chief. 

92. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become law. 



8. Deferral of Prosecution 
(CPL Article 740) 

The Committee recommends that a new article 740 be added to the Criminal Procedure 
Law to permit a superior court, upon application by the defendant and with the consent of the 
prosecutor, to order that the prosecution of certain felony cases be deferred for a period of up to 
two years. At the end of the deferral period, if the case has not been restored to the calendar and 
resumed due to the defendant's violation of a condition of the deferral, the case would be 
dismissed in the furtherance of justice. 

A number of jurisdictions, including California, Florida, Colorado, Anzona and the 
federal courts, permit deferral of prosecution in certain felony cases. Although the specific 
procedures under which these jurisdictions defer felony prosecutions may vary, the policies 
supporting deferral are the same. First, deferred prosecution provides certain defendants, usually 
those with no prior felony convictions who are charged with a nonviolent felony, with the 
opportunity to demonstrate that their unlawful behavior was aberrational and should not result in 
their being permanently tainted as convicted felons. Second, by postponing, and ultimately 
avoiding in most of the cases, the necessity for a trial and other protracted court proceedings, 
deferred prosecution enables prosecutorial and judicial resources to concentrate on those cases 
involving more serious allegations of wrongdoing. 

This measure would promote these salutary policies. It would create a new article 740 of 
the Criminal Procedure Law to permit a superior court, upon application by the defendant and 
with the consent of the prosecutor, to defer prosecution of a criminal action for a period of time 
not to exceed two years. Under the proposed section 740.10, deferral would not be permitted if 
the defendant had a previous felony conviction, previously had a criminal case deferred, or is 
charged with a violent felony offense, a felony sex offense or a felony weapon offense. 
However, deferral would be permitted even in the aforesaid cases if the court, upon evaluation of 
the defendant's character and the nature and circumstances of the crime charged, determined that 
deferral was appropriate. In addition to the important protection of requiring the prosecutor's 
consent, the prosecutor may also insist that the defendant plead guilty, or express an 
acknowledgment of guilt, of one or more of the charges or one or more lesser included offenses 
of the charges. The measure further requires the defendant to waive the right to a speedy trial 
during the period of deferral. 

The measure would also permit the court to impose any reasonable conditions on the 
defendant during the period of deferral. If one of the conditions requires supervision of the 
defendant, the court may order that such supervision be undertaken by a probation agency or by a 
designated private agency. It is intended that courts would make extensive use of private 
agencies to supervise defendants whose prosecutions are deferred, so that any additional burdens 
on already overwhelmed probation agencies would be minimized. 

The court would retain full jurisdiction over the case during the period of deferral, and 



could order the defendant to appear before it at any time. Under proposed section 740.40, if the 
court had reasonable grounds to believe that the defendant violated a condition of the deferral, 
the court could issue a bench warrant directing that the defendant be taken into custody and 
brought before the court. In determining whether the defendant violated a condition, the court 
would not be required to conduct a formal hearing but the defendant would be afforded an 
opportunity to be heard. Upon a determination that the defendant violated a condition, the court 
would be authorized to terminate the deferral and restore the criminal case to the calendar and 
resume the prosecution or, if the defendant previously entered a guilty plea, proceed to 
sentencing. A court's decision to restore a case to the calendar (as well as a court's refusal in the 
first instance to order deferral) would not be reviewable on appeal. 

Under proposed section 740.50, if at the end of the period of deferral the case has not 
been restored to the calendar, the defendant's plea, if any, shall be deemed to have been vacated 
and the accusatory instrument shall be deemed to have been dismissed in the furtherance of 
justice. The sealing provisions of section 160.50 of the CPL would apply to such a dismissal. 

If administered pursuant to the strict procedures set forth in this measure, deferral of 
prosecution, in appropriate cases, could significantly benefit courts, prosecutors and defendants. 
New York should follow the lead of other comparable jurisdictions and enact a statutory scheme 
permitting this useful procedure. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to deferral of prosecution in 
certain felony cases 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 4 of section 30.30 of the criminal procedure law is amended by 

adding a new paragraph (k) to read as follows: 

/k) the period during which the prosecution is deferred ~ursuant to article 740 of this 

chapter. 

92. Subdivision 3 of section 160.50 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding 

a new paragraph (m) to read as follows: 



jm) An action is dismissed pursuant to article 740 of this chapter. 

$3. The criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new article 740 to read as 

follows: 

ARTICLE 740 

DEFERRAL OF PROSECUTION 

$740.10. Deferral of prosecution; eligible defendants. 

4740.20. Deferral of wrosecution; procedure for deferral. 

9740.30. Refbsal to order deferral or order of court restoring criminal action not 

reviewable on appeal; court retains legal custody of defendant. 

4740.40. Termination of deferral; restoration of criminal action. 

6740.50. Dismissal of action: effect thereof; records. 

9740.10. Deferral of prosecution; eligible defendants. 1. Upon application bv the 

defendant and with the consent of the prosecutor and the ameement of the court, prosecution of a 

criminal action mav be deferred pursuant to section 740.20 unless the defendant has previously 

been convicted of a felonv. has previouslv had a prosecution of a criminal action against him or 

her deferred. or is charged in the present action with (i) a class A felony offense as defined in the 

penal law. (ii) a violent felonv offense as defined in section 70.02 of the penal law. (iii) anv 

felony offense defined in article 130 of the penal law, or (iv) any felonv offense defined in article 

265 of the penal law. 

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision one of this section, uDon a~wlication bv 

the defendant and with the consent of the prosecutor. prosecution of a criminal action may be 

deferred pursuant to section 740.20 regardless of the defendant's prior criminal historv or the 



crime or crimes with which the defendant is charged if the court, having, regard to the nature and 

circumstances of the crime or crimes charged and to the character of the defendant, is of the 

opinion that deferral of prosecution is approvriate. 

4740.20. Deferral of prosecution: procedufe for deferral. 1. After a r ra iment  in a local 

criminal court upon a felony complaint. or at or after a r ra iment  in a superior court upon an 

indictment or superior court information. and before final disposition thereof, a superior court, 

upon avvlication bv the defendant and with the consent of the vrosecutor. mav order that the 

prosecution of the criminal action be delerred for a specific period of time not to exceed two 

years. 

2. As a condition of the prosecutor's consent, the prosecutor mav demand that the 

defendant enter a plea of guilty, or express an acknowledment of guilt, to one or more of the 

offenses charged or to one or more lesser included offenses thereof. 

3. At the time the deferral is ordered. the defendant must waive, either orallv or in 

writing. his or her right to a speedv trial of the charges during the period of deferral. 

- 
4. Upon ordering, the deferral. the court mav impose any reasonable conditions uoon the 

defendant during - the period of deferral. including but not limited to anv of the conditions 

specified in section 65.10 of the penal law relating to suvervision or conduct and rehabilitation in 
4 

connection with a sentence of mobation or conditional discharge. The defendant must receive a 

written copy of such conditions at the time the deferral is ordered. If the court imposes a 

condition that reauires suvervision of the defendant, the court rnav order that such supervision 

shall be the res~onsibilitv of the probation department serving the court or the resvonsibilit~ of a 

designated private agency. 



3740.30. Refusal to order deferral or order of court restoring criminal action not 

reviewable on apoeal; court retains legal custody of defendant. 1. A rehsal of the court to order 

deferral of the prosecution of a criminal action or an order of the court pursuant to section 740.40 

restoring a criminal action shall not be reviewable on appeal. 

2. Durin~ the period of deferral. the court shall retain custodv of the defendant and may, 

at anv time. order that the defendant appear before it. Failure to appear as ordered without 

a 

reasonable cause therefor shall constitute a violation of the conditions of the deferral irrespective 

of whether such reauirement is specified as a condition thereof. 

4740.40. Termination of deferral; restoration of criminal action. 1. If at anv time during 

the veriod of deferral the court has reasonable grounds to believe that the defendant has violated 

a condition of the deferral or has failed to appear before the court after being ordered to do so, the 

- court may issue a bench warrant to a police officer or to an appropriate peace officer directing 

that the defendant be taken into custodv and brought before the court. 

2. In determining whether the defendant violated a condition of the deferral. a hearing 

shall not be required but the defendant shall have an opvortunitv to be heard. If the court 

thereafter determines that the defendant has violated a condition of the deferral, the court may 

terminate the deferral of the prosecution and order that the criminal action against the defendant 

be restored to the calendar and resumed or. if the defendant has previouslv entered a plea of 

guiltv, the court mav terminate the deferral and fix a date for ~ronouncing sentence. 

3740.50. Dismissal of action; effect thereof; records. If at the end of the veriod of 

deferral the criminal action has not been restored to the calendar, the defendant's guilty plea, if 

any. shall be deemed to have been vacated and the accusatorv instrument shall be deemed to have 



been dismissed by the court in the furtherance of iustice. Uvon dismissal of an action. the arrest 

and vrosecution shall be deemed a nullity. and the defendant shall be restored to the status he or 

she occu~ied before the arrest and vrosecution. All pavers and records relating to an action that 

has been dismissed vursuant to this section shall be subiect to the sealing, provisions of section 

160.50 of this chapter. 

$4. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become law. 



9. Plea of Guilty to Lesser 
Included Offense by 
Terminally I11 Defendant 
(CPL 220.10) 

The Committee recommends that section 220.10(5) of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to permit a terminally ill defendant to plead guilty, notwithstanding the limitations 
otherwise specified in that section, to any lesser included offense (or offenses) of the offense (or 
offenses) charged. 

Section 220.1 O(5) of the Criminal Procedure Law prescribes detailed limitations on the 
extent to which defendants may plead guilty to lesser included offenses of the charges for which 
they have been indicted. These limitations, although generally sound in ordinary cases, have had 
a particularly deleterious impact on court administration in a steadily growing number of cases -- 
i e. cases in which the defendants are terminally ill with AIDS. Because of the section 220.10(5) -9 

limitations, the least serious offense to which many of these defendants may plead guilty often 
carries with it a minimum, mandatory prison sentence that is longer than their life expectancy. 
Thus, without regard to the evidence against them, these defendants virtually always insist on a 
trial, because they realize that they essentially have nothing to lose by going to trial. The result is 
that the courts are forced to try a significant number of cases that might otherwise be disposed of 
prior to trial. 

To be sure, the courts could dismiss some of these cases in furtherance of justice. See 
CPL $210.40. Courts are often reluctant to do so, however, particularly when prosecutors and 
victims object. The better approach in many cases would be to permit these defendants to plead 
guilty to an offense that would not require a prison sentence longer than their life expectancy. 
This measure, by eliminating the section 220.10 plea limitations in cases involving terminally ill 
defendants, would achieve that result. Importantly, it would require a judicial determination that 
(1) the terminal illness has so incapacitated the defendant as to create a reasonable probability 
that he or she is physically incapable of presenting any danger to society, and (2) based on the 
factors specified in section 2 10.40 of the CPL, permitting entry of the plea would be in the 
interest ofjustice. Moreover, unlike a section 210.40 interest ofjustice dismissal, the 
prosecutor's consent would be required. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to entry of a plea of guilty 

The Peovle of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemb1~:do enact as 

follows: 



Section 1. Subdivision 5 of section 220.10 of the criminal procedure law is amended by 

adding a new paragraph (i) to read as follows: 

[i) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this subdivision, the defendant may enter a 

plea of guilty to one or more lesser included offenses with respect to any or all of the offenses 

charged. vrovided that the prosecutor consents and the court amees after determining that: 

[i) the defendant is suffering from a terminal condition. disease or syndrome and. as a 

result, is. and is likely to remain, so debilitated or incapacitated as to create a reasonable 

probabilitv that he or she is vhysicall~ incapable of presenting any danger to society; and 

(ii) uoon consideration of the factors specified in subdivision one of section 210.40, 

permitting entry of such a olea of guilty would be in the interest of justice. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



10. Amendment of Indictment on Retrial 
(CPL 280.20,3 10.60, 330.50,470.55) 

The Committee recommends that the Criminal Procedure Law be amended to establish a 
procedure for amending an indictment, prior to retrial, to charge lesser included offenses of 
counts that have been disposed of under such circumstances as to preclude defendant's retrial 
thereof. 

In People v. Mavo, 48 N.Y.2d 245 (1979), the defendant was charged with robbery in the 
first degree. The trial court refused to submit that charge to the jury, submitting instead the lesser 
included offenses of robbery in the second and third degrees. The jury was unable to reach a 
verdict on these lesser charges and a mistrial was declared. The defendant then was retried on 
the original indictment. Although the first degree robbery count was not submitted to the jury at 
the second trial, the Court of Appeals held that it was improper to retry the defendant on the 
original indictment. The Court reasoned that since the sole count of the indictment could not be 
retried because of the prohibition against double jeopardy, nothlng remained to support further 
criminal proceedings under that accusatory instrument. 48 N.Y.2d at 253. Impliedly, this 
holding also foreclosed amendment of the original indictment to charge the lesser included 
offenses on which retrial was not prohibited. Accordingly, the practical effect of the Court's 
holding is to require re-presentation of cases to grand juries. This consumes the time and 
resources of prosecutors, grand juries and witnesses alike, without any concomitant benefit to the 
defendant. See People v. Gonzales, 96 A.D.2d 847 (2d Dept. 1983) (Titone, J., dissenting). Cf. 
People v. Green, 96 N.Y.2d 195 (2001)[holding that a new information was not required to retry 
defendant for Driving While Impaired where jury acquitted of Driving While Intoxicated but 
failed to reach verdict on lesser charge of Impaired]. 

To avoid the wasteful necessity of re-presentation, this measure would amend the 
Criminal Procedure Law to create a procedure whereby an indictment may be amended prior to 
retrial to charge lesser included offenses of counts that have been disposed of at the prior trial. 
Under this procedure, when an offense specified in a count of an indictment was disposed of 
under circumstances that would constitute a bar to a retrial of that offense but not a retrial of a 
lesser included offense, the indictment would be deemed to contain a count charging the lesser 
included offense. Additionally, upon the prosecutor's application, and with notice to the 
defendant and an opportunity to be heard, the court would be required in this situation to order 
the amendment of the indictment to delete any count for which retrial would be barred and to 
reduce any offense charged therein to a lesser included offense. The measure would apply this 
new procedure to instances in which a mistrial has been declared (CPL 280.10), a jury has been 
discharged after being unable to agree on a verdict (CPL 3 10.60), the trial court has set aside a 
verdict (CPL 330.50) and an appellate court has reversed a conviction and orders a new trial 
(CPL 470.55). 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to amendment of indictment 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1.  Section 280.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

$280.20. Motion for mistrial; status of indictment upon new trial. [Upon] 

1. Excevt as vrovided in subdivision two. upon a new trial resulting from an order declaring a 

mistrial, the indictment is deemed to contain all the counts which it contained at the time the 

previous trial was commenced [, regardless of whether any count was thereafter dismissed by the - 
court prior to the mistrial order]. 

2. Upon a new trial resulting from an order declaring a mistrial. the indictment shall not 
- 

be deemed to contain any count vreviously dis~osed of under circumstances that would constitute 

a bar to retrial thereoE provided. however. that where an offense specified in a count of an 

indictment was disvosed of under circumstances constituting a bar to a retrial of that offense but - 
not a retrial of a lesser included offense. the indictment shall be deemed to contain a count 

charging that lesser included offense. 

4 

3. The court shall. upon avvlication of the  rosec cut or and with notice to the defendant 

and ovportunitv to be heard, order the amendment of an indictment to effect the deletion of a 

count or counts, or reduction of an offense charged in a count to a lesser included offense. so that - 
the indictment uuon which the new trial is had does not charge an offense disvosed of under 

circumstances that would constitute a bar to retrial thereof. 



$2. Subdivision 2 of section 3 10.60 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by 

chapter 170 of the laws of 1983, is amended to read as follows: 

2. When the jury is so discharged, the defendant or defendants may be retried upon the 

indictment. [Upon] Except as provided in subdivision three. upon such retrial [,I the indictment 

is deemed to contain all counts which it contained [, except those which were dismissed or were 

deemed to have resulted in an acquittal pursuant to subdivision one of section 290.101. 

$3. Section 310.60 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding two new 

subdivisions 3 and 4 to read as follows: 

3. Upon a retrial following discharge of the iury. the indictment shall not be deemed to 

contain any count previously disposed of under circumstances that would constitute a bar to 

retrial thereof: provided, however. that where an offense specified in a count of an indictment 

was disposed of under circumstances that would constitute a bar to a retrial of that offense but 

not a bar to retrial of a lesser included offense, the indictment shall be deemed to contain a count 

charging that lesser included offense. 

4. The court shall, upon application of the prosecutor and with notice to the defendant 

and ovvortunit~ to be heard. order the amendment of an indictment to effect the deletion of a 

count or counts. or reduction of an offense charged in a count to a lesser included offense. so that 

the indictment upon which the new trial is had does not charge an offense disposed of under 

circumstances that would constitute a bar to retrial thereof. 

94. Subdivision 4 of section 330.50 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as 

follows: 

4. [Upon] Except as provided in subdivision five, upon a new trial resulting from an 



order setting aside a verdict, the indictment is deemed to contain all the counts and to charge all 

the offenses which it contained and charged at the time the previous trial was commenced[, 

regardless of whether any count was dismissed by the court in the course of such trial, except 

those upon or of which the defendant was acquitted or is deemed to have been acquitted]. 

$5. Section 330.50 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 5 to read as follows: 

5. Uvon a new trial resultinn from an order setting aside a verdict. the indictment shall 

not be deemed to contain any count previously disposed of under circumstances that would 

constitute a bar to retrial thereon; vrovided. however, that where an offense swecified in a count 

of an indictment was dis~osed of under circumstances constituting a bar to a retrial of that 

offense but not a retrial of a lesser included offense, the indictment shall be deemed to contain a 

count charging that lesser included offense. The court shall, upon awwlication of the wrosecutor 

and with notice to the defendant and opwortunity to be heard. order the amendment of an 

indictment to effect the deletion of a count or counts, or reduction of an offense charned in a 
- 

count to a lesser included offense, so that the indictment upon which the new trial is had does not 

charge an offense diswosed of under circumstances that would constitute a bar to retrial thereof. 

$6. Subdivision 1 of section 470.55 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as 

follows: 

1. [Upon] Excewt as provided in subdivision two. upon a new trial of an accusatory 

instrument resulting from an appellate court order reversing a judgment and ordering such new 

trial, such accusatory instrument is deemed to contain all the counts and to charge all the offenses 

which it contained and charged at the time the previous trial was commenced[, regardless of 



whether any count was dismissed by the court in the course of such trial, except (a) those upon or 

of which the defendant was acquitted or deemed to have been acquitted, and (b) those dismissed 

upon appeal or upon some other post-judgment order]. 

$7. Subdivision 2 of section 470.55 of the criminal procedure law is renumbered 

subdivision 4 and two new subdivisions 2 and 3 are added to read as follows: 

2. U ~ o n  a new trial of an accusatory instrument resulting from an appellate court order 

reversing a iudment and ordering such new trial. such accusatory instrument shall not be 

deemed to contain anv count dismissed upon appeal or some other post-judgment order or any 

count vreviouslv disposed of under circumstances that would constitute a bar to retrial thereof; 

provided, however, that where an offense specified in a count of an indictment was disposed of 

under circumstances constituting a bar to a retrial of that offense but not a retrial of a lesser 

included offense, the indictment shall be deemed to contain a count charging: that lesser included 

offense. 

3. The trial court shall. upon application of the prosecutor and with notice to the 

defendant and o~vortunity to be heard, order the amendment of an indictment to effect the 

deletion of a count or counts. or reduction of an offense charged in a count to a lesser included 

offense. so that the indictment upon which the new trial is had does not charge an offense 

disposed of under circumstances that would constitute a bar to retrial thereof. 

$8. This act shall take effect immediately. 



1 1 .  Stay of Execution of Judgment 
or Sentence Pending Appeal to 
the Court of Appeals 
(CPL 460.50,460.60) 

The Committee recommends that section 460.60 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to permit a judge who has received an application for leave to appeal to the Court of 
Appeals to issue an order staying execution of the judgment or sentence being appealed 
regardless of the nature of the sentence that was imposed. 

Section 460.60 of the Criminal Procedure Law provides that a stay may be issued on an 
application for leave to appeal to the Court of Appeals fiom "an order of an intermediate 
appellate court affirming or modifying a judgment including a sentence of imprisonment, a 
sentence of imprisonment, or an order appealed pursuant to section 450.15." CPL 460.60(1)(a). 
Read literally, the statute would seem to prohibit a stay when the penalty imposed is limited to a 
fine, probation or some other sanction not involving a term of imprisonment. The Court of 
Appeals requested that the Committee examine the statute and consider proposing legislation to 
clarify this issue. 

This measure unequivocally resolves the question by amending section 460.60(1)(a) to 
permit a stay regardless of the type of sentence that was imposed in the case. Notably, this would 
conform the procedure for seeking a stay when a case is being appealed to the Court of Appeals 
to that when a case is being appealed to an intermediate appellate court. In the latter situation, 
CPL 460.50(1) was amended a number of years ago to allow for a stay on an appeal to an 
intermediate appellate court in any case, not just in a case in which a term of imprisonment was 
imposed. See L. 197 1, c. 884. In the Committee's view, no logical reason supports a more 
restrictive stay procedure for appeals to the Court of Appeals. 

The measure also amends CPL 460.50(1) to make its language more consistent with the 
1971 amendment of that section, which, as noted, was intended to permit a stay on an appeal to 
an intermediate appellate court regardless of the nature of the sentence that was imposed. 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to staying execution of 
j udgrnent 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 1 of section 460.50 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by 



chapter 884 of the laws of 1971, is amended to read as follows: 

1. Upon application of a defendant who has taken an appeal to an intermediate appellate 

court from a judgment or from a sentence of a criminal court, a judge designated in subdivision 

two may issue an order [both] (a) staying or suspending the execution of the judgment pending 

the determination of the appeal, and (b) either releasing the defendant on his or her own 

recognizance or fixing bail pursuant to the provisions of article five hundred thirty. That phase 

of the order staying or suspending execution of the judgment does not become effective, with 

resvect to a defendant in custody, unless and until the defendant is released, either on his or her 

own recognizance or upon the posting of bail. 

$2. Paragraph (a) of subdivision 1 of section 460.60 of the criminal procedure law, as 

amended by chapter 168 of the laws of 198 1, is amended to read as follows: 

(a) A judge who, pursuant to section 460.20 of this chapter, has received an application 

for a certificate granting a defendant leave to appeal to the court of appeals from an order of an 

intermediate appellate court affirming or modifying a judgment [including a sentence of 

imprisonment], a sentence [of imprisonment], or an order appealed pursuant to section 450.15 of 

this chapter, of a criminal court, may, upon application of such defendant-appellant issue an 

order [both] (i) staying or suspending the execution of the judgment pending the determination of 

the application for leave to appeal, and, if that application is granted, staying or suspending the 

execution of the judgment pending the determination of the appeal, and (ii) either releasing the 

defendant on his or her own recognizance or continuing bail as previously determined or fixing 

bail pursuant to the provisions of article five hundred thirty. Such an order is effective 

immediately and that phase of the order staying or suspending execution of the judgment does 



not become effective, with respect to a defendant in custody, unless and until the defendant is 

released, either on his or her own recognizance or upon the posting of bail. 

$3. This act shall take effect immediately. 



12. Amendment of Indictment to Add Offense 
Omitted Because of Clerical Error 
(CPL 200.70) 

The Committee recommends that section 200.70 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to authorize a trial court, upon a timely application by the People, to order the 
amendment of an indictment to add an offense that was omitted from the indictment because of a 
clerical error. 

In People v. Perez, 83 N.Y.2d 269 (1994), the Court of Appeals held that a trial court 
lacks authority under section 200.70 of the CPL to amend an indictment by adding a new count 
that had been properly voted by the grand jury but left out of the indictment as a result of a 
clerical error. The Court, however, emphasized that its holding was based solely on the express 
language of the statute, and it went on to remark (a, at 276): 

The People note the waste of prosecutorial resources that will result 
from requiring a superseding indictment to bring a count which the 
records indicate the Grand Jury clearly intended. They also point to 
the added inconvenience to witnesses if the Grand Jury has disbanded 
and re-presentment is necessary. The obvious merit to those policy 
considerations must be addressed by the Legislature, however, not the 
courts. [citation omitted] 

The Committee agrees that, when the People are able to establish at a timely stage in the 
proceedings that an offense that the grand jury voted was inadvertently omitted from the 
indictment, resources are wasted and needless delay in the proceedings results if the trial court is 
powerless to order an amendment of the indictment. Accordingly, this measure adds a new 
subdivision three to section 200.70 to authorize a court, upon the People's application with notice 
to the defendant and an opportunity to be heard, to order amendment of the indictment to add an 
inadvertently omitted offense. The court would be authorized to do so, however, only if: (1) the 
People applied for such an order before serving a bill of particulars or responding to the 
defendant's omnibus motion, or in cases in which the defendant does not request a bill of 
particulars or serve an omnibus motion, within 60 days of commencement of trial; and (2) the 
court concluded that the grand jury minutes or any other relevant records established that the 
grand jury actually voted to indict for the inadvertently omitted offense. 

The measure also provides that the People, when making such an application, must 
release to the defendant the portions of the grand jury minutes and other relevant records that 
they contend establish that the grand jury voted to indict for the omitted offense. And when 
ordering amendment of the indictment to add the omitted offense, the court must grant the 
defendant a reasonable adjournment and permit the defendant to request a bill of particulars and 
make any relevant pretrial motion with respect to the newly-added count. 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to amendment of indictment 

The People of the State of New York. re~resented in Senate and Assemblv, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 2 of section 200.70 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by 

chapter 467 of the laws of 1974, is amended to read as follows: 

2. An indictment may not be amended in any respect which changes the theory or 

theories of the prosecution as reflected in the evidence before the grand jury which filed it; nor, 

exceDt as provided in subdivision three, may an indictment or a superior court information be 

amended for the purpose of curing: 

(a) A failure thereof to charge or state an offense; or 

(b) Legal insufficiency of the factual allegations; or 

(c) A misjoinder of offenses; or 

(d) A misjoinder of defendants. 

$2. Section 200.70 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 3 to read as follows: 

- 
3. (a) Uvon a~plication bv the people with notice to the defendant and opportunity to be 

heard, the court may order the amendment of an indictment to charge or state an offense that was 

inadvertentlv omitted from the indictment. 

(b) The court mav order such amendment onlv if (i) the peo~le  amlv for such order 

before serving a bill of particulars pursuant to section 200.95 or a resvonse to the defendant's 



pretrial motion pursuant to section 255.20. or. if the defendant has not requested a bill of 

- 
particulars or served a pretrial motion, no later than sixtv davs before the commencement of trial, 

and (ii) the court determines that the record of the nand jury proceedings or anv other existing 

relevant records establish that the grand jury voted to indict for the omitted offense. 

(c) Upon making such application. the people must release to the defendant those 

portions of the record of the mand iurv proceedings and anv other existing relevant records 

establishing that the mand iurv voted to indict for the omitted offense. 

/dl Uvon orderinn such an amendment, the court must (i) upon awplication of the 

defendant, order anv adioumrnent of the proceedings which mav, bv reason of such amendment, 

be necessary to afford the defendant adequate opportunity to prepare a defense. and (ii) permit 

the defendant to request a bill of varticulars and make any relevant pretrial motion with resvect to 

the new offense. 

$3. This act shall take effect immediately. 



13. Admissibility of Evidence of 
Person's Prior Violent Conduct 
(CPL 60.41) 

The Committee recommends that a new section 60.41 be added to the Criminal Procedure 
Law providing a trial court with discretion, in certain circumstances, to permit the admission of 
evidence of a person's violent conduct. 

In Peo~le  v. Miller, 39 N.Y.2d 543 (1976), the Court of Appeals held that in a criminal 
trial in which the defendant asserts a defense of justification, evidence of the victim's prior acts 
of violence are not admissible unless the defendant had knowledge of those acts. This rule, 
which leaves New York among a dwindling minority of jurisdictions on this question, has been 
widely criticized, most recently in an opinion by a judge of the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Second Circuit. Williams v. Lord, 996 F.2d 1481 (2d Cir. 1993)(Cardamone, J., 
concurring). In questioning the soundness of the New York rule, that opinion recognizes that the 
truth of the allegations against a criminal defendant is more likely to emerge when all relevant 
evidence is admissible, leaving the weight of such evidence to be determined by the trier of fact. 
Id. at 1485 (Cardamone, J., concurring). 

The Committee believes that justice is not hlly served in many cases if evidence of a 
victim's prior violent conduct, whch may be extremely relevant in determining the victim's 
behavior at the time of the alleged crime and thus may support a defendant's claim of self- 
defense, is admissible only if the defendant had knowledge of such conduct at that time. 
Accordingly, this measure affords trial courts the discretion to allow such evidence, but only if 
the defendant first establishes that the person engaged in such conduct and the court determines 
that the evidence is material and relevant to the defendant's justification defense. In making that 
determination, however, the court must take into consideration the defendant's own history of 
violent conduct, if any. 

This measure will bring New York in line with most other jurisdictions around the 
country by allowing the trier of fact, in appropriate cases, to consider a victim's own violent past 
when evaluating the validity of a defendant's claim of self-defense. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to evidence of person's prior 
violent conduct 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 



Section 1. The criininal procedure law is amended by adding a new section 60.41 to read 

as follows: 

660.41. Rules of evidence; admissibilitv of evidence of person's violent conduct. In any 

criminal proceeding in which the defendant raises a defense of iustification, evidence of a 

person's ~ r i o r  violent conduct. of which the defendant was unaware at the time of the alleged 

offense. is admissible in the court's discretion and in the interests of justice if (a) the defendant 

establishes that the person engaged in such conduct, and (b) such evidence is material and 

relevant to the defense of iustification. In determining - whether the evidence is material and 

relevant. the court shall consider anv prior violent conduct on the part of the defendant. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



14. Reduction of Peremptory Challenges 
(CPL 270.25) 

The Committee recommends that section 270.25 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to reduce the number of peremptory challenges allotted to a single defendant from 20 to 
15 for regular jurors if the highest crime charged is a Class A felony, from 15 to 10 for regular 
jurors if the highest crime charged is a Class B or C felony, and from 10 to 7 for regular jurors in 
all other superior court cases. In addition, the number of peremptory challenges allotted for 
alternate jurors in all superior court cases would be reduced fiom two to one. In "extraordinary" 
circumstances, the court could increase the number of peremptory challenges allotted. And when 
two or more defendants are tried together, the number of peremptory challenges allotted to the 
defendants would be increased by a number equaling one less than the number of the defendants 
being tried. 

After conducting an intensive study of the jury system in New York, the Chief Judge's 
Jury Project recommended, among other things, the reduction of the number of peremptory 
challenges to the levels proposed in this measure as a means of improving the efficiency of our 
jury selection system. The Jury Project based its recommendation on the following specific 
findings: 

The CPL currently provides for among the highest number of peremptory challenges 
in the nation. 

The availability of such a large number of peremptory challenges can foster the 
systematic exclusion of particular groups fiom jury service in a given trial. 

Excessive peremptory challenges extend the time necessary to conduct jury 
selection, thereby delaying trials and congesting court calendars. 

Excessive peremptory challenges require an inordinate number of prospective jurors 
and thereby increase the burden on New York's already overburdened jury pool. 

The Committee agrees with these findings and recommends this measure as an effective 
method of significantly reducing delays in the conduct of criminal jury trials, without 
diminishing the fairness of the trial. This measure would permit the court, in "extraordinary" 
circumstances, to increase the number of allotted peremptory challenges. The Committee 
believes this authority is necessary to protect the rights of the parties in exceptional cases. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to the number of peremptory 
challenges 



The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1 .  Subdivisions 2 and 3 of section 270.25 of the criminal procedure law are 

amended to read as follows: 

2. [Each] When one defendant is tried. each party must be allowed the following number 

of peremptory challenges: 

(a) [Twenty] Fifteen for the regular jurors if the highest crime charged is a class A 

felony, and [two] one for each alternate juror to be selected. 

(b) [FiAeenJ Ten for the regular jurors if the highest crime charged is a class B or class C 

felony, and [two] ~ n e  for each alternate juror to be selected. 

(c) [Ten1 Seven for the regular jurors in all other cases, and [two] one for each alternate 

juror to be selected. 

In extraordinarv circumstances. the court may allow a party a ?eater number of 

peremptorv challennes than is prescribed herein. 

3. When two or more defendants are tried jointly, the number of peremptory challenges 

prescribed in subdivision two is not multiplied by the number of defendants, but such defendants 

are to be treated as a single party, except that the number of ~erern~torv challen~es allowcd the 

defendants shall be increased bv a number eaualing one less than the number of such defendants. 

In any such case, a peremptory challenge by one or more defendants must be allowed if a 

majority ofthe defendants join in such challenge. Otherwise, it must be disallowed. 

$3. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become a law and shall be 

applicable only to trials commencing on or after such effective date. 



15. Exclusion of Period of Escape 
in Calculating Time Period for 
Determining Predicate Felony Status 
(PL 70.04,70.06) 

The Penal Law currently provides that a defendant's prior felony conviction qualifies as a 
predicate felony conviction for sentencing purposes if the defendant was sentenced for the prior 
felony not more than ten years before committing the instant felony. It also provides that this 
ten-year limitation period is tolled by any period of time during which the defendant was 
incarcerated between the time of commission of the prior felony and the time of commission of 
the instant felony. The Committee recommends that these provisions -- sections 70,04(l)(b)(v) 
and 70.06(l)(b)(v) of the Penal Law -- be amended to provide that the ten-year period may be 
tolled by up to five additional years for any period of time during which the defendant was at- 
large following an escape fiom incarceration. The Committee also recommends that, whether 
there has been an escape or not, under no circumstances may the ten-year period be tolled by 
more than ten years. 

In Peovle v. Tatta, 196 A.D.2d 328 (2d Dept. 1994), the court was faced with the question 
of whether a defendant's escape from custody serves to toll the ten-year limitation period for 
determining a defendant's status as a predicate felony offender. In strictly construing the 
applicable statute, (PL $70.06(l)(b)(v)), which allows for tolling only for the "time served" under 
incarceration, the court held that the period in which the defendant was at-large by virtue of his 
escape could not be used to toll the limitations period. This was so even though the court 
characterized as "specious" the defendant's argument that the time he spent as an escapee should 
not be used to toll the limitations period because he had led a "law-abiding" life when he was at 
large. Id. at 33 1. 

The Committee believes that this result, although based on a technically correct reading 
of the statute, is irrational and serves to benefit those defendants who flout governmental 
authority by escaping from correctional institutions. Indeed, in some instances, such a policy 
could even encourage some to attempt to escape from incarceration. Accordingly, this measure 
requires that an escape fiom custody toll the ten-year limitations period, although as a matter of 
fairness the limitations period could not be tolled by more than an additional five years. In 
addition, also as a matter of fairness, the measure generally creates a maximum tolling period of 
ten years. As a result, particularly old convictions -- those dating back more than 20 years before 
commission of thc instant felony -- would not qualify as predicate convictions. 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to determining whether a prior conviction is 
a predicate felony conviction 



The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subparagraph (v) of paragraph (b) of subdivision 1 of section 70.04 of the 

penal law, as added by chapter 481 of the laws of 1978, is amended to read as follows: 

(v) In calculating the [ten year] ten-year period under subparagraph (iv), any period of 

time during which the person [who] was incarcerated for any reason between the time of 

commission of the previous felony and the time of commission of the present felony, and any 

period of time not exceedinn five years during; which the person was at-larne following an escape 

from custodv arising from such incarceration, shall be excluded and such [ten year] ten-year 

period shall be extended by a period or periods equal to the time served under such incarceration 

and anv time not exceeding five years durinn which the person was at-large following such 

escape. Provided, however. that under no circumstances may the ten-year ueriod be extended by 

a period exceeding ten vears; 

$2. Subparagraph (v) of paragraph (b) of subdivision 1 of section 70.06 of the penal law, 

as added by chapter 277 of the laws of 1973, is amended to read as follows: 

(v) In calculating the [ten year1 ten-vear period under subparagraph (iv), any period of 

time during which the person was incarcerated for any reason between the time of commission of 

the previous felony and the time of commission of the present felony, and anv period of time not 

exceeding five years during which the person was at-larne followinn an escape from custody 

arising from such incarceration, shall be excluded and such [ten year1 ten-vear period shall be 

extended by a period or periods equal to the time served under such incarceration and anv time 

not exceedinn five vears during which the person was at-large following such escaDe. Provided, 



however, that under no circumstances may the ten-year veriod be extended bv a ~e r i od  exceeding 

ten years; 

$3. This act shall take effect immediately. 



16. Speedy Trial Reform 
(CPL 30.30) 

The Committee recommends a number of amendments to the speedy trial statute and 
other provisions of the CPL to accord criminal courts greater authority to fix and enforce 
expeditious schedules for hearings and trials, and to minimize opportunities for delay by 
requiring earlier disclosure of Rosario material. 

Section 30.30 of the CPL, enacted by the Legislature in 1972, requires the prosecution to 
be ready for trial within six months of commencement of a felony action, withm 90 days of 
commencement of a criminal action when the highest offense charged is a misdemeanor 
punishable by a prison sentence of more than three months, within 60 days when the highest 
offense charged is a misdemeanor punishable by a prison sentence of not more than three 
months, and within 30 days when the highest offense charged is a violation. CPL $30.30(1). 
Various periods of time may be excluded in computing these periods. CPL $30.30(4). 

Most would agree that section 30.30 has been largely unsuccessful in moving criminal 
cases to trial in expeditious fashion. This is particularly so in New York City, where in recent 
years the average disposition time of a criminal case in the Criminal Court has increased 
considerably. Although in good part these protracted periods are due to the huge caseloads borne 
by judges, the problem is more than just a lack of sufficient judicial resources. It also involves 
the willingness of all sides to go to trial. Section 30.30 is not actually a speedy trial rule; it is 
merely a prosecutor-ready rule, doing nothing to promote the defense's readiness for trial or to 
require the trial court's active involvement in bringing cases to trial. With no other compulsion 
to hold hearings and trials promptly, a "culture of unreadiness" has evolved in some jurisdictions 
around the State, particularly in New York City. In this culture, dates set for hearings and trials 
are not taken seriously by the parties or even by the trial judge. The result is that the parties 
frequently are not prepared to proceed on those dates, and that successive adjournments are 
routinely granted. 

In an effort to change this culture and actively to involve trial judges in promoting the 
parties' readiness for trial, the Advisory Committee has developed a coordinated proposal 
consisting of legislation and administrative rules. The major provisions of the proposed 
legislation are as follows: 

1. Amendment of section 30.20 of the CPL to authorize the Chief Administrator of the 
Courts to promulgate rules promoting speedy trials. These rules would include: 

A requirement that trial courts conduct pretrial conferences at which fixed dates 
would be scheduled for commencement of trial and any pretrial suppression 
hearing. 

Grounds upon which trial courts could adjourn fixed trial or hearing dates. 
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Sanctions that trial courts may lawfully impose if an attorney is not ready to proceed 
on a date scheduled for commencement of trial or hearing or fails lo produce a 
substitute attorney ready to proceed on that date. 

To avoid gamesmanship, a requirement that parties submit, at each court appearance 
following determination of pretrial motions, written statements declaring whether 
they are ready to proceed to trial at that time. 

2. Amendment of section 30.20 of the CPL to authorize trial courts, pursuant to rules 
promulgated by the Chief Administrator, to direct the prosecution to disclose Rosario material to 
the defense within a reasonable period of time before commencement of a trial or of a pretrial 
hearing. Current law requires that disclosure be made at the proceeding itself. 

3. Amendment of section 30.30(4)(g) of the CPL to provide that, unless the defendant 
objects and states his or her readiness to proceed to trial, any period of time resulting from 
adjournment of the proceedings granted at the prosecution's request after the prosecution has 
announced that it is ready to proceed to trial not be charged to the prosecution in calculating 
speedy trial time. 

4. Amendment of section 255.20(1) of the CPL to provide that the prosecution must 
respond to the defendant's pretrial omnibus motion w i t h  15 days (unless reasonable grounds 
exist for an extension). Current law specifies no time period for the prosecution's response. 

The major provisions of the administrative rules proposed to complement enactment of 
this measure are as follows: 

1. Following determination of the defendant's omnibus motion, the trial court must 
schedule a pretrial conference at which the court, in consultation with the parties, must set a date 
for commencement of the trial or of any pretrial hearing that has been ordered but not yet heId. 

2. Within seven days of the date fixed for commencement of trial, the court must conduct 
a second pretrial conference, at which the court shall resolve evidentiary matters, such as a 
Sandoval application, and the prosecution shall provide copies of trial exhibits and disclose 
Rosario material. In addition, at this second conference the court must confirm the attorneys' 
availability on the date fixed for commencement of the trial or hearing and entertain any 
applications for adjournment. 

3. Applications for adjournment may be granted only for the following reasons: 

A defendant in custody has not been produced (in which case adjournment may not 
exceed 72 hours). 
The defendant has absconded. 



A material witness or material evidence is unavailable despite the exercise of due 
diligence by the offering party, and reasonable grounds exist that the witness or 
evidence soon will be available. 

Some other unforeseeable circumstance has arisen that the court determines 
warrants an adjournment. 

4. If an adjournment has not been granted and an attorney does not appear ready to 
proceed on the date set for commencement of trial or hearing (or produce a substitute attorney 
who is ready to proceed), the court may impose any sanction the law now permits. These 
include, but are not limited to: ordering the trial or hearing to proceed as scheduled, imposing 
financial sanctions consistent with the Chief Administrator's rules, ordering defendant's release 
fi-om custody, and granting a motion to suppress. 

5. If the parties are ready to proceed on the scheduled date but the court is not, the 
appropriate administrative judge must attempt to find another judge to try the case. If none is 
available, the trial court, in consultation with the parties, must fix a new date. Any conflicts that 
arise when two judges have scheduled an attorney to proceed with a trial or hearing on the same 
date must be resolved in accordance with Part 125 of the Rules of the Chief Administrator (see 
22 NYCRR Part 125). 

The foregoing rules, a draft copy of which is included herein, would require approval of 
the Administrative Board of the Courts before becoming effective. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to speedy trial 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 30.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding two new 

subdivisions 3 and 4 to read as follows: 

3. The chief administrator of the courts shall ~romulgate rules that promote the 

defendant's right to a speedy trial and the ~ublic's interest in speedy trials. Such rules shall 

require that trial courts conduct pretrial conferences at which. in consultation with the parties, 



fixed dates are scheduled for commencement of the trial and anv pretrial hearing ordered 

pursuant to article 710 of this chapter. and mav specifv the mounds for adiournment of such d 

dates. Such rules also shall reauire that the parties. at each court avpearance following the 

determination of anv pretrial motions made pursuant to section 255.20 of this chapter. submit 
- 

written statements declaring whether thev are readv to proceed to trial. The form of the written 

statement shall be determined bv the chief administrator. Such rules also shall set forth the 

sanctions available bv law that trial courts may impose if an attorney is not readv to proceed on a .- 

date scheduled for the commencement of trial or a ~retrial hearing or fails to vroduce a substitute 

attorney who is readv to vroceed on that date. 

4. Notwithstanding any other provision of law. and ~ursuant to rules that the chief 

administrator of the courts mav promulgate. the trial court, subiect to a vrotective order, may 

order that the vrosecution make available to the defendant within a reasonable period of time 

before the commencement of trial or a pretrial hearing anv prior written or recorded witness 

statements that the prosecution is required to disclose vursuant to section 240.44 or 240.45. as 

the case may be. 

$2. Paragraph (g) of subdivision 4 of section 30.30 of the criminal procedure law, as 

added by chapter 184 of the laws of 1972, is amended to read as follows: 

(g) other periods of delay occasioned by exceptional circumstances, including but not 

limited to, the period of delay resulting from a continuance granted at the request of a district 

- 
attorney if (i) the continuance is granted because of the unavailability of evidence material to the 

people's case, when the district attorney has exercised due diligence to obtain such evidence and , 

there are reasonable grounds to believe that such evidence will become available in a reasonable 



period; or (ii) the continuance is granted to allow the district attorney additional time to prepare 

the people's case and additional time is justified by the exceptional circumstances of the case. 

the absence of such exceptional circumstances, any other period of delay resulting from a 

continuance granted - at the request of the district attorney. after the district attorney has 

announced that the peo~ le  are readv for trial. also shall be excluded. unless the defendant has 

objected to the continuance and declared his or her readiness to proceed to trial. 

$3. Subdivision 1 of section 255.20 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by 

chapter 369 of the laws of 1982, is amended to read as follows: 

I.  Except as otherwise expressly provided by law, whether the defendant is represented 

by counsel or elects to proceed pro se, all pretrial motions shall be served [or] filed within 

forty-five days after arraignment and before commencement of trial, or within such additional 

time as the court may fix upon application of the defendant made prior to entry of judgment. In 

an action in which an eavesdropping warrant and application have been furnished pursuant to 

section 700.70 or a notice of intention to introduce evidence has been served pursuant to section 

710.30, such period shall be extended until forty-five days after the last date of such service. If 

the defendant is not represented by counsel and has requested an adjournment to obtain counsel 

or to have counsel assigned, such forty-five day period shall commence on the date counsel 

initially appears on defendant's behalf. Any response by the prosecution to a pretrial motion shall 

be served and filed within fifteen days of service of the motion, although for reasonable mounds 

shown the court may extend such period. 

$4. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become law. 



I. A proposed new Section 200.9-a of the Uniform Rules for New York State Trial Courts 

$200.9-a Pretrial Conferences and Scheduling of Trials and Pretrial Hearings 

(a) Following the determination of any pretrial motions pursuant to Article 255 of the 

Criminal Procedure Law, the court shall conduct a pretrial conference. At the conference, the 

court, in consultation with the parties, shall fix a date for commencement of trial if such a date 

has not previously been fixed. If the court has not already conducted a pretrial hearing ordered 

pursuant to Article 710 of the Criminal Procedure Law, the court, in consultation with the parties, 

also shall fix a date for commencement of such hearing. The court also shall fix a date for a 

second pretrial conference, which shall be held within seven days of the date fixed for 

commencement of trial. 

(b) At the second pretrial conference: 

(1) the court shall determine, to the extent practicable, all preliminary evidentiary 

matters, including, but not limited to, applications relating to the admissibility of the defendant's 

prior convictions or alleged prior uncharged criminal, vicious or immoral acts; 

(2) subject to a protective order, the prosecutor shall provide marked copies of all trial 

exhibits and disclose any prior statements of witnesses that must be disclosed in accordance with 

CPL $ 240.45; and 

(3) the court shall confirm the attorneys' availability on the date fixed for commencement 

of trial or a pretrial hearing, or entertain an application for adjournment under subdivision (c) of 

this section. 

(c) The court may grant an application for adjournment of the date scheduled for 

commencement of trial or a pretrial hearing only if(1) the sheriff fails to produce in court a 



defendant in custody, except that the court may adjourn such date for a period not exceeding 

seventy-two hours, (2) a defendant who has escaped from custody or previously has been 

released on bail or on his or her own recognizance does not appear in court when required, 

(3) a material witness or material evidence is unavailable despite the offering party's exercise of 

due diligence to secure such witness or evidence and reasonable grounds exist to believe that the 

witness or evidence will become available in a reasonable period, or (4) some other 

unforeseeable circumstance has arisen that the court determines warrants an adjournment. 

(d) On the date scheduled for commencement of trial or a pretrial hearing, the prosecutor 

and the defense counsel must appear and be ready to proceed, or produce a substitute attorney 

who is ready to proceed. Upon the failure of the prosecutor or defense counsel to so appear or 

produce a substitute attorney, the court, to the extent consistent with the defendant's right to 

effective assistance of counsel, may order that the trial or hearing proceed as scheduled, impose 

financial sanctions against an attorney pursuant to Subpart 130-2 of these rules, order the 

defendant's release from custody, grant the defendant's motion to suppress, or impose any other 

sanction permitted by law that is appropriate under the circumstances. 

(e) If the court is not available to adjudicate the trial or pretrial hearing on the scheduled 

date, the appropriate administrative judge shall designate another judge to adjudicate the trial or 

hearing. If none is available, the court, in consultation with the parties, shall fix a new date for 

commencement of the trial or hearing. Any conflicts that arise when two different courts have 

scheduled an attorney to proceed with a trial or pretrial hearing on the same date shall be 

resolved in accordance with Part 125 of these rules. 



11. A ~roposed new Section 200.9-b of the Uniform Rules for New York State Trial Courts 

$200.9-b Written Statements of Readiness to Proceed to Trial 

Following the determination of any pretrial motions pursuant to section 255.20 of the 

Criminal Procedure Law, the parties shall submit to the court at each court appearance a written 

statement stating whether they are ready to proceed to trial on that date. Such statement shall be 

in a form prescribed by the Chief Administrator of the Courts. 



17. Bench Warrant Issued by the 
New York City Criminal Court 
(CPL 530.70) 

The Committee recommends that a new subdivision seven be added to section 530.70 of 
the Criminal Procedure Law providing that a bench warrant issued by the New York City 
Criminal Court, in a case in which the defendant is held for the action of the grand jury or in 
which the Criminal Court is divested of jurisdiction by the filing of an indictment in the Supreme 
Court, shall remain effective in most cases until the Supreme Court issues its own bench warrant. 

Under current practice, a bench warrant issued by a local criminal court becomes void 
when the court loses jurisdiction of the case -- that is, when the court orders that the defendant be 
held for the action of the grand jury or when the defendant is indicted by the grand jury, 
whichever is earlier. See generally People v. Brancoccio, 83 N.Y.2d 638 (1994); see also CPL 
$1 80.30(1). By contrast, a local criminal court's bail order remains valid afrer indictment, and 
bail posted pursuant to such an order may be forfeited by the superior court if the defendant fails 
to appear for arraignment on the indictment. See CPL $210.10(2). This termination of the 
validity of the local criminal court bench warrant presents a problem because the superior court 
generally is not able to issue its own bench warrant until an indictment is filed in that court and 
the defendant is arraigned thereon, which in many instances does not occur for a considerable 
period of time after the local criminal court has lost jurisdiction of the case. Thus, until the 
superior court has an opportunity to issue its own warrant, the police are unable to take into 
custody and return to court a defendant who has failed to appear in court when required to do so. 

This measure is an attempt to fill this gap. It provides that a bench warrant issued by the 
New York City Criminal Court remains effective, in a case in which the Criminal Court ordered 
the defendant held for grand jury action or in which the Court was divested of jurisdiction by the 
filing of an indictment in the Supreme Court, until the Supreme Court issues its own bench 
warrant.' This provision would not apply, of course, if the Criminal Court's warrant is executed, 
the defendant surrenders himself or herself prior to the Supreme Court issuing its own bench 
warrant, or the grand jury dismisses the charges. The measure further provides that if the 
defendant is returned to the Criminal Court on the warrant after the Court has lost jurisdiction of 
the case, the court must (1) direct the executing officer to bring the defendant without 
unnecessary delay to the Supreme Court; or (2) if the Supreme Court is not available, commit the 
defendant to the custody of New York City Department of Correction, which must detain the 
defendant until no later than the next business day that the Supreme Court is in session. The 
measure makes clear that the Criminal Court shall have no other jurisdiction over the case. 

 h he measure applies only to bench warrants issued by the New York City Criminal Court, 
and not to all local criminal courts in the State. That is because institution of the procedure 
proposed would create practical problems in other, smaller jurisdictions in the State where local 
criminal courts are not always aware that a grand jury has indicted a defendant in a case that 
originally was commenced in their court. 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to a bench warrant issued by 
the New York city criminal court 

The People of the State of New York, revresented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 530.70 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 7 to read as follows: 

7. Notwithstanding anv other provision of law. a bench warrant issued by the New York 

citv criminal court, in a criminal action in which the defendant was held for the action of the 

- 
jpand iurv or in which such court was divested of iurisdiction bv the filing of an indictment in the 

suvreme court, shall remain in effect until the supreme court in which the criminal action is 

pending; issues its own bench warrant, unless the warrant is executed or the defendant surrenders - 
himself or herself prior to the supreme court issuing; its own warrant or unless the mand iury 

dismisses the charge or charges before it. If. after the New York citv criminal court holds the 

defendant for the action of the grand iurv or after such court is divested of-iurisdiction. the 

defendant is returned to such court on the bench warrant, the court shall direct the executing 

officer to bring the defendant without unnecessary delay to the supreme court in which the action - 
is pending. - If such supreme court is not available at that time. the New York citv criminal court 

shall commit the defendant to the custodv of the commissioner of the New York city department 

- 
of correction. who shall detain the defendant until not later than the next session of the suvreme 

court occurring; on the next business dav. The New York city criminal court shall have no other 

jurisdiction of the offense or offenses charged. 



92. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become law. 



18. Period of Time Within Which Prosecution 
Must be Ready for Trial on a Misdemeanor 
Indictment 
(CPL 30.30(5)) 

The Committee recommends that paragraphs (c) and (d) of section 30.30(5) of the 
Criminal Procedure Law be amended to provide that, when a criminal action is commenced by 
the filing of a felony complaint that is replaced by an indictment in which the highest offense 
charged is a misdemeanor, the period of time within which the prosecution must be ready for trial 
is the statutory period applicable to misdemeanor offenses, not the six-month period applicable to 
felony offenses. 

In People v. Tvchanski, 78 N.Y.2d 909 (1991), the Court of Appeals construed section 
30.30 of the CPL as providing that when a felony complaint is replaced by an indictment in 
which the highest offense charged is only a misdemeanor, the applicable period in which the 
prosecution must be ready for trial is six months, not the shorter periods normally applicable to 
misdemeanor charges. CPL §30.30(1)(b) [go-day period applicable when highest offense 
charged is a Class A misdemeanor]; CPL §30.30(5)(1)(~) [60-day period applicable when highest 
offense charged is a Class B misdemeanor]. Although the Committee is in accord with this 
construction of the statute, the Committee has concluded that the Legislature, in drafting section 
30.30, inadvertently omitted misdemeanor indictments from the list of accusatory instruments 
that trigger the shorter speedy trial periods when a felony complaint is replaced with or converted 
to a nonfelony accusatory instrument. This measure, accordingly, expressly adds misdemeanor 
indictments to that list. In so doing, the measure will better ensure that misdemeanor 
indictments, although relatively rare accusatory instruments, will be prosecuted in a more 
appropriately expeditious fashion. 

Prooosal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to the period of time within 
which the people must be ready for trial 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Paragraphs (c) and (d) of subdivision 5 of section 30.30 of the criminal 

procedure law, as added by chapter 184 of the laws of 1972, are amended to read as follows: 

(c) where a criminal action is commenced by the filing of a felony complaint, and 



thereafter, in the course of the same criminal action either the felony complaint is replaced with 

or converted to an information, prosecutor's information or misdemeanor complaint pursuant to 

article 180 [or], a prosecutor's information is filed pursuant to section 190.70, or an indictment is 

filed vursuant to section 190.65 in which the highest offense charged is a misdemeanor, the 

period applicable for the purposes of subdivision one must be the period applicable to the 

charges in the new accusatory instrument, calculated from the date of the filing of such new 

accusatory instrument; provided, however, that when the aggregate of such period and the period 

of time, excluding the periods provided in subdivision four, already elapsed from the date of 

filing of the felony complaint to the date of the filing of the new accusatory instrument exceeds 

six months, the period applicable to the charges in the felony complaint must remain applicable 

and continue as if the new accusatory instrument had not been filed; 

(d) where a criminal action is commenced by the filing of a felony complaint, and 

thereafter, in the course of the same criminal action either the felony complaint is replaced with 

or converted to an information, prosecutor's information or misdemeanor complaint pursuant to 

article 180 [or], a prosecutor's information is filed pursuant to section 190.70, or an indictment is 

filed pursuant to section 190.65 in which the hinhest offense charged is a misdemeanor, the 

period applicable for the purposes of subdivision two must be the period applicable to the 

charges in the new accusatory instrument, calculated from the date of the filing of such new 

accusatory instrument; provided, however, that when the aggregate of such period and the period 

of time, excluding the periods provided in subdivision four, already elapsed from the date of the 

filing of the felony complaint to the date of the filing of the new accusatory instrument exceeds 

ninety days, the period applicable to the charges in the felony complaint must remain applicable 



and continue as if the new accusatory instrument had not been filed. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately and shall apply to all criminal actions 

commenced on or afier such effective date. 



19. Temporary Separation of Sequestered 
Jury During Deliberations 
(CPL 3 10.10) 

The Committee recommends that section 3 10.1 O(1) of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended by deleting the requirement that a sequestered jury in a criminal action be 
"continuously" kept together during deliberations. 

Section 3 10.10(1) of the CPL provides that a sequestered jury in a criminal case must be 
"continuously" kept together during the deliberations phase of the trial, under the supervision of a 
court officer. Although the purpose of this provision is to shield the jury from outside influences 
that may prejudice the deliberations, common sense dictates that deliberating jurors cannot be 
"continuously" held together when religious, health or other circumstances require that a juror be 
temporarily separated from the other jurors. The Court of Appeals, in fact, has recognized that 
the statute cannot be read this literally. See People v. Femandez, 8 1 N.Y.2d 1023 (1993)(trial 
court had discretion to permit one or more deliberating jurors to attend church services so long as 
they remained supervised). 

By deleting from the statute the word "continuously," this measure makes clear what the 
Court of Appeals has acknowledged -- that trial judges must have the discretion in certain 
situations to permit deliberating jurors to separate temporarily, so long as such separations are 
supervised. Permitting supervised temporary separations in appropriate situations will 
significantly ease the burden ofjury service for jurors with special needs and circumstances, 
without creating a risk that outside influences will taint the deliberation process. 

Prooosal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to conduct of jury 
deliberations 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 1 of section 3 10.10 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by 

chapter 83 of the laws of 1995, is amended to read as follows: 

1. Following the court's charge, except as otherwise provided by subdivision two of this 

section, the jury must retire to deliberate upon its verdict in a place outside the courtroom. It 



must be provided with suitable accommodations therefor and must, except as otherwise provided 

in subdivision two of this section, be [continuously] kept together under the supervision of a 

court officer or court officers. In the event such court officer or court officers are not available, 

the jury shall be under the supervision of an appropriate public servant or public servants. 

Except when so authorized by the court or when performing administerial duties with respect to 

the jurors, such court officers or public servants, as the case may be, may not speak to or 

communicate with them or permit any other person to do so. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



20. Prosecutor's Motion to Vacate Judgment 
(CPL 440.1 0) 

The Committee recommends that section 440.1 O(1) of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to provide a prosecutor with authority to move to vacate a judgment on the grounds 
specified in that section. 

Under section 440.10(1) of the CPL, a defendant, at any time after the entry ofjudgment, 
may move to vacate the judgment on any number of specified grounds. This provision provides 
a critical means of redressing an injustice that comes to light after the defendant has been 
convicted and sentenced. In some cases, however, it is the prosecution that learns of the 
injustice, and only after the defendant's appeals have been exhausted and the defendant is no 
longer represented by counsel. For example, the prosecution may learn long after the case has 
been disposed that the testimony of its primary witness was fabricated. In these situations, the 
CPL currently provides no ibrmal means by which the prosecution may seek to undo the 
wrongful conviction. 

This measure would provide such a means. It would afford the prosecutor the same 
authority as the defendant to move to vacate a judgment on one or more of the grounds specified 
in section 440.10. Creation of such a procedure will better enable prosecutors to fulfill their 
obligation to see that justice is realized when they learn of information that calls into question the 
validity of a conviction. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to motion to vacate judgment 

The Peovle of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. The opening paragraph of subdivision 1 of section 440.10 of the criminal 

procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

At any time after the entry of a judgment, the court in which it was entered may, upon 

motion of the defendant or the prosecutor, vacate such judgment upon the ground that: 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



21. Timing of Request to Submit a 
Lesser Included Offense to Jury 
(CPL 300.50) 

The Committee recommends that section 300.50(2) of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to provide that a request to submit a lesser included offense to the jury be made prior to 
the summations. 

Section 300.50 of the CPL provides that if there is a reasonable view of the evidence that 
the defendant committed a lesser included offense of a count charged in the accusatory 
instrument, and either party requests that the court submit such lesser included offense in the 
alternative to the jury, the court must submit the offense. Because the statute does not specify the 
period within which a request to submit a lesser included offense must be made, a number of 
appellate courts have reversed convictions on account of the trial court's refusal to submit a lesser 
included offense where the request to do so was made after the summations. See. e.g., Peovle v. 
Mclnnis, 179 A.D.2d 781 (2d Dept. 1992); People v. Noguera, 102 A.D.2d 775 (1 st Dept. 1984); 
People v. Hanley, 87 A.D.2d 850 (2d Dept. 1982). The implication of these holdings is that a 
request for a lesser included offense, when supported by a reasonable view of the evidence, must 
always be granted even if doing so requires that summations must be re-opened to provide the 
parties with an opportunity to address the lesser included offense. 

This result is an irrational one that needlessly delays the trial and the submission of the 
case to the jury. If either party, absent some good reason, fails prior to the summations to request 
that a lesser included offense be submitted to the jury, the trial court should have the discretion to 
deny the request. This measure, by making clear that the request should precede the summations, 
would provide the court with that discretion. Although, under this proposal, the court would 
retain the authority to grant a post-summation request for submission of a lesser included offense, 
it would no longer be required to do so. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to submission of lesser 
included offenses 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 2 of section 300.50 of the criminal procedure law is amended to 

read as follows: 



2. If the court is authorized by subdivision one to submit a lesser included offense and is 

requested by either party to do so before commencement of the summations, it must do so. In the 

absence of such a request, the court's failure to submit such offense does not constitute error. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



22. Further Speedy Trial Reform 
(CPL 30.30) 

The Committee recommends that section 30.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended in a number of important respects. This measure, in conjunction with the Committee's 
coordinated proposal of legislation and administrative rules to involve trial judges more actively 
in promoting the parties' readiness for trial, will go a long way toward expediting trials and 
dispositions of criminal matters. 

Section 30.30 of the CPL requires the prosecution to be ready for trial within six months 
of commencement of a felony action, withln 90 days of commencement of a criminal action 
when the highest offense charged is a misdemeanor punishable by a prison sentence of more than 
three months, within 60 days when the highest offense charged is a misdemeanor punishable by a 
prison sentence of not more than three months, and within 30 days when the highest offense 
charged is a violation. CPL $30.30(1). Various periods of time may be excluded in computing 
these periods. CPL $30.30(4). 

Section 30.30, which requires only that the prosecution declare its readiness for trial 
within these prescribed periods and not that trials commence within any particular time, has been 
largely unsuccessful in moving criminal cases to trial in timely fashion. Although delays in 
bringing cases to trial are due in part to the huge criminal caseloads borne by judges, delays also 
are a result, at least in some large urban jurisdictions and particularly in New York City, of a lack 
of willingness of all sides to go to trial. To address this "culture of unreadiness" that has evolved 
in these jurisdictions, the Committee has developed the aforementioned proposal to provide 
criminal courts with greater authority to fix and enforce schedules for hearings and trials. 
Modification of selected provisions of section 30.30, however, is also needed, and it is that 
objective to which this measure is directed. 

First, the measure would add a new subdivision 2-a to section 30.30 to provide that a 
court may inquire into a prosecutor's statement of readiness and nullify such statement if the 
court determines that the prosecution is not in fact ready for trial. Thls provision is necessary 
because of the lack of clarity in current law concerning the extent to which a court may go 
beyond a prosecutor's statement of readiness. 

Second, the measure proposes a series of amendments designed to remedy the frustrating 
disruption and delay that can result when a speedy trial motion is filed just as trial is about to 
commence. A new paragraph (d) is added to section 30.30(3) to require that, unless good cause 
is shown, a motion to dismiss under section 30.30 must be made at least 15 days before 
commencement of trial. In addition, express authority is provided for the trial judge to reserve 
decision on the motion until after the trial is completed and the verdict is rendered. 

The new paragraph (d) also would require that the defendant's motion papers include 
sworn factual allegations specifjrlng the time periods that should be charged against the 



prosecution under the statute and the reasons why those periods should be included in the time 
computation. The measure provides that failure to comply with these requirements could result 
in summary denial of the motion. Under current law, the defendant need only allege that the 
prosecution failed to declare its readiness for trial within the statutory time period, at which point 
the burden shifts to the prosecution to identify the statutory exclusions on which it relies to bring 
it within the time limit for declaring readiness. See, e.~., Peovle v. Berkowitz, 50 N.Y.2d 333 
(1980). Requiring that factual allegations be included in the motion would reduce the number of 
patently non-meritorious speedy trial motions and enable the court to deny summarily those that 
continue to be filed. 

Finally, the measure would add a new subdivision 4-a to section 30.30 requiring the 
court, whenever it is practicable to do so, to rule at each court appearance whether the 
adjournment period following the court appearance is to be included or excluded in computing 
the time within which the prosecution must be ready for trial under section 30.30. The absence 
of such rulings can make it extremely difficult for trial judges to reconstruct at the time a speedy 
trial motion is made whether adjournment periods throughout the life of the case should be 
charged to the prosecution under the statute. Without the benefit of these rulings, transcription of 
the minutes of numerous court appearances often must be ordered, causing considerable delay, 
particularly when a speedy trial motion is made on the eve of trial. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to speedy trial 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 30.30 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 2-a to read as follows: 

2-a. Whenever pursuant to this section a prosecutor states or otherwise provides notice 

that the people are ready for trial. the court mav make inquiry of the prosecutor. If. after 

conducting its inquiry, the court determines that the people are not ready to proceed to trial, the 

prosecutor's statement or notice of readiness shall not be valid for vumoses of this section. 

$2. Subdivision 3 of section 30.30 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a 



new paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

(d) A motion vursuant to subdivision one shall be made at least fifteen davs before the 

commencement of trial. vrovided. however. that for good cause shown the court may permit the 

motion to be made at a later date. but not later than commencement of trial. The court mav 
- 

reserve decision on such motion until after completion of the trial and a verdict has been 

rendered and acceoted bv the court. The motion must be in writinn and upon reasonable notice to 

the vrosecution and with ovvortunitv to be heard. The motion vapers shall contain sworn - 
allegations of fact svecifving the adiournment periods that the defendant alleges should be 

included in comvuting the time within which the oeople must be readv for trial pursuant to 

subdivision one. and the reasons why such periods should be so included. If the motion papers 

fail to com~lv with these requirements. the court may summarily denv the motion. 

$3. Section 30.30 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new subdivision - 

4-a to read as follows: 

4-a. At each court appearance date preceding the commencement of trial in a criminal 

action. the court. whenever it is vracticable to do so, shall rule on whether the adiournment 

period immediatelv following such court avvearance date is to be included or excluded for the 

purposes of comvutin~ the time within which the people must be readv for trial within the 

meaning of this section. The court's ruling shall be noted in the court file. 

$4. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become law. 



23. Release of Defendant From Custody When 
Prosecution is Not Ready for Trial 
(CPL 30.30) 

The Committee recommends that section 30.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to exclude certain serious crimes from the statutory mandate that a defendant in custody 
pending his or her trial be released if the prosecution is not ready for trial within 90 days of the 
commitment of the defendant to such custody. The Committee also recommends that the 90-day 
period be extended to 120 days when the defendant is charged with an offense that, upon 
conviction, would result in him or her being sentenced as a second violent felony offender. 

Under section 30,30(2)(a) of the CPL, a defendant charged with a felony who is being 
held in custody pending trial must be released on bail or recognizance if the prosecution is not 
ready for trial within 90 days of the defendant's commitment to custody; shorter periods apply to 
non-felony offenses. See CPL §30.30(2)(b)-(d). This provision does not apply, however, if the 
defendant is charged with murder in the first degree, murder in the second degree, manslaughter 
in the first degree, manslaughter in the second degree or criminally negligent homicide. See CPL 
$30.30(3)(a). Although the provision promotes the important goal of ensuring the prosecution's 
timely readiness for trial, its unduly broad reach may in some cases serve to undermine that goal 
and result in dangerous risks to public safety. Indeed, despite the fact that serious felony cases in 
larger urban jurisdictions rarely proceed to trial within the relatively short time period set forth in 
section 30.30(2)(a), the prosecution's failure to be ready for trial within that time period can 
require the release of defendants who may never return to court voluntarily. 

Accordingly, this measure would expand the group of offenses exempted from the section 
30.30(2)(a) requirement to include the other Class A felony offenses not currently exempted -- 
kidnapping in the first degree (PL $135.25), criminal possession of a controlled substance in the 
first degree (PL $220.21) and criminal sale of a controlled substance in the first degree (PL 
$220.43) -- as well as any violent felony offense that, upon conviction, would result in the 
defendant being sentenced as a persistent violent felony offender. In addition, the measure would 
enlarge the 90-day period in section 30.30(2)(a) to 120 days when the defendant is charged with 
an offense that, upon conviction, would result in his or her being sentenced as a second violent 
felony offender. 

Adoption of this measure would promote public safety and reduce the number of cases in 
which defendants are released from custody under this provision and then fail to return to court 
voluntarily. 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to release of defendants from 
custody if the people are not ready for trial 



The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (a) of subdivision 2 of section 30.30 of the criminal procedure law 

is amended to read as follows: 
4 

(a) ninety days fiom the commencement of his or her commitment to the custody of the 

sheriff in a criminal action wherein the defendant is accused of one or more offenses, at least one 

of which is a felony; ~rovided. however. that such period of time shall be one hundred twenty 
4 

davs fiom the commencement of the defendant's commitment to the sheriff if the defendant is 

accused of an offense that. won conviction thereof, would result in the defendant beinn a second 
4 

violent felony offender as defined in section 70.04 of the penal law; 

$2. Paragraph (a) of subdivision 3 of section 30.30 of the criminal procedure law is 

amended to read as follows: 

(a) Subdivisions one and two do not apply to a criminal action wherein the defendant is 

accused of an offense defined in [sections] section 125.1 0, 125.15, 125.20, 125.25 [and] 3 

125.27 of the penal law; in addition, subdivision two also shall not avdv to a criminal action 

wherein the defendant is accused of an offense defined in section 135.25.220.21 or 220.43 of the 

penal law or an offense that, uDon conviction thereof. would result in the defendant being a 

persistent violent felonv offender as defined in section 70.08 of the venal law. 

$3. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become law. 



24. Selection of Trial Jurors 
(CPL Articles 270 and 360) 

The Committee recommends that the current procedure for selecting trial jurors in 
criminal cases, as prescribed in articles 270 and 360 of the Criminal Procedure Law, be amended 
to ensure that those jurors who ultimately decide a case are fully prepared to do so. 

Among the specific changes it proposes, this measure would eliminate current law's 
provision for selection of "alternate" jurors and "trial" jurors. It would substitute a system 
whereby a court, depending on its view of the anticipated length of the trial, would direct the 
selection of: (i) at least 12 and up to 18 jurors in felony cases; or (ii) at least 6 and up to 8 jurors 
in non-felony cases in which jury trials are required. No differentiation would be made at this 
point in the status or responsibilities of the jurors thereby selected. The number of peremptory 
challenges now provided for in the Criminal Procedure Law would not change. 

Thereafter, following the evidentiary phase of the trial and the court's charge to the jury, 
the 12 jurors (or G in a non-felony case) who actually are to decide the case would be selected. 
The selection process would be a random one conducted by the clerk of the court in the presence 
of the court, the defendant, the defense attorney and the prosecutor. The non-deliberating jurors - 
- that is, those not selected to deliberate the case -- then would be available to serve just as 
alternate jurors do now once deliberations have begun. 

The virtues of this proposal are clear. Experience has shown that, under the current 
system, altemate jurors often do not devote the required attention unless and until they are 
actually substituted for a discharged juror. This has resulted in mistrials or, when alternate jurors 
do not concede their inability to deliberate intelligently, uninformed jury verdicts. Under the 
system proposed in this measure, however, until the clerk randomly selects the jurors after the 
close of the proof and the charge, none would know whether or not he or she actually will be 
among those who deliberate to decide the case. Thus all jurors would have a strong incentive to 
pay close attention to the trial proceedings and, ultimately, be better prepared to participate in 
deliberations. 

We believe that this proposal would prove workable and would promote economy and 
fairness. Similar procedures for selecting jurors exist in other states, including New Jersey and 
Michigan. 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to formation of a jury 

The Peovle of the State of New York. revresented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 



follows: 

Section 1. Section 270.05 of the criminal procedure law is REPEALED. 

$2. Section 270.10 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

$270.10. Trial Jury; formation in general; challenge to the panel. 1. The   an el from 

which the iurv is drawn is formed and selected as mescribed in the iudiciarv law. 

2. A challenge to the panel is an objection made to the entire panel of prospective trial - 

jurors returned for the term and may be taken to such panel or to any additional panel that may be 

ordered by the court. Such a challenge may be made only by the defendant and only on the 

ground that there has been such a departure from the requirements of the judiciary law in the 

drawing or return of the panel as to result in substantial prejudice to the defendant. 

[2.]3, A challenge to the panel must be made before the selection of the jury 

commences, and, if it is not, such challenge is deemed to have been waived. Such challenge 

must be made in writing setting forth the facts constituting the ground of challenge. If such facts 

are denied by the people, witnesses may be called and examined by either party. All issues of 

fact and law arising on the challenge must be tried and determined by the court. If a challenge to 

the panel is allowed, the court must discharge that panel and order another panel of prospective 

trial jurors returned for the term. 

$3. Subdivisions 3 and 4 of section 270.15 of the criminal procedure law, subdivision 3 

as amended by chapter 634 of the laws of 1997, are amended to read as follows: 

3. The court may thereupon direct that the persons excluded be replaced in the jury box 

by an equal number from the panel or, in its discretion, direct that all sworn jurors be removed 

from the jury box and that the jury box be occupied by such additional number of persons fiom 



the panel as the court shall direct. In the court's discretion, sworn jurors who are removed from 

the jury box as provided herein may be seated elsewhere in the courtroom separate and apart 

from the unswom members of the panel or may be removed to the jury room and allowed to 

leave the courthouse. The process of jury selection as prescribed herein shall continue until 

least twelve persons and as manv as eighteen Dersons. as the court in its discretion and taking 

into consideration the anticipated lengih of the trial may direct, are selected and sworn as trial , 

jurors. [The juror whose name was first drawn and called must be designated by the court as the 

foreperson, and no special oath need be administered to him or her.] If before [twelve] 

number of jurors the court has decided should be selected are &i swom, a juror already swom for 

anv reason fails to avpear in court within a reasonable period of time from the time that the court 

has scheduled for the proceedings to resume or becomes unable to serve by reason of illness or 

other phvsical incapacity or for anv other reason, the court [must] may discharge him or her and 

the selection of the trial jury must be completed in the manner prescribed in this section. 

4. A challenge for cause of a prospective juror which is not made before he or she is 

sworn as a trial juror shall be deemed to have been waived, except that such a challenge based 

upon a ground not known to the challenging party at that time may be made at any time before a 

witness is swom at the trial. If such challenge is allowed by the court, the juror shall be 

discharged and the selection of the trial jury shall be completed in the manner prescribed in this 

section[, except that if alternate jurors have been sworn, the alternate juror whose name was first 

drawn and called shall take the place of the juror so discharged]. 

$4. Subdivision 2 of section 270.25 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as 

follows: 



2. Each party must be allowed the following number of peremptory challenges: 

(a) [Twenty for the regular jurors i f ]  If the highest crime charged is a class A felony, [and - 

two for each alternate juror] twentv if only twelve iurors are to be selected. 

(b) [Fifteen for the regular jurors if] If the highest crime charged is a class B or class C 
* 

felony, [and two for each alternate juror] fifteen if only twelve iurors are to be selected. 

(c) [Ten for the regular jurors in] In all other cases, [and two for each alternate juror] 

if only twelve iurors are to be selected. -* 

The total number of veremvtorv challenges specified in varamaphs (a). fb) and (c) of this 

subdivision must be increased bv two for each additional iuror to be selected bevond the first 

twelve selected. 

$5. Section 270.30 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by chapter 1 of the laws of 

1995, is amended to read as follows: 

4270.30. Trial jury; [alternate jurors] selection of deliberating iurors. 1. [Immediately 

after the last trial juror is sworn, the court may in its discretion direct the selection of one or 

- 
more, but not more than six additional jurors to be known as "alternate jurors", except that, in a 

prosecution under section 125.27 of the penal law, the court may, in its discretion, direct the 

selection of as many alternate jurors as the court determines to be appropriate. Alternate jurors 

must be drawn in the same manner, must have the same qualifications, must be subject to the 

same examination and challenges for cause and must take the same oath as the regular jurors] If 

more than twelve iurors were selected and sworn, and if at the conclusion of the court's charge 

more than twelve iurors remain on the iurv. the clerk of the court. in the presence of the court, the 

defendant. the defendant's attorney and the vrosecutor, shall randomly draw the names of twelve - 



of the remaining iurors. and those twelve iurors shall retire to deliberate uvon a verdict. The iuror 

whose name was first drawn must be designated by the court as the foreperson. and no special 

oath need be administered to him or her. After the bury has] deliberating; lurors have retired to 

deliberate, the court must either (1) with the consent of the defendant and the [people] 

prosecutor, discharge the [alternate] remaining non-deliberating jurors or (2) direct the [alternate] 

remaining non-deliberating jurors not to discuss the case and must further direct that they be kept 

separate and apart from the [regular] deliberating jurors. 

2. In any prosecution in which the people seek a sentence of death, the court shall not 

discharge the [alternate] non-deliberating jurors when the bury retires] deliberating iurors retire 

to deliberate upon [its1 their verdict and the [alternate] non-deliberating jurors, in the discretion 

of the court, may be continuously kept together under the supervision of an appropriate public 

servant or servants until such time as the bury returns its] deliberating iurors return their verdict. 

If the ljury returns] deliberating iurors return a verdict of guilty to a charge for which the death 

penalty may be imposed, the [alternate] non-deliberating jurors shall not be discharged and shall 

remain available for service during any separate sentencing proceeding which may be conducted 

pursuant to section 400.27. 

$6. Section 360.10 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by chapter 8 15 of the laws 

of 1971, is amended to read as follows: 

$360.10. Trial jury; formation in general. [ l .  A trial jury consists of six jurors, but 

"alternate jurors" may be selected and sworn pursuant to section 360.35. 

2.1 The panel from which the jury is drawn is formed and selected as prescribed in 

the uniform district court act, uniform city court act, and uniform justice court act. In the New 



York city criminal court the panel from which the jury is drawn is formed and selected in the 

same manner as is prescribed for the formation and selection of a panel in the supreme court in 

counties within cities having a population of one million or more. 

$7. Section 360.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

$360.20. Trial jury; examination of prospective jurors; challenges generally. If no 

challenge to the panel is made as prescribed by section 360.15, or if such challenge is made and 

disallowed, the court must direct that the names of six members of the panel be drawn and called. 

Such persons must take their places in the jury box and must be immediately sworn to answer 

truthfully questions asked them relative to their qualifications to serve as jurors in the action. 

The procedural rules prescribed in section 270.15 with respect to the examination of the 

prospective jurors and to challenges are also applicable to the selection of a trial jury in a local 

criminal court, exce~t  that in a local criminal court the vrocess of jury selection as prescribed in 

section 270.1 5 shall continue until at least six persons and as manv as eight versons. as the court 

in its discretion and taking into consideration the anticipated length of the trial mav direct. are 

selected and sworn as trial iurors. 

58. Subdivision 2 of section 360.30 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as 

follows: 

2. Each party must be allowed three peremptory challenges if only six iurors are to be 

selected. The total number of veremvtorv challenges must be increased bv one for each 

additional iuror to be selected bevond the first six selected. When two or more defendants are 

tried jointly, such challenges are not multiplied by the number of defendants, but such defendants 

are to be treated as a single party. In any such case, a peremptory challenge by one or more 



defendants must be allowed if a majority of the defendants join in such challenge. Otherwise, it 

- 
must be disallowed. 

$9. Section 360.35 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

$360.35. Trial jury; [alternate juror] selection of deliberating iurors. 

1. [Immediately after the last trial juror is sworn, the court may in its discretion direct the 

selection of either one or two additional jurors to be known as "alternate jurors." The alternate 

1. jurors must be drawn in the same manner, must have the same qualifications, must be subject to 

the same examination and challenges for cause and must take the same oath as the regular jurors. 

Whether or not a party has used its peremptory challenge in the selection of the trial jury, one 

peremptory challenge is 'authorized in the selection of the alternate jurors] If more than six lurors 

were selected and sworn. and if at the conclusion of the court's charge more than six iurors 

remain on the jury, the clerk of the court, in the Dresence of the court, the defendant. the 

defendant's attorney and the orosecutor, shall randomly draw the names of six of the remaining 

jurors. and those six iurors shall retire to deliberate upon a verdict. The iuror whose name was 

first drawn must be designated by the court as the foreoerson, and no special oath need be 

administered to him or her. 

2. The provisions of section [270.351 270.30 with respect to [alternate] non-deliberating 

jurors are also applicable to a trial jury in a local criminal court. 

10. The criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new section 360.37 to read as 

follows: 

6360.37. Trial jury discharge of iuror; replacement of iuror during deliberations. 

The provisions of section 270.35 with respect to discharge of a sworn iuror and revlacement of a 



deliberating iuror with a non-deliberatinn iuror are applicable to a trial iury in a local criminal 

court. 

5 11. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become law. 



25. Elimination of Requirement that 
Prosecution Consent to Sentence 
of Parole Supervision 
(CPL 410.91) 

The Committee recommends that section 41 0.91 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to eliminate the requirement that the prosecution consent before a court may sentence a 
defendant to parole supervision. 

The Sentencing Reform Act of 1995 created a new criminal sanction entitled "parole 
supervision." Under this new sanction, a defendant is sentenced to an indeterminate prison 
sentence with a minimum and maximum term within the ranges set forth in section 70.06 of the 
Penal Law, but rather than being committed to State prison the defendant is placed under the 
immediate supervision of the State Division of Parole. The defendant must comply with parole 
conditions, including an initial, intensive 90-day placement in the "Willard" drug treatment 
facility in Seneca County. Those defendants qualifying for this new sentence are second felony 
offenders: (1) whose instant conviction is for a Class D or Class E drug felony offense; (2) whose 
prior conviction was not a violent felony offense or a Class A or Class B felony offense; (3) who 
have a history of drug dependence that was a significant contributing factor to their criminal 
conduct; and (4) who are not subject to an undischarged term of imprisonment. If the defendant's 
conviction is for a Class D felony, however, the prosecution must consent to the sentence. 

The statute's requirement that the prosecution consent before a court may sentence a 
defendant to this sanction constitutes an unprecedented and unwarranted intrusion into the 
sentencing authority of trial judges. Although in New York prosecutors have long been 
authorized to reject a defendant's guilty plea to less than the charges set forth in the accusatory 
instrument, see CPL 9220.10, judges, acting within the sentencing ranges provided in the Penal 
Law, have been entrusted with the discretion to select the appropriate sanction to impose. 
Without a compelling rationale for doing so, this statute removes that discretion from sentencing 
judges. One unfortunate result of this has been the acute underutilization of the Willard facility 
due to prosecutorst sparing consent to placement of defendants in this commendable program. 
See "Drug Center Meets Resistance From Prosecutors," New York Times, October 21, 1996, p. 
B1, col. 2. 

This measure would eliminate the prosecutorial consent provision set forth in section 
41 O.gl(4) of the CPL. Elimination of this requirement would properly restore the discretion of 
sentencing judges to determine when to impose this new sanction. The measure would not affect 
the prosecution's authority to reject a defendant's guilty plea to less than the charges in the 
accusatory instrument, but it  would remove the prosecution from what has always been, and 
should continue to be, the exclusive sentencing domain of the court. 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to a sentence of parole 
supervision 

The Peovle of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 4 of section 410.91 of the criminal procedure law is 

REPEALED and subdivisions 5 through 8 are renumbered to be subdivisions 4 through 7. 

52. This act shall take effect immediately. 



26. Admissibility of Evidence of a 
Witness's Sexual Conduct 
(CPL 60.43) 

The Committee recommends that section 60.43 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to provide that the same protections against the admissibility of evidence in a non-sex 
offense criminal case of a victim's sexual conduct apply also to a witness in such a case. 

Section 60.43 of the CPL provides that evidence of a victim's sexual conduct is 
inadmissible in a prosecution for a non-sex offense unless the court, in the interest of justice, 
finds it to be relevant following an offer of proof outside the presence of the jury. If the court 
determines that such evidence is admissible, it must state the findings of fact essential to its 
determination. The statute is modeled after the "rape shield law" set forth in section 60.42 of the 
CPL, which affords similar protections to victims in sex offense cases. 

Inexplicably, section 60.43 applies only to victims in criminal cases and not to witnesses, 
whose privacy interests deserve similar protection fiom the admissibility of irrelevant yet highly 
prejudicial evidence. Accordingly, this measure would extend the provisions of the statute to 
witnesses. By doing so, the CPL would make clear that thls highly personal information should 
be admitted into evidence only when its exclusion would jeopardize the defendant's right to a fair 
trial. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to admissibility of a witness's 
sexual conduct 

The People of the State of New York. revresented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 60.43 of the criminal procedure law, as added by chapter 832 of the 

laws of 1990, is amended to read as follows: 

560.43. Rules of evidence; admissibility of evidence of victim's or witness's sexual 

conduct in non-sex offense cases. Evidence of the victim's sexual conduct, including the past 

sexual conduct of a deceased victim, or evidence of a witness's sexual conduct may not be 

admitted in a prosecution for any offense, attempt to commit an offense or conspiracy to commit 



an offense defined in the penal law unless such evidence is determined by the court to be relevant 

and admissible in the interests of justice, after an offer of proof by the proponent of such 

evidence outside the hearing of the jury, or such hearing as the court may require, and a statement 

by the court of its findings of fact essential to its determination. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



27. Access to Law Enforcement Records 
Under the Freedom of Information Law 
(Public Officers Law 87(2)) 

The Committee recommends that section 87(2) of the Public Officers Law be amended 
explicitly to exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Law law enforcement 
records that relate to a pending criminal action. 

In Matter of Gould v. NYC Police Devartment, 89 N.Y.2d 267 (1 996), the Court of 
Appeals held that police records are not categorically exempt from disclosure under the New 
York Freedom of Information Law (FOIL). The Court reached this ruling based on its 
construction of the language of the FOIL statute, which contains no blanket exemption for police 
or other law enforcement records. Cf. Pub. Off. Law § 87(2)(e)(i), (iii) & (iv) [exemptions apply 
if disclosure of law enforcement records would "interfere with law enforcement investigations or 
judicial proceedings," "identify a confidential source or disclose confidential information relating 
to a criminal investigation," or reveal nonroutine "criminal investigative techniques or 
procedures"]. Although the Court acknowledged the potential negative policy implications of its 
holding, it expressly deferred to the Legislature "to balance the rights accorded." 89 N.Y.2d at 
279. 

At least in the context of pending criminal actions, the proper "balance of the rights 
accorded" dictates that disclosure of law enforcement records and documents be governed by the 
discovery provisions of the Criminal Procedure Law and regulated by the judge presiding over 
the criminal ,action, not by the Freedom of Information Law. FOIL may well be an appropriate 
vehicle for obtaining disclosure of law enforcement records after a criminal action has proceeded 
to judgment. And although police records generally should be disclosed to the defense during the 
early stages of a criminal action (see Committee's discovery reform proposal, p. 3, supra), 
disclosure of such information during the pendency of the action should be regulated by criminal 
procedural provisions and supervised by the court and the parties to the criminal proceeding, who 
will be sensitive to the competing interests and rights implicated by disclosure. See In Re 
Application of Lena1 Aid Society v. New York Citv Police Devartment, 274 A.D.2d 207 [Ist 
Dept. 20001 [holding, in a proceeding under FOIL, that a police department's assertion that 
disclosure of records to a defendant in a pending criminal prosecution would interfere with that 
proceeding is "a sufficiently particulariz~d justification for the denial of access to those records" 
under FOIL, since FOIL disclosure during the course of the prosecution would, inter alia, 
"interfere with the orderly process of disclosure" set forth in CPL Article 2401. Accord Matter of 
Pittari v. m, 258 A.D.2d 202 [2d Dept.19991, lv. denied 94 N.Y.2d 755. 

Accordingly, this measure would add express language to section 87(2) of the Public 
Officers Law making clear that records in the possession of a law enforcement agency that relate 
to a pending criminal action are not obtainable under FOIL. 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the public officers law, in relation to access to law enforcement records 
under the freedom of information law 

The People of the State of New York. re~resented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section I. Subdivision 2 of section 87 of the public officers law is amended by adding a 

new paragraph (k) to read as follows: 

(k) are in the possession of a law enforcement anencv and relate to a criminal action as 

defined in subdivision sixteen of section 1.20 of the criminal vrocedure law that has not yet 

proceeded to judgment. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



28. Motion to Dismiss Indictment for Failure 
to Afford Defendant the Right to Testify 
Before Grand Jury 
(CPL 2 10.20) 

The Committee recommends that section 210.20(l)(c) of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to provide that an order dismissing an indictment for failure to afford the defendant an 
opportunity to testify before the grand jury shall be conditioned upon the defendant actually 
testifying before the grand jury to which the charges are to be resubmitted. 

Section 190.50(5)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Law requires the district attorney to notify 
a defendant who has been arraigned in a local criminal court upon an undisposed felony 
complaint that a grand jury proceeding against the defendant is pending and to afford the 
defendant a reasonable time to exercise the right to testify before the grand jury. Paragraph (c) of 
subdivision five provides that any indictment obtained in violation of paragraph (a) is invalid and 
must be dismissed upon a motion pursuant to section 210.20. Three Appellate Divisions have 
construed the language of paragraph (c) as requiring dismissal of an indictment where the People 
fail to give the notice required by paragraph (a) and as precluding an order conditioning a 
dismissal upon the defendant appearing before a grand jury to which the charges are re-presented. 
See Borrello v. Balbach, 112 A.D.2d 1051 (2d Dept. 1985). Accord People v. Massard, 139 
A.D.2d 927 (4th Dept. 1988); People v. Bey-Allah, 132 A.D.2d 76 (1st Dept. 1987). 

In Borrello v. Balbach, the Second Department acknowledged that several lower courts 
had fashioned orders conditioning dismissal on the defendant exercising hls or her right to testify 
before the grand jury. The Court, however, rejected this approach, saying: 

To dismiss the indictment outright, it is claimed, would merely 
encourage the insincere defendant to engage in gamesmanship to delay 
his prosecution. Such reasoning, however, overlooks the fact that the 
People may in the first instance avoid any gamesmanship by duly 
notifying the defendant of the date on whch the charges will be 
presented to the Grand Jury. Moreover, the five-day time limitation 
for making a motion to dismiss contained in CPL 190.50(5)(c) 
adequately serves to separate those defendants who sincerely wish to 
testify before the Grand Jury from those with no such intention. 

Accordingly, we conclude that where a person is entitled to relief 
under CPL 190.50(5), the only proper remedy is outright dismissal of 
the indictment, in view of the mandatory language contained in 
paragraph (c) of that subdivision and the absence of any statutory basis 
for the expedient solution of a conditional dismissal. 

112 A.D.2d at 1053 (citations omitted). 



Notwithstanding these Appellate Division rulings, the lower courts have struggled to 
avoid the necessity of dismissing an indictment where the People have failed to give the notice 
required by section 190.50(5), if the defendant does not intend to take advantage of the right to 
testify when the case is represented to the grand jury. In People v. Garcia, N.Y.L.J., October 5, 
1989, p. 23, col. 2 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co.), for example, the Court held that defendant's challenge to 
a conditional order of dismissal was barred by laches. The Court stated: 

While the Appellate Division, Second Department noted in Borrello, supra, 
that it felt that there were sufficient statutory safeguards to prevent 
gamesmanship by insincere defendants serving grand jury notice, this court's 
practical experience has been to the contrary. Given the difficulties of both 
scheduling and rescheduling grand jury presentations and the cost in 
prosecutor, police and court time, a conditional dismissal is appropriate and 
just and should be authorized. The court commends an appropriate 
amendment to CPL 190.50 to the Legislature's attention. 

See also Peovle v. Lynch, 13 8 Misc. 2d 33 1,336 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 1988) (converting motion -- 
to dismiss indictment based on failure to accord defendant the right to testify into motion to 
dismiss in interests of justice and denying motion on ground that dismissing indictment without 
defendant's agreeing to testify would serve no purpose); Peode v. Salazar, 136 Misc. 2d 992 
(Sup. Ct. Bronx Co. 1987) (refusing to dismiss indictment where defendant did not intend to 
testify before a grand jury). 

In accordance with the suggestion in People v. Garcia, this measure would amend section 
210.20 to provide that an order dismissing an indictment for the People's failure to afford the 
defendant an opportunity to appear before the grand jury shall be conditioned upon the defendant 
exercising his or her right to testify before another grand jury to which the charges are to be 
resubmitted. The measure further provides that the court, in its order, may direct that the 
defendant testify first before any other witnesses or evidence are presented. Following the order, 
the prosecutor must provide the defendant with a reasonable opportunity to testify before the 
grand jury. If the defendant fails to do so, the court, upon the prosecutor's application, must 
vacate the order and reinstate the indictment. Such an amendment would protect the defendant's 
right to testify before the grand jury, but would avoid the burden of re-presenting cases to the 
grand jury where the defendant has no intention of invoking that right. 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to motion to dismiss 
indictment for failure to notify defendant of right to testify before grand jury 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 



follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (c) of subdivision 1 of section 210.20 of the criminal procedure law 

is amended to read as follows: 

(c) The grand jury proceeding was defective, within the meaning of section 210.35, 

provided that where the defect is as set forth in subdivision four of that section, an order of 

dismissal entered vursuant to this subdivision shall be conditioned upon the defendant testifving 

before another wand iurv to which the charge or charges are to be resubmitted. In its order. the 

court may direct that the defendant testifv first before any other witnesses or evidence are 

presented. Following such an order. the prosecutor shall provide the defendant with a reasonable 

opportunity to testify before the grand iurv. If the defendant fails to so test@, without a 

reasonable excuse therefor, the court. uwon application of the prosecutor. shall vacate the order of 

dismissal and order the indictment reinstated; or 

92. This act shall take effect 90 days aRer it shall have become a law. 



29. Deferral of Mandatory Surcharge 
(CPL 420.40(2), PL 60.35(8)) 

The Committee recommends amendment of section 420.40(2) of the Criminal Procedure 
Law and repeal of section 60.35(8) of the Penal Law to eliminate the requirement that a criminal 
court wait at least 61 days before it may defer a defendant's payment of the mandatory surcharge. 

In 1995, the Legislature eliminated the authority of a court to waive an indigent criminal 
defendant's payment of the mandatory surcharge. In place of the waiver, the legislation created a 
new procedure whereby a court may defer payment of the surcharge. L. 1995, ch. 3, $5 70,71. 
Under this new procedure, the court, at the time of sentencing, must issue a summons to any 
defendant not sentenced to a term of incarceration in excess of 60 days (the procedure is 
permissive for town and village courts but mandatory for all other courts). The summons must 
direct the defendant to reappear in court on the first day the court is in session following 60 days 
after its issuance, unless the surcharge is paid before such date. PL $60.35(8). On the return 
date, the defendant may present information establishing that payment of the surcharge should be 
deferred because of his or her indigence. CPL $420.40(2). If the court agrees and decides to 
defer payment, the defendant is not excused from payment; instead, the court's deferral order 
must be iiled with the county clerk, and any unpaid balance may be collected in the same manner 
as a civil judgment. CPL $ 420.40(5). 

This procedure has proved extremely cumbersome, particularly in the local criminal 
courts. It requires the scheduling of an additional court appearance in virtually all criminal cases, 
a significant burden for most courts, notably the New York City Criminal Court with its 
hundreds of thousands of filings each year. In addition, the mandated 61 -day adjournment is 
unduly lengthy, thereby minimizing the percentage of defendants, who generally do not have date 
books and must rely on not losing the scrap of paper their attorney gave them, who appear on that 
date. This ofien leads to issuance of a bench warrant when a defendant fails to appear, resulting 
in the police going out and arresting and detaining the defendant (sometimes overnight), at great 
expense to the taxpayer. Worse yet, when the defendant is then returned to the court, he or she 
usually pleads indigence, which often results in the court deferring payment of the surcharge -- 
something that could have been done at the time of sentencing without the necessity of further 
court appearances, executions of warrants and considerable additional delay and expense. 

The Committee recognizes the reasons the Legislature acted to eliminate a court's 
authority to waive payment of the surcharge, and it does not propose that such authority be 
revived. Rather, this measure would amend section 420.40(2) of the Criminal Procedure Law 
and repeal subdivision eight of section 60.35 of the Penal Law to permit a court, at the time of 
sentencing or at a subsequent time that the court selects, to defer a defendant's payment of the 
surcharge and direct entry of its order by the county clerk at that time. Permitting a court to defer 
payment at the time of sentencing, rather than after issuance of a summons and a mandated 6 1 - 
day adjournment, will avoid countless unnecessary calendar appearances and other considerable 
burdens and expenses. In those cases, however, when the court determines that an additional 



appearance after sentencing may increase the likelihood of a defendant's payment, the measure 
affords the court the flexibility to schedule such an appearance. 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law and the penal law, in relation to deferral 
of a mandatory surcharge 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 2 of section 420.40 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by 

chapter 62 of the laws of 2003, is amended to read as follows: 

2. [On an appearance date set forth in a summons issued pursuant to subdivision three of 

section 60.35 of the penal law, section eighteen hundred nine of the vehicle and traffic law or 

section 27.10 of the parks, recreation and historic preservation law] At the sentencing or at a 

subsequent amearance date fixed bv the court, a person upon whom a mandatory surcharge, sex 

offender registration fee or DNA databank fee [was] has been levied shall have an opportunity to 

present on the record credible and verifiable information establishing that the mandatory 

surcharge, sex offender registration fee or DNA databank fee should be deferred, in whole or in 

part, because, due to the indigence of such person the payment of said surcharge, sex offender 

registration fee or DNA databank fee would work an unreasonable hardshp on the person or his 

or her immediate family. 

$2. Subdivision 8 of section 60.35 of the penal law is REPEALED. 

$3. This act shall take effect immediately. 



30. Release of Defendant From 
Custody Upon Failure of 
Timely Grand Jury Action 
(CPL 180.80) 

The Committee recommends that section 180.80 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to provide that whenever a defendant in custody files notice requesting the right to 
testify before the grand jury, the court in its discretion may extend by up to 48 hours the time 
period within which the grand jury must indict such a defendant. 

Under section 180.80 of the Criminal Procedure Law, a defendant against whom a felony 
complaint has been filed and who is being held in custody must be released from custody on his 
or her own recognizance if the grand jury fails to indict (or a preliminary hearing is not 
commenced) within a specified time period -- either 120 hours from the commencement of 
custody, or 144 hours from commencement of custody where a weekend day or holiday occurs 
during such period. The only exceptions to this requirement are where the delay was due to the 
defendant's "request, action or condition, or occurred with his consent," CPL 6 180.80(1), or the 
prosecution demonstrates "good cause" for not releasing the defendant. CPL 4 180.80(3). 

Under CPL 4 190.50(5), a defendant may serve notice upon the prosecution requesting 
the right to testify before the grand jury. The interplay of that statute with section 180.80 has 
caused problems in the administration of justice in a significant number of cases. That is because 
defense counsel, particularly in large jurisdictions such as New York City, generally serve the 
section 190.50 notice in every case, usually at the arraignment on the felony complaint. This is 
so even though, as experience has shown, defendants rarely exercise this right and actually test@ 
before the grand jury. This causes a serious problem when, as not infrequently occurs, a 
defendant in custody is not timely produced in court on the last day of the section 180.80 period 
(when arraigning judges routinely schedule the second court appearance). Because the defendant 
is not present to withdraw his or her notice, the prosecution is presented with a dilemma -- seek 
an indictment from the grand jury that almost surely will subsequently be dismissed by the court 
on the ground that the defendant was denied the right to testify, or decline to seek an indictment 
at that time and thereby compel the court to release the defendant under the statute. See 
generallv People v. Evans, 79 N.Y .2d 407 (1 992)(strongly implying that the sheriffs failure to 
timely produce a defendant on the last day of the 180.80 period does not constitute "good cause" 
to avoid the release mandate of the statute). 

This measure is an effort to resolve this procedural quandary, at least in part. It would 
authorize the court, in its discretion, to extend the 180.80 time period by up to 48 hours whenever 
a defendant has filed notice requesting the right to testify before the grand jury. If judges had this 
discretionary authority, it is presumed that defense counsel and their clients would more carefully 
evaluate whether to serve section 190.50 notice, rather than mechanically do so at arraignment in 
every case. At the same time, it would provide judges with the flexibility to direct a modest 
extension of the 180.80 period when, as regrettably, but inevitably, happens in a significant 



number of cases, a defendant is not produced in time to exercise or decline to exercise the right 
to testify. Such an amendment would more effectively protect the public's interest in preventing 
the unnecessary release from custody of certain defendants, yet it would not appreciably 
undermine a felony defendant's interest in obtaining expeditious action by the grand jury. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to release of defendant from custody 
upon failure of timely grand jury action 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 180.80 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 4 to read as follows: 

4. The defendant has filed notice vursuant to subdivision five of section 190.50 

reauesting a right to appear as a witness in his or her own behalf before the grand iurv. in which 

case the court in its discretion mav extend, for a reasonable period not to exceed fortv-eight 

hours. the time period specified in this section followinp; which the defendant must be released. 

92. This act shall take effect immediately. 



3 1. Hearing on a Defendant's 
Mental Capacity to Proceed 
(CPL 730.30) 

The Committee recommends that section 730.30(2) of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to provide that, when each psychiatric examiner concludes that the defendant is not an 
incapacitated person, the court may, but is not required to, conduct a hearing on the defendant's 
mental capacity. 

When a court suspects that a criminal defendant may be suffering from a mental 
incapacity, it must issue an order under article 730 of the Criminal Procedure Law directing that 
the defendant be examined to evaluate his or her competency to stand trial. Pursuant to that 
order, the defendant is examined by at least two "psychiatric examiners," who then submit 
examination reports to the court. However, even when the psychiatric examiners agree that the 
defendant is competent to stand trial, the court must conduct a competency hearing if one of the 
parties so requests. CPL $730.30(2). This is a burdensome requirement that needlessly forces 
courts to conduct a hearing when the facts of the case do not warrant one. 

Accordingly, this measure would amend section 730.30(2) to provide that, when the 
psychiatric examiners agree that the defendant is not an incapacitated person, the court may, but 
is not required to, conduct a competency hearing. This amendment would properly place the 
decision to conduct a hearing in this situation within the sound discretion of the trial court. In 
doing so, the measure would reduce the number of unnecessary hearings in cases in which the 
facts clearly demonstrate that the defendant is competent to stand trial, yet it would permit the 
court to conduct a hearing when, even though the examination reports conclude that the 
defendant is competent, the court determines that a hearing would be the more prudent course to 
take. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to conducting a hearing on a 
defendant's mental capacity to proceed 

The People of the State of New York. re~resented in Senate and Assemblv, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 2 of section 730.30 of the criminal procedure law is amended to 

read as follows: 

2. When the examination reports submitted to the court show that each psychiatric 



examiner is of the opinion that the defendant is not an incapacitated person, the court may, on its 

own motion, conduct a hearing to determine the issue of capacity, [and] or it [must] conduct 

a hearing upon motion therefor by the defendant or by the district attorney. If no motion for a 

hearing is made, or if the court determines that a hearinn is not necessary, the criminal action 

against the defendant must proceed. If, following a hearing, the court is satisfied that the 

defendant is not an incapacitated person, the criminal action against [him] the defendant must 

proceed; if the court is not so satisfied, it must issue a further order of examination directing that 

the defendant be examined by different psychiatric examiners designated by the director. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



32. Discovery of Search Warrant Documents 
and Seized Property 
(CPL 240.20) 

The Committee recommends that section 240.20(1)(f) of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to provide that any property seized pursuant to the execution of a search warrant 
relating to the criminal action or proceeding, and the inventory or return of such property, shall 
be discoverable by the defendant. The Committee also recommends that a new paragraph (1) be 
added to section 240.20(1) providing that the search warrant, the search warrant application and 
the documents or transcript of any testimony or other oral communication offered in support of 
the search warrant application also shall be discoverable by the defendant, except to the extent 
such material or information is protected from disclosure by a court order. 

Under section 240.20 of the Criminal Procedure Law, upon a defendant's service of a 
demand to produce, the prosecution must disclose to the defendant and make available for 
inspection, photographing, copying or testing various information and material. CPL 
240.20(1). ConspicuousIy absent from the detailed listing of such information and material, 
however, is the property that has been seized pursuant to a search warrant relating to the case, 
and the search warrant itself and its underlying documents (including the search warrant 
application and the supporting affidavits). The absence of an express statutory direction has 
engendered confusion as to whether these items are subject to discovery. 

In the Committee's view, fairness and efficiency dictate that these items be subject to 
discovery in routine cases, and that the Criminal Procedure Law so provide. The defense should 
be entitled to inspect any property seized pursuant to a search warrant relating to the case and the 
written inventory of such property (B CPL $ 690.50(4), requiring the police to prepare such an 
inventory). In addition, to enable it to prepare any potential motion to contravene the search 
warrant, the defense should be entitled to copies of the warrant and its underlying documents. 

Accordingly, this measure would amend section 240.20(1)(f) of the CPL to include 
among the property that the prosecution must disclose to the defense any property seized 
pursuant to a search warrant relating to the case and the inventory or return of such property; the 
measure also would add a new paragraph (1) to section 240.20(1) of the CPL to require the 
prosecution to disclose a copy of the search warrant, the search warrant application and the 
documents or transcript of any testimony or other oral communication offered in support of the 
search warrant application. Of course, in those cases in which disclosure of any of these items 
would raise a risk of harm to any individual, interfere with an ongoing law enforcement 
investigation or have some other significant adverse effect, the prosecution could seek a 
protective order from the court limiting or denying such disclosure (B CPL 8240.50). 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to discovery of search warrants 
and related materials 

The Peo~le  of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (f) of subdivision 1 of section 240.20 of the criminal procedure law, 

as amended by chapter 795 of the laws of 1994, is amended to read as follows: 

(f) Any other property obtained from the defendant, or a co-defendant to be tried jointly, 

as well as any property seized pursuant to the execution of a search warrant relatinn to the 

criminal action or proceeding and the inventorv or return of such property; 

92. Subdivision 1 of section 240.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding 

a new paragraph (1) to read as follows: 

(1) Any search warrant relating to the criminal action or proceeding. the search warrant 

apvlication and the documents or transcriot of anv testimonv or other oral communication offered 

in support of the search warrant ap~lication, excat  such material or information as is ~rotected 

from disclosure bv a court order issued pursuant to law. 

$3. This act shall take effect immediately. 



33. Anonymous Jury 
(CPL 270.1 5) 

The Committee recommends that a new subdivision 1-b be added to section 270.15 of the 
Criminal Procedure Law to permit the court to issue a protective order precluding disclosure of 
jurors' and prospective jurors' names and addresses to any person where the court determines that 
there is a likelihood that one or more jurors or prospective jurors will be subject to bribery, 
tampering, injury, harassment or intimidation. 

Subdivision I -a of section 270.1 5 of the Criminal Procedure Law now provides that the 
court may issue a protective order regulating disclosure of the business or residential address of 
any prospective or sworn juror to any person or persons, other than to counsel for either party. 
Sipficantly, subdivision 1-a, which the measure retains, does not allow the court to protect 
jurors' and prospective jurors' names from disclosure, nor does it provide complete assurance that 
jurors' addresses will not be disclosed to defendant by defense counsel. New York Criminal 
Procedure Law 5270.15, Supplementary Practice Commentary (McKinney Supp. 1989, pp. 199- 
200) (potential conflict between attorney's faithhlness to officer-of-the-court code and attomey- 
client relationship "could cause trouble in the very type case for which this legislative protection 
is created"). While salutary, subdivision 1-a may not provide sufficient protection for jurors and 
prospective jurors in all cases. 

Although there are no reported New York State appellate cases addressing the propriety 
of withholding the names and addresses of jurors and prospective jurors, an anonymous jury was 
selected in the celebrated 1983 Brinks case in Orange County. See also People v. Watts, 173 
Misc 2d 373,377 (Sup. Ct., hchmond Cty. 1997) (holding that a defendant's statutory right to 
knowledge of jurors' names and addresses may be forfeited where defendant's acts represent a 
"clear threat to either the safety or integrity of the jury"). Moreover, the federal courts are in 
agreement that a trial judge has the discretion to protect the identities of jurors and prospective 
jurors in an appropriate case. United States v. Scarfo, 850 F.2d 101 5, 1021 -1023 (3rd Cir.), 
cert. denied 488 U.S. 910 (1988) (motion to impanel an anonymous jury granted where alleged --, 
boss of organized crime group was charged with conspiracy and extortion, prospective witness 
and judge had been murdered in the past and attempts had been made to bribe other judges); 
United States v. Persico, 832 F.2d 705,717 (2d Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1022 (1988) 
(upholding decision to impanel anonymous jury based on violent acts committed in normal 
course of Columbo Family business, the Family's willingness to corrupt and obstruct criminal 
justice system and extensive pretrial publicity); United States v. Fer~uson, 758 F.2d 843, 854 (2d 
Cir.), cert. denied, 474 US. 841 (1985) (trial court justified in keeping jurors' identities secret 
where evidence that defendants had discussed killing five government witnesses and "Wanted: 
Dead or Alive" poster of another government witness had been circulated); United States v. 
Thomas, 757 F.2d 1359,1362-1365 (2d Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 479 US .  818 (1986) 
(anonymous jury impaneled where defendants charged with narcotics, firearm and RICO 
violations and government submitted evidence that defendants had bribed a juror at a prior trial 
and had put out a contract on the life of the chief government witness); United States v. Barnes, 



604 F.2d 121, 140-141 (2d Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 907 (1980) (court properly directed 
jurors not to disclose their names and addresses where notwithstanding that no actual threats 
were received, the seriousness of the charges, the extent of pretrial publicity and the history of 
attempts to influence and intimidate jurors in multi-defendant narcotics cases tried in the 
Southern District of New York was sufficient to put the court on notice that safety precautions 
should be taken). generally United States v. Gambino, 809 F.Supp. 1061, 1064-1 065 
(S.D.N.Y. 1992). 

In United States v. Thomas, defendants claimed that impanelment of an anonymous jury 
deprived them of due process by destroying the presumption of innocence. The Second Circuit 
rejected this argument, saying: 

[Plrotection of jurors is vital to the functioning of the criminal justice 
system. As a practical matter, we cannot expect jurors to "take their 
chances" on what might happen to them as a result of a guilty verdict. 
Obviously, explicit threats to jurors or their families or even a general 
fear of retaliation could well affect the jury's ability to render a fair and 
impartial verdict. Justice requires that when a serious threat to juror 
safety reasonably is found to exist, precautionary measures must be 
taken. 

Nevertheless, we do not mean to say that the practice of 
impaneling an anonymous jury is constitutional in all cases. As should 
be clear from the above analysis, there must be, first, strong reason to 
believe that the jury needs protection and, second, reasonable 
precaution must be taken to minimize the effect that such a decision 
might have on the jurors' opinions of the defendants. 

757 F.2d at 1364-1365. Accord United States v. Scarfo, 850 F.2d at 1021-1023 (selection of 
anonymous jury did not impair defendant's right to exercise peremptory challenges or infringe on 
the presumption of innocence). 

There are compelling policy considerations favoring the use of anonymous juries in 
appropriate cases. As the Third Circuit observed in United States v. Scarfo: 

Juror's fears of retaliation from criminal defendants are not 
hypothetical; such apprehension has been documented .. . . As judges, 
we are aware that, even in routine criminal cases, veniremen are often 
uncomfortable with disclosure of their names and addresses to a 
defendant. The need for such information in preparing an effective 
defense is not always self-evident. If, in circumstances like those in 



Barnes, jury anonymity promotes impartial decision making, that result 
is likely to hold equally true in less celebrated cases. 

The virtue of the jury system lies in the random summoning from the 
community of twelve "indifferent" persons - "not appointed till the 
hour of trial" - to decide a dispute, and in their subsequent, 
unencumbered return to their normal pursuits. The lack of continuity 
in their service tends to insulate jurors from recrimination for their 
decisions and to prevent the occasional mistake of one panel from 
being perpetuated in future deliberations. Because the system 
contemplates that jurors will inconspicuously fade back into the 
community once their tenure is completed, anonymity would seem 
entirely consistent with, rather than anathema to, the jury concept. In 
short, we believe that the probable merits of the anonymous jury 
procedure are worthy, not of a presumption of irregularity, but of 
disinterested appraisal by the courts. 

850 F.2d at 1 023 (citations omitted). These considerations, together with the lack of any 
constitutional bar to impanelment of an anonymous jury, warrant passage of legislation that 
expressly would permit the court to protect the identities of jurors from disclosure. 

This measure provides that any party may move within three days prior to the 
commencement of jury selection for an order directing that jurors and prospective jurors names 
and residential or business addresses not be disclosed to any person. The court may permit the 
filing of such a motion thereafter, for good cause shown. The measure requires that the motion be 
made under seal, and directs that any papers submitted in support thereof or in opposition thereto, 
as well as any record of the proceedings, remain under seal unless otherwise ordered by the court. 
The court must make findings of fact "essential to the determination" of the motion and may 
conduct a hearing, provided that any such hearing "shall be closed."At a hearing on the motion, 
the moving party is required to show by clear and convincing evidence that such an order is 
necessary. The court may issue the protective order only when, based on the "totality of the 
circumstances," it determines "that there is a likelihood that one or more jurors or prospective 
jurors will be subject to bribery, tampering, injury, harassment or intimidation." 

To balance any adverse effect on defendant of withholding the identities of jurors, this 
measure permits the court to enlarge the scope and duration of voir dire. United States v. 
Scarfo, 850 F.2d at 101 7 (potential jurors completed written questionnaires encompassing wide 
range of personal demographics and jurors questioned personally by court and counsel); United 
States v. Persico, 832 F.2d at 71 7 (searching voir dire conducted by trial judge alleviated risk that 
use of anonymous jury would cast unfair aspersions on defendants); United States v. Barnes, 604 
F.2d at 142 (no denial of right to exercise challenges where parties had "arsenal of information" 
about prospective jurors based on extensive voir dire). 



The measure further seeks to offset any prejudicial effect of selecting jurors on an 
anonymous basis by requiring the court to give a precautionary instruction to the jury upon 
defendant's request. See United States v. Thomas, 757 F.2d at 1364-1 365 (trial judge's 
explanation to the jury minimized potential for prejudice to defendant). But see United States v. 
Scarfo 850 F.2d at 1026 (suggesting that if court had not made a point of discussing anonymity, -? 

jurors simply might have assumed nondisclosure to be the normal course). 

The measure also makes a conforming change to subdivision one of section 270.1 5, and 
further provides that, if the court issues a protective order under subdivision 1-b and a party or 
counsel is aware of or otherwise learns of the identity of a juror or prospective juror, that party or 
counsel must notify the court and the other party of that fact. The court may then, in its 
discretion, take appropriate action, including but not limited to discharging or releasing the juror 
or directing disclosure of the juror's identity to the other party. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to anonymous juries 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (a) of subdivision 1 of section 270.15 of the criminal procedure 

law, as amended by chapter 467 of the laws of 1985, is amended to read as follows: 

(a) If no challenge to the panel is made as prescribed by section 270.10, or if such 

challenge is made and disallowed, the court shall direct that the names of not less than twelve 

members of the panel be drawn and called as prescribed by the judiciary law, except as otherwise 

rewired bv this section. Such persons shall take their places in the jury box and shall be 

immediately sworn to answer truthfully questions asked them relative to their qualifications to 

serve as jurors in the action. In its discretion, the court may require prospective jurors to 

complete a questionnaire concerning their ability to serve as fair and impartial jurors, including 

but not limited to place of birth, current address, education, occupation, prior jury service, 



knowledge of, relationship to, or contact with the court, any party, witness or attorney in the 

action and any other fact relevant to his or her service on the jury. An official form for such 

questionnaire shall be developed by the chief administrator of the courts in consultation with the 

administrative board of the courts. A copy of questionnaires completed by the members of the 

panel shall be given to the court and each attomey prior to examination of prospective jurors. 

92. Section 270.1 5 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 1-b to read as follows: 

I-b. (a) Anv par& may make a motion for an order protecting the names and business or 

residential addresses of jurors and vrospective iurors from disclosure to anv person. The 

procedure for bringing on such a motion shall, excat  as otherwise provided herein, accord with 

the procedure vrescribed in subdivisions one and two of section 210.45 of this chapter. Such a 

motion shall be made no later than three days. excluding Saturdays. Sundavs and holidays. prior 

to the commencement of iurv selection. but for good cause may be made thereafter. The motion 

shall be made under seal. and any papers submitted in suvport thereof or in ovvosition thereto as 

well as any record of the proceedings shall remain under seal unless otherwise ordered by the 

court. The court shall make findings of fact essential to the determination thereof and. if 

necessarv. shall conduct such a hearing as the court may require. provided that any such hearing 

shall be closed. All persons giving factual information at such hearing must testify under oath, 

except that unswom evidence vursuant to subdivision two of section 60.20 of this chapter also 

mav be received. Upon such hearing. hearsay evidence shall be admissible to establish any 

material fact. 

Jb) At the hearing, the moving party shall bear the burden of proving bv clear and 



convincing evidence that a vrotective order is necessarv. The court may issue a protective order 

1 

pursuant to this subdivision only when. based on the totality of the circumstances, it determines 

that there is a likelihood that one or more iurors or orosvective iurors will be subiect to bribery, 

tampering, iniurv. harassment or intimidation. 
1 

[c) If the court grants - the motion. it shall direct that all lurors and prospective iurors 

thereafter shall be identified bv some means other than their names. The court may enlarge the 

scope and duration of the parties' examination of prospective iurors to assure that the varties have 

sufficient information upon which to base the exercise of veremvtow challenges and challenges 

for cause pursuant to sections 270.20 and 270.25. 

/dl If the court grants the motion. and a party or counsel is aware of or otherwise learns of 

the identitv of a iuror or prospective iuror. that party or counsel shall notify the court and the 

other party of the fact that it knows the identitv of a iuror. The court. in its discretion. may then 

take apvropriate action, including but not limited to d i s c h a r ~ n ~  or releasinn the juror or 

prospective iuror or directing disclosure of the juror's identity to the other party. 

/e) Upon request by a defendant, but not otherwise. the court shall instruct the iury 

that the fact that the iury was selected on an anonymous basis is not a factor from which any 

inference unfavorable to the defendant may be drawn. 

$4. This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become a law. 



34. Parent-Child Privilege 
(CPLR 4502-a) (Family Court Act 1046(a)(vii)) 

The Committee recommends the adoption of a statutory parent-child privilege in 
criminal, civil and Family Court cases. Developed by this Committee and the Chief 
Administrative Judge's Advisory Committee on Civil Practice, this measure provides for the 
creation of a new section 4502-a of the CPLR establishing a formal parent-child privilege. This 
then becomes applicable to criminal cases through section 60.10 of the Criminal Procedure Law, 
which states that unless otherwise provided the rules of evidence applicable to civil cases are, 
where appropriate, also applicable to criminal proceedings. Similarly, it becomes applicable to 
Family Court cases through section 165 of the Family Court Act, which states: "where the 
method of procedure in any proceeding in which the Family Court has jurisdiction is not 
prescribed, the provisions of the civil practice law and rules still apply to the extent that they are 
appropriate to the proceedings involved." However, because of the special nature of some 
Family Court proceedings, this measure amends section 1046(a)(vii) of the Family Court Act to 
exempt chdd abuse and neglect cases from the ambit of the privilege. 

Although there is currently no statutory privilege for confidential communications 
between parent and child, New York courts have recognized a common-law parent-child 
privilege, principally in criminal cases. Even in this particularly sensitive area, trial and appellate 
courts have recognized such privilege. In Matter of A and M (61 A.D.2d 426), for example, the 
Fourth Department upheld the application of the privilege in a case where the parents of a 16 
year-old boy suspected of arson had been subpoenaed to testify as to alleged admissions made to 
them by the boy. Finding that the "integrity of family relational interests is clearly entitled to 
constitutional protectionm(@., at 432), the Court in Matter of A and M reasoned that: 

It would be difficult to think of a situation which more 
strikingly embodies of the intimate and confidential 
relationship which exists among family members than that 
in which a troubled young person, perhaps beset with 
remorse and guilt, turns for counsel and guidance to his 
mother and father. There is nothing more natural, more 
consistent with our concept of the parental role, than that 
a child may rely on his parents for help and advice. Shall 
it be said to those parents, "Listen to your son at the risk 
of being compelled to testify about his confidence?" 

The Court in Matter of A and M recognized that "[tlhe State has a legitimate interest in 
the process of fact-finding necessary to discover, try, and punish criminal behavior [citations 
omitted]" (Id., at 433). "Nevertheless," the Court stated, 



if it is determined that the information sought ... [in this 
case] was divulged by the boy in the context of the 
familial setting for the purpose of obtaining support, 
advice or guidance, we believe that the interest of 
society in protecting and nurturing the parent-child 
relationship is of such overwhelming significance 
that the State's interest in fact-finding must give way. 

Other courts have followed Matter of A and M in recognizing a parent-child privilege 
under similar circumstances (i.e., where a minor child under arrest or investigation for a serious 
crime seeks the guidance and advice of a parent). See People v. Edwards, 135 A.D.2d 556; 
People v. Harrell, 87 A.D.2d 21,26, aff d 59 N.Y.2d 620; People v. '&&I, 124 A.D.2d 843, lv. 
denied 69 N.Y.2d 750; Peoole v. Gloskey, 105 A.D.2d 871; and Matter of Mark G., 65 A.D.2d 
917. Moreover, at least one court has extended Matter of A and M to apply the privilege in a 
prosecution for criminally negligent homicide to a conversation between a father and his 23 year- 
old emancipated son (Peo~le v. Fitzaerald, 101 Misc.2d 712,720 [holding that "such a parent- 
child privilege as arising out of a constitutional right to privacy may not and should not be 
limited by the age of either party asserting such claim"]). But see People v. Hilligas, (1 75 
Misc.2d 842, 846) [declining to follow Fitzgerald on the ground that once a child reaches 
adulthood, the nature of the relationship between parent and child is such it "no longer outweighs 
the State's interest in investigating serious crimes"] and People v. Johnson, (84 N.Y.2d 956,957) 
[holding that "a parent-child testimonial privilege . . . would not even arguably apply [on the 
facts of that case] in that the defendant was 28 years old at the time of the conversation with his 
mother, another family member was present; the other testified before the grand jury hearing 
evidence against defendant; and the conversation concerned a crime committed against a member 
of the household"]. 

This measure would fill the current statutory void and provide much needed uniformity 
by establishing explicit parameters for the application of the parent-child privilege in civil, 
criminal, and Family Court cases. Under the Committee's proposal, the general evidentiary rule 
would be stated in a newly added CPLR section 4502-a as follows: "[Iln an action or proceeding 
a child and his or her parent shall not be compelled to disclose a confidential communication 
between them." Under enumerated exceptions to the rule, the privilege would not apply to: (1) a 
confidential communication made in furtherance of the commission of any offense or with the 
intent to perpetrate a fraud; (2) a confidential communication that relates to an offense alleged to 
have been committed by any family or household member against any member of the same 
family or household; and (3) general business communications. It would only include those 
exchanges which would not have been made but for the parent-child relationship. The proposal 
also includes an exception for proceedings under section 1046 of the Family Court Act involving 
child abuse or neglect. 



Under the proposal, a person is deemed a child regardless of age, and the definition of a 
parent includes a natural or adoptive parent, a step-parent, a foster parent, a legal guardian, or 
"a person whose relationship with the child is the functional equivalent of any of the foregoing." 
Although the measure defines "communication" broadly to include any verbal or nonverbal 
expression (including written expressions) directed to another person and intended to convey a 
meaning to such other person, it provides that a communication may be considered 
"confidential" (and thus potentially covered by the privilege) only if it: (1) was not intended to be 
disclosed to third persons other than another parent or a sibling of the child; and (2) was 
expressly or impliedly induced by the parent-child relationship. 

The measure does not provide, as in the case of the spousal privilege under CPLR section 
4502, that one of the participants in the confidential communication can prevent the disclosure by 
the other. Rather, the proposed language merely restricts compelled disclosure for qualified 
communications. Either party to the confidential communication may reveal it if they choose. 
Thus, in sensitive matters such as matrimonial cases, support proceedings, and proceedings under 
Article 81 ofthe Mental Hygiene Law for the appointment of a guardian, either parent'or child 
could decide to testify, even if the other party chooses to invoke their privilege. 

The Committee believes that this narrowly tailored measure strikes a proper balance by 
maintaining the integrity of the fact-finding function in civil, criminal and Family Court 
proceedings, while at the same time promoting the judicially recognized goal of assuring 
confidentiality in communications between parent and child. It has modified its earlier proposal 
to incorporate the recommendations of the Chief Administrative Judge's Advisory Committee on 
Civil Practice. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the civil practice law and rules and the family court act, in relation 
to creation of a statutory parent-child privilege in civil, criminal, and family 
cases 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. The civil practice law and rules is amended by adding a new section 4502-a to 

read as follows: 

$4502-a. Parent-child confidential communication. 1 .  Except as otherwise provided 

herein, in an action or proceeding a child and his or her parent shall not be compelled to disclose 



a confidential communication between them. 

2. As used in this section: 

(a) A person is a "child" regardless of age. 

(b) A "parent" of a child includes a natural or adoptive parent of the child, a stepparent 

of the child. a foster parent of the child. a legal guardian. or a person whose relationship to the 

chdd is the functional equivalent of anv of the foregoing. 

(c) A "communication" is anv verbal or nonverbal expression, including a written 

exvression, directed to another person and intended to convev a meaning to such other person. 

(d) A communication is "confidential" if it (i) was not intended to be disclosed to a third 

person other than a parent or a sibling of a child; and (ii) was expressly or impliedlv induced by 

the parent-child relationship. 

3. This section shall not apply to: 

la) a confidential communication made in furtherance of the commission of any offense, 

or with the intent to perpetrate a fraud; 

lb) a confidential communication that relates to an offense alleged to have been 

committed bv any family or household member against anv member of the same familv or 

household. For purposes of this paranaph. "family or household members" shall mean persons 

related bv consanguinity or affinitv; or unrelated persons who are living or who in the past have 

lived in the same household continuallv or at regular intervals. or persons who have a child in 

common. whether or not they have ever lived in the same household; or 

(c) general business communications. 

$2. Paragraph (vii) of subdivision (a) of section 1046 of the Family Court Act, as 



amended by chapter 8 1 of the laws of 1979 and chapter 432 of the laws of 1993, is amended to 

read as follows: 

(vii) neither the privilege attaching to confidential communications between husband and 

wife, as set forth in section forty-five hundred two of the civil practice law and rules, nor the 

parent-child vrivilerre as set forth in section forty-five hundred two-a of the civil vractice law and 

rules, nor the psychologist-client privilege, as set forth in section forty-five hundred seven of the 

civil practice law and rules, nor the social worker-client privilege, as set forth in section forty- 

five hundred eight of the civil practice law and rules, nor the rape crisis counselor-client 

privilege, as set forth in section forty-five hundred ten of the civil practice law and rules, shall be 

a ground for excluding evidence which otherwise would be admissible. 

$3. This act shall take effect immediately, and shall apply only to actions and 

proceedings commenced on or after such effective date. 



35. Providing Written Copies of Charge to Jurors Upon 
Request for Further Instruction or Information 
(CPL 3 10.30) 

The Committee recommends that section 3 10.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to permit a trial judge, without the consent of the parties, to provide a deliberating jury 
with one or more written copies of all or a portion of its charge in response lo the jury's request 
for further instruction or information. 

Sections 3 10.20 and 3 10.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law specify the materials that may 
be provided by the court to a deliberating jury. These materials include the exhibits received in 
evidence as may be permitted by the court (CPL section 3 10.20(1)), a verdict sheet (CPL section 
3 10.20(2)), a written list of the names of the witnesses whose testimony was presented during the 
trial (CPL section 3 10.20(3)) and, under certain circumstances, copies of the text of a statute 
(CPL section 3 10.30): These sections are silent, however, as to the submission to the jury of 
written copies of the court's charge. 

Although the Court of Appeals has expressly approved the practice of allowing jurors to 
take notes of the court's charge, and to use those notes in deliberations (see, People v. Hues, 
92 NY2d 413,419, n.5; People v. Tucker, 77 NY2d 861), it has expressly disapproved the 
practice of providing the jury, over the defendant's objection, with a written copy of all or a 
portion of its charge. In People v. Owens (69 NY2d 585), for example, the Court held that the 
trial court had erred in, sua svonte, giving the jury a portion of its charge in writing to consider 
during deliberations, and that the error was not subject to harmless error analysis (Id., at 591- 
592). In so holding, the Court relied on CPL section 3 10.30, which, as noted, expressly prohibits 
delivering any portion of a statute to the jury without the consent of the parties (I& at 590; see 
also, People v. Moore, 71 NY2d 684,687). The Court found that delivering written portions of 
the charge to the jury, particularly where there has been no request from the jury for further 
instruction, presents the same potential for "danger and prejudice" as providing written portions 
of statutory text (Owens. supra, at 590). It identified the potential dangers as follows: 

First, the fact that the trial court has selected certain portions of its 
charge may itself convey the message that these are of particular 
importance. Second, the very repetition of parts of the charge may 
serve to emphasize them and subordinate the others. Finally, the 
written instructions may be reinforced by their physical presence in the 
jury room, as the oral instructions fade from memory. 

* CPL section 3 10.30 currently provides, in pertinent part, that "[wlith the consent of the 
parties and upon the request of the jury for further instruction with respect to a statute, the court 
may ...g ive to the jury copies of the text of any statute which, in its discretion, the court deems 
proper." 



Owens, supra., at 59 1. 

The Court in Owens left open the question of whether it is permissible, over the 
defendant's objection, to give the jury a written copy of the court's full charge (Id., at 590). It 
answered that question in the negative in People v. Johnson (81 NY2d 980). In Johnson, the jury 
had requested that the trial court provide it with a written copy of its entire charge and the court, 
over the objection of the defendant, complied. The Appellate Division reversed the resulting 
conviction and the Court of Appeals affirmed, holding that, in providing the jury with a copy of 
its charge (which included statutory material) without the defendant's consent, the trial court 
violated the express provisions of CPL section 310.30 (u., at 981). 

The Committee is of the view that, when a deliberating jury asks for further instruction or 
information, the court should be authorized to respond to that request by providing the jury with 
written copies of all or a portion of its charge "as the court deems proper." By limiting the 
circumstances under which the court may provide such written material to only those cases where 
a deliberating jury requests further information or guidance, this measure minimizes the potential 
for "danger and prejudice" identified in Owens, supra. As an additional protection, the measure 
would require the court, before providing the jury with a copy of all or part of its charge, to 
permit counsel to examine any such copy, afford counsel an opportunity to be heard and mark the 
copy as a court exhibit. The measure also deletes the above-mentioned provision of CPL section 
310.30 which allows the court, with the consent of the parties, to provide a deliberating jury with 
copies of the text of any statute. This provision was considered unnecessary in view of the fact 
that any relevant statutory material would most likely appear in the charge itself and could, under 
the proposal, be provided to the jury in writing by the court. 

As criminal cases have become increasingly complex, with juries frequently asked to 
consider an array of charges against multiple defendants, trial courts should have the option of 
permitting the jury to take into the jury room a written copy of its charge, especially where the 
jury has specifically requested further guidance or instruction. By establishing such authority, this 
measure will greatly enhance the court's ability to assist jurors in understanding and applying the 
law. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to jury deliberations 

The Peovle of the State of New York. reoresented in Senate and Assemblv, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 3 10.30 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by chapter 208 of 



the laws of 1980, is amended to read as follows: 

5310.30 Jury deliberation; request for information. At any time during its deliberation, 

the jury may request the court for further instruction or information with respect to the law, with 

respect to the content or substance of any trial evidence, or with respect to any other matter 

pertinent to the jury's consideration of the case. Upon such a request, the court must direct that 

the jury be returned to the courtroom and, after notice to both the people and counsel for the 

defendant, and in the presence of the defendant, must give such requested information or 

instruction as the court deems proper. [With the consent of the parties and upon the request of the 

jury for further instruction with respect to a statute, the court may also give to the jury copies of 

the text of any statute which, in its discretion, the court deems proper] In addition, the court may 

provide the iuw with one or more written copies of all or a vortion of its charge as the court 

deems proper. Before giving to the jury a written copy of all or a portion of its charge vursuant to 

this section, the court shall permit counsel to examine any such written cowv. shall afford counsel 

an opportunity to be heard and shall mark anv such written CODY as a court exhibit. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately, and shall apply to all trials commenced on or 

after such effective date. 



36. Defense Subpoenas to Government Agencies 
(CPL 61 O.zO(3)) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision three of CPL section 610.20 be amended to 
permit a court considering a defense application for a subpoena duces tecum to a government 
agency, for good cause shown, to dispense with the CPLR section 2307 requirement that the 
prosecutor and the subpoenaed agency be notified of the application, and the requirement that the 
prosecutor be served with the subpoena. 

Subdivision three of CPL section 610.20 currently provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

An attorney for a defendant may not issue a subpoena duces tecum of 
the court directed to any department, bureau or agency of the state or 
of a political subdivision thereof, or to any officer or representative 
thereof. Such a subpoena duces tecum may be issued in behalf of a 
defendant upon order of a court pursuant to the rules applicable to civil 
cases as provided in section twenty-three hundred seven of the civil 
practice law and rules. 

CPL section 6 1 O.20(3). 

Pursuant to CPLR section 2307, a subpoena duces tecum "to be served upon a library, or 
a department or bureau of a municipal corporation or of the state, or an officer thereof, requiring 
the production of any books, papers or other thlngs," must be issued by a court, and, unless the 
court orders otherwise, must be made on at least one day's notice to the person or entity having 
custody of the book, document or other thing and the adverse party (CPLR section 2307). 
Moreover, the subpoena must be served both on the person or entity having custody of the 
subpoenaed material and on the adverse party "at least twenty-four hours before the time fixed 
for the production of such records unless in the case of an emergency the court shall by order 
dispense with such notice otherwise required." 

The CPL section 61 0.20(3) requirement that a court order be obtained for a subpoena 
duces tecum to a government agency, and that the application therefor be made on notice to the -- 
adverse party, applies only to defense attorneys, not prosecutors (see, CPL section 610.20(2)). 
This provision has been criticized as giving an unfair advantage to prosecutors in that it has the 
effect of requiring the defense, but not the prosecution, to reveal its strategy, thus providing a 
kind of "back door" discovery not otherwise available through the applicable provisions of CPL 
Article 240. Indeed, the provision has led to defense requests in several capital prosecutions for 
an exception to the notice requirement. 

In People v. Mateo (173 Misc.2d 70 [Co. Ct., Monroe Co.,1997]), for example, the 
defense sought an order allowing its requests for judicial subpoenas under section 610.20(3) to be 
ex and under seal where the materials sought were to be used in the mitigation (sentencing) - 



phase of a capital trial (a,, at 70-71). The People opposed the application, arguing that the 
procedure would contravene the statute. The Court granted the relief sought, at least to the extent 
of agreeing to review each defense subpoena request in camera and then deciding "on an 
individual basis" whether notice of a particular subpoena request should be given to the District 
Attorney (Id., at 71). The Court found that "[wlere the District Attorney noticed as to every type 
of subpoenaed record sought by the defense, they would also be alerted about the very heart of 
the defendant's strategy at the sentencing phase" (Id., see also, People v. Van Dyne, 175 Misc. 2d 
558 [Co. Ct., Monroe Co., 19981 [granting defense motion to allow for ex ~ a r t e  presentation of 
defense applications for subpoenas duces tecum under CPL section 610.20(3) in preparation for 
mitigation phase of capital trial]; People v. Hall, 179 Misc.2d 488 [Supreme Ct., Monroe Co., 
19981 [denying defense request in capital case for permission to submit ex parte applications for 
subpoenas duces tecum under CPL section 610.20(3), and denying defense application for order 
prohibiting prosecutor from issuing subpoenas duces tecum under section 61 0.20(2) without 
notice to defense and opportunity to be heard] and Peo~ le  v. Owens, 182 Misc.2d 794 [Co. Ct., 
Monroe Co.,1999] [denying request for order allowing defense to apply ex parte and under seal 
for judicial subpoenas duces tecum under CPL section 610.20(3)]). 

Notably, in 1995, the Legislature passed a bill that would have amended CPLR section 
2307 to eliminate the requirement, in both civil and criminal cases, of a motion and court order 
for a subpoena duces tecum to a government agency. The bill (S.3804Nolker) was generally 
opposed by law enforcement agencies on the ground that the process of notice and judicial 
review under CPLR section 2307 (as applied to defendants through CPL section 610.20(3)) 
serves as an effective deterrent and screening process to weed out overly broad, burdensome or 
otherwise improper subpoenas. The Governor, in vetoing the bill, agreed, stating that the measure 
would result in a "significant increase in the number of improper subpoenas served," thereby 
creating an unnecessary and unreasonable burden for law enforcement and other affected state 
and local agencies (see, 1995 Executive Veto Message for S.3804Nolker). 

The Committee believes that, while it may be inadvisable to do away with the current 
requirement of judicial review of these defense subpoena requests in criminal prosecutions, 
fairness dictates that the court be permitted to entertain these applications on an ex varte basis, 
and to dispense with, or delay, notice to the prosecutor and the subpoenaed agency in appropriate 
cases. Accordingly, this measure would retain the existing CPL section 610.20(3) requirement 
that a defendant apply to the court for a subpoena duces tecum to a government agency, but 
would specify that the application may be made ex parte. Further, the measure would permit the 
court, "for good cause shown," to dispense with the CPLR section 2307 requirement that the 
motion be made on notice to the custodian of the material sought and the prosecutor, as well as 
the requirement that the prosecutor be served with the subpoena once it is issued. Finally, the 
measure would permit the court to direct that notice of its issuance of the subpoena be provided 
to the prosecutor "in such time and manner as the court deems proper." 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to subpoenas duces tecum issued on 
behalf of defendants 

The Peovle of the State of New York. re~resented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 3 of section 6 10.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended to 

read as follows: 

3. An attorney for a defendant in a criminal action or proceeding, as an officer of a 

criminal court, may issue a subpoena of such court, subscribed by himself or herself, for the 

attendance in such court of any witness whom the defendant is entitled to call in such action or 

proceeding. An attorney for a defendant may not issue a subpoena duces tecum of the court 

directed to any department, bureau or agency of the state or of a political subdivision thereof, or 

to any officer or representative thereof. Such a subpoena duces tecum may be issued in behalf of 

a defendant upon order of a court pursuant to the rules applicable to civil cases as provided in 

section twenty-three hundred seven of the civil practice law and rules; provided however. that 

notwithstanding anv provision of such section twentv-three hundred seven to the contrarv. the 

court mav. for good cause shown: (a) vermit the defendant to make his or her application for a 

subpoena duces tecum ex varte and dispense with the requirement that such application be made 

on notice to the custodian of the book. document or other thing and the adverse partv; and Ib) 

- 
dispense with the requirement that the adverse party be served with the subpoena. In addition. if 

the court deems it ap~ropriate, it may direct that notice of the court's issuance of the subpoena be 

provided to the adverse par& in such time and manner as the court deems prover. Nothing 



contained in this subdivision shall be deemed to negate the reauirement in such section twentv- 

three hundred seven that the custodian of the book, document or other thing, except in the case of 

an emergencv. be served with such subvoena at least twentv-four hours before the time fixed for 

the vroduction of such records. 

92. This act shall take effect immediately. 



37. Adequacy of Psychiatric Notice 
(CPL 250.1 O(2)) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision two of CPL section 250.10 be amended to 
require that the notice filed by a defendant under that section specify the type of psychiatric 
defense or affirmative defense upon which the defendant intends to rely at trial, as well as the 
nature of the alleged psychiatric malady that forms the basis of such defense or affirmative 
defense and its relationship to the proffered defense. 

Subdivision two of CPL section 250.10 currently provides that in order for a defendant's 
psychiatric evidence to be admissible at trial, the defense must file and serve timely written 
notice of its intention to present such evidence. Although the statute directs that "such notice 
must be served and filed before trial and not more than thirty days after entry of the plea of not 
guilty to the indictment" (CPL section 250.10(2)), it does not specify the information the notice 
must contain. The Court of Appeals squarely addressed this issue in People v. Almonor (93 
NY2d 571). 

Following his indictment for Assault in the Second Degree, the defendant in Almonor 
served the prosecution with notice under CPL section 250.10 which stated, in its entirety, as 
follows: "Please take notice that pursuant to [CPL] 250.10(2), the defendant intends to present 
psychiatric evidence on his behalf in the captioned matter" (Almonor, supra, at 574). Despite 
repeated requests by the prosecution for the defense to identify the nature of the defense and the 
type of psychiatric evidence it intended to present, the defense refused to provide any further 
information, stating, in substance, that it had complied fully with the requirements of CPL 
section 250.10 (u., at 575): During jury selection, the defendant proposed to introduce at trial 
psychiatric evidence of a "diminished capacity9* defense. The court rejected the defendant's 
proposal on the ground that he had not provided proper notice of that defense under CPL section 
250.10, and ruled that the defendant would be allowed to present proof in support of the 
"insanity" affirmative defense only (Id., at 575; see also, PL section 40.15). The trial resulted in a 
hung jury (Id). 

Following a warning by the court that it "did not want to encounter a CPL 250.10 notice 
problem again at retrialV(Id), the defense, prior to commencement of the second trial, advised the - 
prosecution that the defendant had been diagnosed as suffering from "an acute stress disorder" at 
the time of the alleged crime, and that hls expert would testify as to that diagnosis at retrial (u). 
Just prior to jury selection at the second trial, the defendant revealed for the first time that "he 
intended to pursue a Penal Law $40.15 insanity affirmative defense, and, in addition, a 

 he prosecution in Almonor maintained, specifically, that the defendant's notice was "too 
vague a basis upon which to conduct its own [psychiatric] examination [of the defendant] or 
otherwise engage the issues, considering that the notice could be interpreted to invoke either an 
insanity defense or some other type of psychiatric defense that might lower defendant's level of 
responsibility" (Almonor, suora, at 574-575). 



psychiatric defense based on his inability to form an assaultive intent" (Id). The trial court 
precluded the second defense based on the untimeliness of the defendant's notice (a). The 
defendant was convicted of Assault in the Second Degree, and the Appellate Division affirmed 
the conviction (Id). 

In affirming the Appellate Division's order in Almonor, the Court of Appeals held that, 
because the defendant had not provided adequate notice under CPL section 250.10(2), the trial 
court had acted properly in precluding defendant's proposed defense relating to his alleged lack 
of assaultive intent (Id., at 581). In so holding, the Court found that the statute's "notification 
format" is governed by two provisions, the notice requirement in subdivision two of section 
250.10, and the three categories of psychiatric defenses enumerated in subdivision one of that 
section (I& As stated by the Court, 

[a] notice [under CPL 250.10(2)] that names a disorder untied to a 
CPL 250.10(1) category is an abstraction. An insanity affirmative 
defense is not the same as a mens rea-type defense. The two appear in 
different paragraphs of CPL 250.1 O(1). They rest on different 
psychiatric foundations and different mental states. They call for 
different psychiatric testimony and involve different legal 
theories.. .Unless the prosecution is informed early enough of the 
nature of the defense with reference to the CPL 250.10(1) categories, it 
cannot conduct its [own psychiatric] examination of the defendant 
meaningfully or in time to prepare for trial. 

Almonor, supra, at 580. 

The Court further stated that 

[tlhe governing principle is that CPL 250.10 requires that the defense 
furnish timely notice of the CPL 25O.lO(l) category or categories on 
which it intends to rely. The statute also contemplates that the notice 
contain enough information to enable the prosecution and the court to 
discern the general nature of the alleged psychiatric malady and its 
relationship to a particular, proffered defense ... When defendant finally 
revealed that he intended to rely on the insanity affirmative defense 
and, in addition, on a defense involving a lack of assaultive intent, both 
based on acute stress disorder, he brought himself in compliance with 
the statute. The revelation, however, was untimely. 

Almonor, supra, at 581 (Emphasis in original). 

This measure would codify the Court's holding in Almonor, and in so doing would 
further the underlying objectives of CPL section 250.10: "to promote procedural fairness and 



orderliness ...[ and] to create a format by which psychiatric evidence may be prepared and 
presented manageably and efficiently, eliminating the element of surprise" (u., at 577-578). 
The measure would also include a provision, similar to that contained in CPL section - 
200.95(1)(a) ["Bill of Particulars"], to clarify that, in satisfying the psychiatric notice requirement 
of section 250.10(2), the defendant "shall not be required to include in such notice matters of 
evidence relating to how he or she intends to establish such defense or affirmative defense." 
Finally, the measure would expand the existing time limitation for the filing of psychiatric notice 
under section 250.10 from thirty days after arraignment on the indictment to sixty days, and - 
would clarify that' a court may permit not only the late filing of psychiatric notice, but also the 
late amendment of a previously filed notice. 

Proposal 

- 
AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to notice of intent to proffer 

psychiatric evidence 

The People of the State of New York. re~resented in Senate and Assemblv, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 2 of section 250.10 of the criminal procedure law is amended to 

read as follows: 

2. Psychiatric evidence is not admissible upon a trial unless the defendant serves upon 

the people and files with the court a written notice of [his] intention to present psychiatric 

evidence. The notice must specifv the t ~ p e  of defense or affirmative defense enumerated in 

subdivision one of this section upon which the defendant intends to relv. and must set forth the 

nature of the alleged wsvchiatric malady that forms the basis of such defense or affirmative 

defense and its relationship to the proffered defense; ~rovided, however. that the defendant shall 

not be rewired to include in such notice matters of evidence relating to how he or she intends to 

establish such defense or affirmative defense. Such notice must be served and filed before trial 

and not more than [thirty] sixty days after entry of the plea of not guilty to the indictment. In the 



interest ofjustice and for good cause shown, however, the court may permit such service and 

filing to be made or amended at any later time prior to the close of the evidence. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately and shall apply to all criminal actions 

commenced on or after such effective date. 



38. Statute of Limitations for Bail Jumping Offenses 
(CPL 30.1 O(4)) 

The Committee recommends that paragraph (a) of subdivision 4 of CPL section 30.10 be 
amended, and a new paragraph (c) be added, to provide that, in calculating the statute of 
limitations period for commencement of a prosecution for bail jumping arising from the 
defendant's alleged failure to appear in connection with a felony charge, any period following the 
commission of the offense where the defendant's whereabouts are "continuously unknown" shall 
not be included, regardless of whether the defendant's whereabouts might have been ascertained 
by the exercise of "reasonable diligence." 

Pursuant to Penal Law section 2 1 5. 55, a person is guilty of Bail Jumping in the Third 
Degree 

when by court order he has been released from custody or allowed to 
remain at liberty, either upon bail or upon his own recognizance, upon 
condition that he will subsequently appear personally in connection 
with a criminal action or proceeding, and when he does not appear 
personally on the required date or voluntarily within thirty days 
thereafter. 

Penal Law section 21 5.55.. 

Both the First and Second Departments have held that bail jumping is not a "continuing 
crime." In People v. Landy (125 AD2d 703), for example, the First Department, in affirming the 
trial court's dismissal on statute of limitations grounds of an indictment charging Bail Jumping in 
the First Degree, stated: 

The crime of bail jumping in the first degree is defined simply as the 
failure to appear in court on the required date or voluntarily within 30 
days thereafter ... It becomes a completed crime when 30 days have 
expired after the failure to appear [citations omitted]. Because the 
language of the statute does not unambiguously express a legislative 
determination that the crime should be considered a continuing one, 
"that interpretation should be given which best protects the rights of a 
person charged with an offense" [citations omitted]. Therefore, bail 

* Bail Jumping in the Third Degree is a class A misdemeanor. The elements of the felony- 
level offenses of Bail Jumping in the Second Degree and Bail Jumping in the First Degree are 
identical lo those of Bail Jumping in the Third Degree, except that, for the Second Degree crime, 
the charge in the underlying action or proceeding must be a felony (see, PL section 21 5.56), and 
for the First Degree crime the defendant must be charged in a pending indictment with a class A 
or a class B felony (see, PL section 215.57). 



jumping in the first degree is not a continuing crime [citations 
omitted], and the criminal action must normally be commenced within 
five years after the offense is committed (CPL 3O.lO[2] [b]). 

Landv, supra, at 704; see also, People v. Martinez, 60 AD2d 55 1 [l" Dept. 19771. 

The general rule under CPL section 30.10(2) is that a criminal action for a felony (other 
than a class A felony) must be commenced "within five years after the commission thereof," and 
that a criminal action for a misdemeanor must be commenced "within two years after the 
commission thereof." Pursuant to paragraph (a) of subdivision 4 of that section, "any period 
following the commission of the offense during which (i) the defendant was continuously outside 
this state or (ii) the whereabouts of the defendant were continuously unknown and continuously 
unascertainable by the exercise of reasonable diligence" shall not be included in calculating the 
applicable time limitation for commencement of the action. Section 30.10(4)(a) also provides, 
however, that "in no event shall the period of limitation be extended by more than five years 
beyond the [otherwise applicable] period" (CPL section 30.10(4)(a)). 

Because the crime of bail jumping is deemed completed at the expiration of the statutory 
thirty-day "grace" period, the People must generally file an accusatory instrument, and thereby 
commence the bail jumping prosecution, within five years of that date (or two years for 
misdemeanor bail jumping) or suffer a possible dismissal on statute of limitations grounds (see, 
Landy, supra; see also, CPL sections 2 10.20(l)(f); 1.20(16)). Although the People could avoid a 
statute of limitations dismissal by simply filing the accusatory instrument within the five-year 
period, they might then face a statutory speedy trial problem, since the filing of the accusatory 
instrument would start the speedy trial "clock," thereby requiring an affirmation of "readiness" 
by the People before the expiration of the applicable speedy trial period (see, CPL sections 
30.30(1); 210.20(l)(g)). Because, however, an absent defendant would not yet have been 
arraigned on the bail jumping charge, no bench warrant could issue (see, CPL sections 1.20(30)). 
Thus, the People would not have the benefit of the recently enacted CPL section 30.30(4)(c)(ii) 
provision requiring the automatic exclusion from the speedy trial calculation of the period during 
which a bench warrant for the defendant is outstanding. 

The Committee is of the view that, where a defendant voluntarily fails to appear in a 
criminal action when required, and his or her whereabouts are "continuously unknown," that 
should be sufficient to toll the running of the statute of limitations period for commencing a bail 
jumping prosecution, especially where the underlying action involves a felony charge. The 
People should not also be required to show that the absent defendant's whereabouts in such cases 
were "continuously unascertainable by the exercise of reasonable diligence." By placing this 
additional burden on the People, the existing statute creates a situation whereby a defendant who 
voluntarily fails to return to court to face criminal charges may actually benefit from his or her 
own malfeasance. 

This measure is intended to prevent this result by eliminating the "reasonable diligence" 



requirement in CPL section 30.10(4), but only for bail jumping prosecutions arising from the 
defendant's failure to appear in connection with a felony charge. The measure would also 
eliminate the five-year "cap" on the statute of limitations tolling provision for these bail jumping 
offenses (see, CPL section 3O.l0(4)(a)), thereby assuring that, no matter how long a defendant's 
whereabouts remain "continuously unknown," a bail jumping prosecution can still be timely 
commenced. The measure would apply not only to the three bail jumping offenses contained in 
Article 215 of the Penal Law, but also to the crime of Failing to Respond to an Appearance 
Ticket (PL section 215.58), where the appearance ticket involves the defendant's alleged 
commission of a felony. 

Notably, the measure would make no change to Penal Law section 215.59, which 
provides an affirmative defense to the crimes of bail jumping and Failing to Respond to an 
Appearance Ticket where the defendant's failure to appear was "unavoidable and due to 
circumstances beyond his control." 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to periods of limitation in prosecutions 
for bail jumping and failing to respond to an appearance ticket 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (a) of subdivision 4 of section 30.10 of the criminal procedure law 

is amended to read as follows: 

(a) [Any] Exce~t  as otherwise provided in varamavh (c) of this subdivision. any period 

following the commission of the offense during which (i) the defendant was continuously outside 

this state or (ii) the whereabouts of the defendant were continuously unknown and continuously 

unascertainable by the exercise of reasonable diligence. However, in no event shall the period of 

limitation be extended by more than five years beyond the period otherwise applicable under 

subdivision two. 

$2. Subdivision 4 of section 30.10 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a 

150 



new paragraph (c) to read as follows: 

(c) In any prosecution for bail iumpinn in the first degree as defined in section 215.57 of 

the penal law. bail iumping in the second degree as defined in section 215.56 of the penal law, 

bail iumvin~ - in the third demee as defined in section 21 5.55 of the penal law or failing to 

resvond to an appearance ticket as defined in section 21 5.58 of the penal law. arising from the 

defendant's alleged failure to appear in connection with a charge against him or her of 

committing a felony, anv period following; the commission of the offense during which (i) the 

defendant was continuouslv outside this state or (ii) the whereabouts of the defendant were 

continuouslv unknown. So much of paramaph (a) of this subdivision as bars extension of the 

period of limitation bv more than five vears beyond the veriod otherwise applicable under 

subdivision two shall not apply in calculating the period of limitation for the offenses enumerated 

in this paramaoh. 

$3. This act shall take effect immediately and shall apply to bail jumping and failing to 

respond to an appearance ticket offenses committed on or after such effective date. 



39. Disclosure of Prior Search Warrant Applications 
(CPL 690.35(3)) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision three of CPL section 690.35 be amended to 
require that an application for a search warrant disclose all prior denials of the same or a similar 
application, as well as any failure to issue a search warrant based on the same or a similar 
application, by a different judge, if known to the applicant. 

In People v. Bilsky (95 NY2d 172), the Court of Appeals considered the question of 
whether the "law of the case" doctrine applies to successive applications for a search warrant 
made before two different Magistrates. In Bilsky, a New York City Criminal Court judge was 
presented with an application for a search warrant in an ongoing narcotics investigation. The 
judge, after examining the affidavit and asking the police officer some questions, signed the 
warrant, and then immediately crossed out her signature, explaining to the law enforcement 
officers present that she was b'uncomfortable" about signing the warrant (Id). The judge gave no 
further explanation for her action, but advised the officers that they could present the warrant 
application to another Magistrate (Id). The following day, the prosecution presented the warrant 
application to a second Magistrate, who reviewed the application and signed the warrant. The 
supporting affidavit presented to the second judge was identical to the one given to the first 
Judge, and several sentences had been added to the application explaining that a prior application 
had been made to a different judge who had crossed out her signature and "encouraged the 
People to bring th[e] matter before another magistrate" (Id). 

The trial court denied the defendant's motion to suppress the illegal drugs and other 
contraband recovered following execution of the warrant, finding "no basis for finding that [the 
second judge] did not act as a neutral magistrate in his review of the application for a search 
warrant in thls matter" (Id). On the defendant's appeal of his conviction following a plea of 
guilty, the First Department affirmed, holding that the "law of the case" doctrine "was not 
applicable so as to invalidate the warrant that issued for a judicially authorized search predicated 
on a finding of probable cause" (Id., citing Peo~le  v. Bilskv, 261 AD2d 174). The Court found 
that the circumstances in which the first Magistrate signed the warrant but then crossed out her 
signature and allowed the prosecution to seek out a second Magistrate did "not evince a 
determination of the issues surrounding the events described in the affidavit" (Id., citing Bilskv, 
261 AD2d 174). 

The Court of Appeals affirmed, rejecting the defendant's argument that the "law of the 
case7' doctrine precluded the second Magistrate from issuing the otherwise valid warrant (Id). 
Noting that proper application of the doctrine "presupposes that legal determinations of a merits 
nature have been made or are necessarily implicated," the Court found that the first Magistrate's 
striking of her signature "cannot be considered a legal merits determination that the law 
enforcement officials failed to present probable cause" (@). The Court hrther found that, 
because search warrant applications are customarily made ex parte, with no opportunity for the 
parties to fully litigate the issues, rulings on these applications are "generally ... not the type of 



determinations to which the law of the case doctrine are intended to apply" (Id). 

In upholding the use of successive search warrant applications both in the case before it 
and in general, the Court, in Bilskv, emphasized that 

disclosure of a prior warrant application is the proper and preferred 
practice; it ought to be followed in the presentation of any successive 
warrant application to another neutral Magistrate. Forthright disclosure 
lessens the potential for inappropriate 'Judge shopping' and alerts the 
different Magistrate fully to earlier developments, or 
nondevelopments, so that appropriate inquiry and consideration may 
be given for a fully informed judgment and decision on the matter at 
hand [citation omitted]. 

Id. The Court noted in this regard that CPLR section 221 7(b), which has no analogue in the - 
Criminal Procedure Law, expressly requires that "[aln ex park motion shall be accompanied by 
an affidavit stating the results of any prior motion for similar relief and specifying the new facts, 
if any, that were not previously shown" (Id). 

This measure addresses the gap in existing CPL Article 590 identified in Bi l sk~  by 
requiring "forthright disclosure" in a search warrant application of any and all unsuccessful prior 
applications to a different judge where such information is known to the applicant. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to search wai-rant applications 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (e) of subdivision 3 of section 690.35 of the criminal procedure law 

is amended to read as follows: 

(e) In the case of an application for a search warrant as defined in paragraph (b) of 

subdivision two of section 690.05, a copy of the warrant of arrest and the underlying accusatory 

instrument 

Jfl A full disclosure of all vrior denials of the same or a similar application, as well as any 



prior failure to issue a search warrant based on the same or a similar application. by a different 

judge. if known to the applicant. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



40. Intimidating a Victim or Witness in the Fourth Degree 
(PL 215.18) 

The Committee recommends that a new section 2 1 5.1 8 be added to the Penal Law to 
create the crime of "Intimidating a Victim or Witness in the Fourth Degree." 

In Peoole v. Hasan (185 Misc.2d 301), the Court considered the question of whether a 
defendant's alleged attempt to influence the complainant to withdraw criminal charges by 
making a series of phone calls to her constituted the offense of Tampering With a Witness in the 
Fourth Degree (PL $21 5.10).* At the time of the alleged witness tampering offense, the defendant 
had been served with an appearance ticket in the underlying criminal case but had not yet been 
arraigned (I& at 302). 

The Court in Hasan granted the defendant's motion to dismiss the witness tampering 
charge. In dismissing the charge, the Court found that, because the accusatory instrument on the 
underlying criminal charge had not been filed until after the defendant attempted to influence the 
complainant, there was "no action or proceeding ...p ending at the time the defendant placed his 
calls. Therefore, the complainant was not a witness or about to be called as a witness in an action 
or proceeding at the time the defendant asked her to drop the charges" (I& at 306). 

The Court noted that the related charge of Intimidating a Victim or Witness might be 
brought in cases similar to this, where the defendant's alleged intimidation of the witness takes 
place at an early stage of a criminal proceeding, before the accusatory instrument is filed (I& 
citing Matter of Phillivva P., 221 AD2d 159 [I" Dept. 19951). As correctly noted by the Court, 
however, all of the existing crimes of Intimidating a Victim or Witness under Penal Law Article 
215 

require that the defendant cause physical injury or property damage, or 
instill a fear of physical injury ... Yet, a witness may be intimidated to 
withdraw charges in more subtle ways, such as by harassment with 
frequent telephone calls, as is charged in the instant case, or by being 
followed about. This is especially true in domestic violence cases, 
where the defendant may, for example, repeatedly call the complainant 
at her place of business, causing her to fear loss of her job. Thus, there 
appears to be a gap in the law, which the passage of additional 
legislation may fill, e.g., an A misdemeanor charge of intimidating a 
witness in the fourth degree. 

'pursuant to Penal Law section 2 15.10(a), a person is guilty of tampering with a witness 
when, "knowing that a person is or is about to be called as a witness in an action or 
proceeding, ... he wrongfully induces or attempts to induce such person to absent himself from, or 
otherwise to avoid or seek to avoid appearing or testifying at, such action or proceeding" (PL 
§215.10(a)). 



Hasan supra, at 306; see also, PL $5 215.15,215.16 and 215.17. -9 

This measure would close the statutory gap identified in Hasan by establishing a new 
Class A misdemeanor in Article 21 5 to cover situations where the "intimidating" conduct, though 
offensive, does not rise to the level of causing physical injury or property damage to the victim or 
witness. The measure provides, in substance, that a person is guilty of this offense ("Intimidating 
a Victim or Witness in the Fourth Degree") when, knowing that another person possesses 
information relating to a criminal transaction, and with the intent to induce such other person to 
refrain from communicating the information to law enforcement or a court, he or she: (1) strikes, 
shoves, kicks or otherwise subjects such other person or a third person to similar physical 
contact, or attempts or threatens to do the same; (2) engages in a course of conduct or repeatedly 
commits acts with the intent to alarm or seriously annoy such other person or a third person; or 
(3) threatens to damage the property of such other person or a third person. 

By criminalizing offensive conduct clearly intended to dissuade persons with knowledge 
of criminal activity from coming forward with such information, this measure closes a gap in 
existing law and provides a deterrent to those who would, for their own benefit, try to subvert the 
truth-seeking process. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to the crime of intimidating a victim or witness in 
the fourth degree 

The Peovle of the State of New York. re~resented in Senate and Assembly. do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1. The penal law is amended by adding a new section 21 5.18 to read as follows: 

921 5.18. Intimidating a victim or witness in the fourth degree. - A person is guiltv of 

intimidating a victim or witness in the fourth degree when, knowing: that another verson 

possesses information relating to a criminal transaction and other than in the course of that 

criminal transaction or immediate flight therefrom. he or she, with the intent to induce such other 

person to refrain from communicating; such information to any court, mand iury. prosecutor, 

police officer or Deace officer: 



1. Strikes, shoves, kicks or otherwise subiects such other person or another person to 

physical contact of a similar nature. or attempts or threatens to do the same; or 

2. En~aaes in a course of conduct or repeatedly commits acts with the intent to alarm or 

seriouslv annoy such other person or another person; or 

3. Threatens to damage the property of such other person or another person. 

Intimidating a victim or witness in the fourth demee is a class A misdemeanor. 

$2. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date that it 

shall have become a law. 



41. Revision of the Contempt Law 
(Judiciary Law Article 19) 

The Committee recommends that Article 19 of the Judiciary Law be amended to effect 
comprehensive reform of the law governing contempt. This measure was originally proposed in 
2000 by the Chief Administrative Judge's Advisory Committee on Civil Practice, and appeared 
in revised form in that Committee's 2001 Report to the Chief Administrative Judge. The measure 
was then referred to this Committee for review, and was further revised to incorporate provisions 
authorizing, inter alia: the setting of bail on an alleged or adjudicated contemnor where there is 
reasonable cause to believe such is necessary to insure the individual's future appearance when 
required; the use of bench warrants in certain circumstances to bring an alleged or adjudicated 
contemnor before the court; the assignment of counsel pursuant to Article 18-B of the County 
Law for indigent contemnors facing a possible jail sanction or appealing a sanction that includes 
jail; the vacating or modification of a previously entered contempt finding or sanction by the 
court that entered it; and the appointment by an administrative judge or appellate court of a 
"disinterested member of the bar" to prosecute a contempt charge or respond to an appeal of a 
contempt finding. The measure, as so revised, appeared in both Committees' 2002 Reports to the 
Chief Administrative Judge. This year, a few additional changes have been made at the 
recommendation of the Chief Administrative Judge's Advisory Committee on Local Courts. 

The measure repeals Article 19 of the Judiciary Law in its entirety, replacing the largely 
outdated and often confusing language of that Article with more modern terminology, and 
eliminating provisions that are duplicative or have outlived their usefulness. At the same time, 
the measure retains, albeit in a more comprehensible form, virtually all of the concepts 
traditionally associated with a court's exercise of the contempt power, including "summary" 
contempt (section 753(1)),* the authority to impose fines and/or jail as sanctions for 
contemptuous conduct, and the authority to apply these sanctions either as a punishment for such 
conduct (section 75 I), or as a remedy where the conduct interferes with or otherwise prejudices 
the rights or remedies of a party to an action or proceeding (section 752). 

In defining contempt under proposed section 750, the measure eliminates all references 
to "civil" and "criminal" contempt -- concepts that have generated substantial litigation and 
confusion in the past -- and replaces them with an inclusive definition that, despite its brevity, 
encompasses nearly all of the conduct constituting "civil" and "criminal" contempt under 
existing Judiciary Law sections 750 and 753.** To conform with the Penal Law, which uses the 

*unless otherwise specifically noted, all parenthetical section references are to proposed 
sections of Article 19 of the Judiciary Law, as added by this measure. 

* * 
This is accomplished, in part, through the use of a single "catch-all" provision in proposed 

section 750(4), whlch includes within the definition of contempt under Article 19 "any other 
conduct designated by law as a contempt." This provision replaces several cumbersome cross- 
references in existing Judiciary Law section 750 to, inter aha, the "unlawful practice of law" 



term "intentionally" rather than "willfully" in defining the mens rea for various offenses under 
that chapter, the measure has been amended this year to replace "willful" with "intentional" in 
the proposed section 750 definition of contempt. It should be noted, however, that, in so 
harmonizing the two chapters, no substantive change in the "mens rea" requirement for contempt 
under Judiciary Law Article 19 is intended. 

Where a person is found to have engaged in conduct constituting contempt under 
proposed section 750, the court, under proposed sections 75 1 and 752, may "punish" or 
"remedy" the contempt, through the imposition of a fine or imprisonment, or both, in accordance 
with the procedures set forth in those sections. 

Thus, for example, under proposed section 75 1 ("'Punitive contempt; sanctions"), where 
the court makes a finding of contempt and seeks to punish the conternnor, it may do so by 
imposing a fine or a jail sanction of up to six months, or both. Where the contempt involves 
willful conduct that disrupts or threatens to disrupt court proceedings, or that "undermines or 
tends to undermine the dignity and authority of the court," the permissible fine under that section 
may not exceed $5000 "for each such contempt." In fixing the amount of the fine or period of 
imprisonment, the court, under proposed section 751(2), must consider "all the facts and 
circumstances directly related to the contempt," including the nature and extent of the contempt, 
the amount of gain or loss caused thereby, the financial resources of the contemnor and the effect 
of the contempt "upon the court, the public, litigants or others." The measure also directs that, 
where a punitive sanction of a fine or imprisonment is imposed, the underlying contempt finding 
must be based "upon proof beyond a reasonable doubt" (section 753(5)). 

The court also has the authority, under proposed section 752 ("Remedial contempt; 
sanctions"), to impose a remedial sanction for a contempt in order to "protect or enforce a right 
or remedy of a party to an action or proceeding or to enforce an order or judgment." As with the 
punitive contempt sanction, this remedial sanction would be in the form of a fine (including 
successive fines) or imprisonment, or both (section 752). The measure requires, however, that in 
imposing a remedial fine or term of imprisonment, the court must direct that the imprisonment, 
and the cumulation of any successive fines imposed, "continue only so long as is necessary to 
protect or enforce such right, remedy, order or judgment" (section 752). Where a remedial 
sanction for contempt is imposed, the underlying contempt finding must be supported by "clear 
and convincing" evidence (section 753(5)). 

The measure provides that a court's finding of contempt must be in writing and must 
"state the facts which constitute the offense" (section 754). Similarly, if a sanction is imposed, 
the order imposing it must be in writing, and "shall plainly and specifically prescribe the 
punishment or remedy ordered therefor" (section 754). However, where a contempt is summarily 

under Judiciary Law Article 15, and an employer's subjection of an employee to "penalty or 
discharge" for jury service, in violation of Judiciary Law section 5 19 (see, e.g., subdivisions 
(A)(7) and (B) of existing Judiciary Law section 750). 



punished pursuant to proposed section 753(1), the facts supporting the contempt finding, and the 
specific punishment imposed thereon, shall be placed on the record, to be followed "as soon 
thereafter as is practicable" by a written finding and order (proposed section 754). 

The procedures governing contempt proceedings, including the summary adjudication 
and punishment of contempt, are set forth in proposed section 753 ("Procedure"). With regard to 
summary contempt, the measure provides, in substance, that where the contempt is 

committed in the immediate view and presence of the court [it] may be 
punished summarily where the conduct disrupts proceedings in 
progress, or undermines or threatens to undermine the dignity and 
authority of the court in a manner and to the extent that it reasonably 
appears that the court will be unable to continue to conduct its normal 
business in an appropriate way. 

Proposed section 753(1). 

The measure also provides that, before a person may be summarily found in contempt and 
punished therefor, the court must give the person "a reasonable opportunity to make a statement 
on the record in his or her defense or in extenuation of his or her conduct" (section 753(1)). 

Where the contempt is not summarily punished, the court, under proposed section 753(2), 
must provide the alleged contemnor with written notice of the contempt charge, an opportunity to 
be heard and to "prepare and produce evidence and witnesses in his or her defense," the right to 
assistance of counsel and the right to cross-examine witnesses. Where the contemptuous conduct 
involves "primarily personal disrespect or vituperative criticism of the judge," and the conduct is 
not summarily punished, the alleged contemnor is entitled to a "plenary hearing in front of 
another judge designated by the administrative judge of the court in whch the conduct occurred" 
(section 753(3)). This judicial disqualification provision, which has no analogue in existing 
Judiciary Law Article 19, is modeled after the Rules of the Appellate Division (e, section 
604.2(d) of the Rules of the First Department and section 701.5 of the Rules of the Second 
Department), and is intended to insure that due process is satisfied in cases where the 
contemptuous conduct involves a particularly egregious personal attack on the judge. &, 
generallv, Mavberrv v. Pennsvlvania, 400 U.S. 455 (1 97 1). 

Proposed section 753 includes an additional provision not found in existing Article 19 
that would allow for the appointment by an Administrative Judge (or the appellate court on an 
appeal of a contempt adjudication) of a "disinterested member of the bar" to prosecute a 
contempt charge or respond to a contempt appeal (section 753(4)). This provision is intended to 
address the situation in which, due to the nature of the alleged contempt or the circumstances of 
its commission, there is no advocate to pursue the contempt charge in the trial court or argue in 
favor of upholding the contempt finding on appeal. Where, for example, a contempt is committed 
by a non-party to a civil or criminal case (e.g., a reporter violates a trial judge's order prohibiting 



the taking of photographs in court), or involves misconduct by a party that does not affect the 
opposing party's rights or remedies, the court may be forced to either pursue the contempt charge 
itself, or forgo prosecution altogether. By allowing for the appointment in these situations of a 
disinterested attorney to pursue the contempt charge, and to argue in support of any resulting 
contempt ruling on appeal, this provision fills a critical gap in existing Article 19 and insures that 
the fundamental nature of the adversarial process remains intact.' 

The measure provides that where a person charged with contempt is financially unable to 
obtain counsel, and the court determines that, upon a finding of contempt, it might impose a 
sanction of imprisonment, the court must, unless it punishes the contempt summarily under 
proposed section 753(1), assign counsel pursuant to Article 18-B of the County Law (section 
753(6)). The requirement that the court, before assigning counsel, make a preliminary 
determination that it may impose jail as a sanction if a contempt is found, is intended to eliminate 
the need to assign counsel in every single contempt case involving an indigent contemnor (see, 
existing Judiciary Law section 770 [providing, in pertinent part, that where it appears that a 
conternnor is financially unable to obtain counsel, "the court may in its discretion assign counsel 
to represent him or her"], emphasis added). Notably, the measure requires that counsel be 
assigned regardless of whether the indigent contemnor is facing a "punitive" jail sanction under 
proposed section 75 1, or a "remedial" jail sanction under proposed section 752 (see, generally, 
People ex re1 Lobenthal v. Koehler, 129 AD2d 28,29 [lst Dept. 19871 [holding that, under U.S. 
Supreme Court precedent, an indigent alleged contemnor facing possible jail as a sanction has the 
right to assigned counsel, regardless of whether the charged contempt is "civil" or "criminal" in 
nature]; see also, Hickland v. Hickland, 56 AD2d 978,980 [3d Dept. 19771). 

Similarly, the measure requires that, where an adjudicated contemnor who is financially 
unable to obtain counsel appeals a contempt ruling that includes a sanction of imprisonment, the 
appellate court must assign counsel pursuant to Article 18-B (section 755(2)). Because existing 
Article 18-B of the County Law contains no express reference to the assignment of counsel to 
indigent persons charged with contempt under the Judiciary Law, the measure makes conforming 
changes to County Law section 722-a to include these Judiciary Law contempt proceedings 
(other than summary proceedings) and appeals within the scope of proceedings to which Article 
18-B applies (see, section 5 of the measure). 

With regard to appeals generally, the measure provides that an "adjudication of 
contempt" -- which is defined in proposed section 755(1) as the court's written "finding" of 
contempt together with its written order imposing a sanction, if any -- is "immediately appealable 

 h he Committee recognizes that, under existing practice, where a summary contempt ruling is 
challenged by way of a CPLR Article 78 proceeding in accordance with existing Judiciary Law 
section 752, the issuing judge, as the named respondent, is generally represented by the State 
Attorney General's Office. As discussed, infra, however, under this measure, all contempt 
rulings, including those rendered summarily, will be appealable only pursuant to CPLR Articles 
55,56 and 57. 



and shall be granted a preference by the appellate court" (section 755(1)). Such appeals are to be 
governed by the provisions of CPLR Articles 55,56 and 57, and "shall be in accordance with the 
applicable rules of the appellate division of the department in which the appellate court is 
located" (section 755(2)). As previously noted, in the interest of uniformity, the measure 
eliminates the requirement, found in existing Judiciary Law section 752, that review of summary 
contempt rulings be had pursuant to CPLR Article 78, and requires that all appeals of Article 19 
contempt adjudications be pursuant to the aforementioned "appeal" articles of the Civil Practice 
Law and Rules (see, section 3 of the measure [amending CPLR section 7801(2) to conform that 
section to proposed Judiciary Law section 755(2)]). In addition to these appellate provisions, 
proposed section 755 contains a related provision, not found in existing Judiciary Law Article 19, 
authorizing the court that makes a contempt finding or issues an order imposing a sanction 
thereon, to vacate or modify such finding or order "at any time after entry thereof' (section 
755(3)). 

One of the most significant provisions of the measure is proposed section 756, which 
authorizes, inter alia, the issuance of a securing order to insure an alleged or adjudicated 
conternnor's presence in court when required, as well as the issuance of a bench warrant directing 
a police officer to bring a contemnor before the court "forthwith." Although existing Judiciary 
Law Article 19 includes references to a conternnor's giving an "undertaking" for his or her 
appearance in court, and to the "prosecution" of the undertaking where the contemnor fails to 
appear (see, e.g., existing Judiciary Law sections 777 through 780), the situations in which an 
undertaking may be used under Article 19 appear to be limited to certain "civil" contempt 
proceedings (see, Brunetti, "The Judiciary Law's Criminal Contempt Statute: Ripe for Reform," 
NYS Bar Journal, December 1997, at 57-58). As such, it is unclear whether, in a "criminal" 
contempt proceeding under existing Article 19, a judge has the authority to issue a securing order 
setting bail on an alleged contemnor who may not return to court when directed (Id). 

Proposed section 756 fills this gap in the law by establishing clear rules for the use of 
securing orders and bench warrants in all Article 19 contempt proceedings. The section provides, 
for example, that: 

[Wlhere a person is charged with, or is awaiting the imposition of a 
sanction upon a finding of, contempt ..., the court may, where it has 
reasonable cause to believe that a securing order is necessary to secure 
such person's future court attendance when required during the 
pendency of the contempt proceedings, issue a securing order fixing 
bail.. . Wi th respect to a person charged with contempt but against 
whom a finding of contempt has not yet been entered, no securing 
order may be issued ... absent an additional finding ... that there is 
reasonable cause to believe that the person so charged committed the 
contempt. 

Section 756(a) and (b). 



The measure incorporates by reference, in subdivision (l)(c) of proposed section 756, 
relevant provisions of CPL Articles 5 10 (relating to securing orders and applications for 
recognizance or bail), 520 (relating to bail and bail bonds), 530 (relating to orders of 
recognizance or bail) and 540 (relating to the forfeiture and remission of bail), and renders these 
provisions applicable to securing orders issued under proposed section 756, but only "to the 
extent not inconsistent with" that section (756(1)(c)). As noted, the measure also expressly 
provides for the issuance of bench warrants in certain specified circumstances, and directs that 
any such warrant "be executed in the manner prescribed by section 530.70 of the criminal 
procedure law" (756(2) and (3)). The measure further requires that, where a court enters a finding 
of contempt under Article 19 and issues an order imposing a punishment or remedy of 
imprisonment thereon, it "must commit the person who is the subject of the order to the custody 
of the sheriff, or must order such person to appear on a future date to be committed to the 
custody of the sheriff' (section 756(3)). Where, under proposed section 75 1, the imprisonment is 
imposed as apunitive sanction, the person is entitled to credit for time spent in jail on the 
contempt charge prior to commencement of the imposed term of imprisonment, in accordance 
with the provisions of section 756(4)). 

Notably, the measure does not address the exercise of the contempt power by courts "not 
of record." Last year's proposed section 756, dealing with the extent of the contempt power for 
these courts, has been removed, leaving the articulation of this power to the terms of the lower 
court acts. Conforming amendments will be proposed at a later time to address the exercise of the 
contempt power by courts of limited jurisdiction, as well as the use of the terms "civil contempt" 
and "criminal contempt" in a variety of other statutory contexts. 

Finally, the measure makes conforming changes to: (1) Judiciary Law sections 476-a(l) 
and 485 to clarify that certain conduct constituting the "unlawful practice of law" under Judiciary 
Law Article 15 shall continue to be punishable as contempt under Article 19, and to replace 
certain references to repealed sections of the Penal Law in section 476-a(l) with their modem- 
day counterparts in the General Business Law (see, section 6 of the measure); and (2) Judiciary 
Law section 5 19 to clarify that violations by employers of that section shall continue to be 
punishable as contempt under Article 19 (see, section 8 of the measure). 

It has been stated that "[a] court lacking the power to coerce obedience of its orders or 
punish disobedience thereof is an oxymoron" (Gray, "Judiciary and Penal Law Contempt in New 
York: A Critical Analysis," Journal of Law and Policy, Vol. III, No. 1, at 84), and that, "[iln the 
United States, 'the contempt power lies at the core of the administration of a state's judicial 
system7[citation omitted]. A court without contempt power is not a court" (Id). Thls Committee, 
and the Advisory Committee on Civil Practice, fully concur with these observations, and jointly 
offer this comprehensive measure as a means of bringing much needed reform to an area of the 
law that is of critical importance to the Judiciary and to the effective administration of justice. 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the judiciary law, the civil practice law and rules, and the county law, in 
relation to the law governing contempt 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1. Sections 750 through 781 of the judiciary law are REPEALED. 

92. The judiciary law is amended by adding eight new sections, 750 through 757, to read 

as follows: 

4750. Contempt. Contempt of court is defined as (1) intentional conduct that disrupts or 

threatens to disrupt court proceedings or that undermines or tends to undermine the dignitv and 

authority of the court; (2) intentional disobedience of the court's lawful order or mandate; (3) 

intentional violation of a duty or other misconduct by which a right or remedy of a vartv to an 

action or special proceeding or enforcement of an order or iudgment may be defeated. impaired, 

impeded or prejudiced; (4) any other conduct designated bv law as a contempt; or (5) intentional 

+ 

conduct that aids or abets another person in committing anv of the acts listed above. Failure to 

pay a sum of money ordered or adiudcred. - except a fine or sanction. for which execution mav be 

had pursuant to the civil practice law and rules shall not constitute contempt. - 

675 1. Punitive contempt; sanctions. 1. A court of record may. following a finding of 

contempt, vunish such contempt bv a fine or by imr>risonment, not exceeding six months in the 

jail of the county where the court is sitting. or both. in the discretion of the court; provided, 

however. that where a fine is im~osed pursuant to this section for conduct constituting contempt 

as defined in subdivision one of section seven hundred fiftv, such fine shall not exceed five 



thousand dollars for each such contemvt. Where a verson is committed to iail for the nonuavment 

of a fine imposed under this section, such commitment shall be for a period not to exceed six 

months. and such veriod of imprisonment shall run consecutivelv with any other term of 

imr>risonment imposed under this section. 

2. In fixing the amount of the fine or imprisonment, the court shall consider all the facts 

and circumstances directly related to the contemvt. including. but not limited to: (a) the nature 

and extent of the contemvt; (b) the amount of gain or loss caused bv the contempt; (c) the 

financial resources of the verson held in contempt; and (dl the effect of the contempt upon the 

court. the uublic. litigants or others. 

9752. Remedial contemvt; sanctions. A court of record has the power to remedy, by fine, 

including successive fines. or imprisonment. or both. a contemvt so as to protect or enforce a 

right or remedy of a vartv to an action or proceeding or to enforce an order or iudment; provided 

however. that the court, in imvosing such remedial sanction. shall direct that such imprisonment, 

and the cumulation of anv such successive fines. shall continue onlv so long as is necessary to 

protect or enforce such right, remedv. order or iudment. 

9753. Procedure. 1. Contempt committed in the immediate view and Presence of the court 

mav be vunished summarilv where the conduct disruvts or threatens to disruvt vroceedings in 

promess, or undermines or threatens to undermine the dimity and authoritv of the court in a 

manner and to the extent that it reasonablv appears that the court will be unable to continue to 

conduct its normal business in an avvropriate wav. Before a summary adiudication of contempt, 

the court shall give the verson charged a reasonable op~ortunitv to make a statement on the 

record in his or her defense or in extenuation of his or her conduct. 



2. Where a contempt is not summarily vunished and the court has reason to believe that a 

contempt has been committed as defined by section seven hundred fifty. the court shall provide 

written notice to the person charged with contempt; a reasonable ov~ortunity to prepare and 

produce evidence and witnesses in his or her defense: an o~uortunity to be heard; the right to 

assistance of counsel; and the right to cross-examine witnesses. 

3. In all cases where the alleged contempt primarily involves personal disrespect or 

vituperative criticism of the iudge. and where such contempt is not summarily adiudicated 

pursuant to subdivision one of this section, the person charged with the contempt is entitled to a 

plenary hearing in front of anotheriudne designated bv the administrative ~udge  of the court in 

which the conduct occurred. 

4. In any proceeding held pursuant to subdivision two or three of this section. or in any 

apveal from an adiudication of contempt. the administrative iudge of the court conducting the 

proceeding. or the appellate court on the appeal. may appoint a disinterested member of the bar to 

prosecute the alleged contempt or resvond to the apveal in accordance with this article and any 

rules governing such a~pointments which mav be promulgated bv the chief administrator of the 

courts. 

5. A finding of contem~t for which a fine or imvrisonment is imposed pursuant to section 

seven hundred fifkone shall be based only upon proof beyond a reasonable doubt. A finding of 

contempt for which a fine or imprisonment is imvosed pursuant to section seven hundred fifty- 

two shall be based onlv upon proof bv clear and convincing - evidence. 

6. Where it appears in any proceeding held vursuant to subdivision two or three of this 

section that the person charged with contemvt is financially unable to obtain counsel. and where 



the court determines that it may, upon a finding of contempt against such person. imvose a 

A 

sanction of imprisonment vursuant to section seven hundred fib-one or seven hundred fifty-two, 

the court shall assim counsel to represent such person at such proceeding in accordance with the 

relevant provisions of article 18-B of the countv law. 
& 

4754. Finding of contemvt; order imposing sanction. A finding of contempt shall be in 

writing stating - the facts which constitute the offense. Where a sanction is imposed upon such 

finding. the order imposing such sanction shall also be in writing and shall vlainly and 

specific all^ prescribe the ~unishment or remedy ordered therefor. Where. however. a contempt is 

summarily punished pursuant to subdivision one of section seven hundred fifty-three. the court 

shall dace on the record the facts constituting the offense and the specific vunishment ordered 

therefor and shall, as soon thereafter as is ~racticable, prepare a written findinn and order 

conforming to the reauirements of this section. 

4755. Adiudication of contempt; apveals; power of court to modifi or vacate contempt 

finding or sanction. 1. An ad-iudication of contempt shall consist of the court's written finding of 

contempt and its written determination and order with respect to the imposition of a sanction. if 

any; and such adiudication shall be immediately avpealable and shall be wanted a preference by 

the appellate court. 

2. An appeal from an adiudication of contempt shall be pursuant to the vrovisions of 

articles fifty-five. fiflv-six and fifty-seven of the civil vractice law and rules, and shall be in 

accordance with the avvlicable rules of the appellate division of the department in which the 

appellate court is located. Where such adiudication of contemvt includes a sanction of 

imvrisonment. and where the person upon whom such sanction has been imvosed is financially 



unable to obtain counsel for the appeal. the avpellate court shall assim counsel to revresent such 

person in accordance with the relevant vrovisions of article 1843 of the county law. - 
3. Notwithstanding anv vrovision of law to the contrarv. a finding of contempt under this 

article. as well as an order imvosing a sanction upon such finding. mav. at any time after entry 
- 

thereof. be vacated or modified by the court that made such finding or im~osed such sanction. 

6756. Securing attendance of persons in contemvt vroceedings; - warrants; commitment; 

jail time. 1. (a) Notwithstanding any vrovision of law to the contrary, where a verson is charged - 

with, or is awaiting the imvosition of a sanction uvon a finding of, contemvt under this article, 

the court may, where it has reasonable cause to believe that a securing order is necessary to 
- 

secure such verson's future court attendance when reauired during the pendency of the contempt 

proceedings, issue a securing order fixing bail. 

(b) With respect to a verson charged - with contempt but against whom a finding of 

contempt has not vet been entered. no securin~ order may be issued pursuant to varamaph (a) 

absent an additional finding bv the court that there is reasonable cause to believe that the person 

so charged committed the contempt. 

jc) The provisions of section 510.10 of the criminal vrocedure law. relating to the 

revocation or termination of a securing order; section 5 10.20 of the criminal procedure law, 

relating to avvlications for recomizance or bail and the making and determination thereof; 

subdivision two of section 5 10.30 of the criminal vrocedure law. relating to the factors and 

- 
criteria to be considered in issuing an order of recognizance or bail; subdivisions two and three of 

section 5 10.40 of the criminal vrocedure law. relating to the court's granting an application for 

recomizance and the examination and amroval of bail posted. respectivelv; section 510.50 of the 
.I 



criminal vrocedure law. relating to the enforcement of a securing order: article 520 of the 

criminal ~rocedure law. relating to bail and bail bonds; subdivision one of section 530.60 of the 

criminal procedure law. relating to the revocation, for good cause shown. of an order of 

recomizance or bail; and article 540 of the criminal vrocedure law. relatin~ to the forfeiture and 

remission of bail. shall. to the extent not inconsistent with this section, amlv to orders issued 

pursuant thereto. 

2. Where a verson charged with. or awaiting the imposition of a sanction uvon a finding 

of. contemvt under this article fails to avvear in court as required, the court mav issue a warrant, 

addressed to a volice officer, directing such officer to take such verson into custodv anvwhere 

within the state and to bring - him or her to the court forthwith. Such warrant shall be executed in 

the manner vrescribed bv section 530.70 of the criminal ~rocedure law relating to bench 

warrants. U ~ o n  the person's avvearance before the court followinn the execution of such warrant, 

or uvon h.is or her voluntary appearance followinn the issuance of such warrant. the court may, 

after providing such verson an opportunitv to be heard on the circumstances surrounding such - 
failure to avvear, issue an order fixing bail in accordance with subdivision one of this section; 

provided however. that, where such verson, at the time of such failure to appear. is at libertv on 

bail pursuant to a previouslv issued order under this section. the court. uvon such appearance, 

must vacate the order and issue a new order fixing bail in a meater amount or on terms more 

likelv to secure the future attendance of such verson. or committing such person to the custodv of 

the sheriff. 

3. Where a court enters a find in^ of contempt under this article and issues an order upon 

such findinn that includes a punishment or remedy of imvrisonment. the court must commit the 



person who is the sublect of the order to the custody of the sheriff, or must order such person to 

appear on a future date to be committed to the custody of the sheriff. If the person is not before 

the court when the order that includes a punishment or remedy of imwrisonment is entered, the 

court may issue a warrant authorizing: a police officer to take such person into custody anywhere 

within the state and to bring that verson before the court. Such warrant shall be executed in the 

manner prescribed by section 530.70 of the criminal procedure law relating to bench warrants. 

4. Where a term of imprisonment is imposed on a person as a sanction for a punitive 

contempt in accordance with section seven hundred fifty-one of this article. such term shall be 

credited with and diminished by the amount of time the person spent in custodv prior to the 
- 

commencement of such term as a result of the contem~t charge that culminated in the imposition 

of such sanction. The credit herein provided shall be calculated from the date custody under the 

charge commenced to the date such term of imwrisonrnent commences and shall not include any 

time that is credited against the term or maximum term of any previously imposed sentence or 

period of post-release supervision to which the person is subiect. 
- 

93. Subdivision 2 of section 7801 of the civil practice law and rules is amended as 

follows: 

2. Which was made in a civil action or criminal matter [unless it is an order summarily 

punishing a contempt committed in the presence of the court]. 

94. Subdivision 4 of section 722 of the county law is amended to read as 

follows: 

4. Representation according to a plan containing a combination of any of the foregoing. 

Any judge, justice or magistrate in assigning counsel pursuant to sections 1 70.1 0, 1 80.1 0 ,2  1 0.1 5 - 



and 720.30 of the criminal procedure law, or in assigning counsel to a defendant when a hearing 

has been ordered in a proceeding upon a motion, pursuant to article four hundred forty of the 

criminal procedure law, to vacate a judgment or to set aside a sentence, or in assigning counsel 

pursuant to the provisions of subdivision six of section seven hundred fifty-three of the iudiciarv 

law or section two hundred sixty-two of the family court act or section four hundred seven of the 

surrogate's court procedure act, shall assign counsel furnished in accordance with a plan 

conforming to the requirements of this section; provided, however, that when the county or the 

city in which a county is wholly contained has not placed in operation a plan conforming to that 

prescribed in subdivision three or four of this section and the judge, justice or magistrate is 

satisfied that a conflict of interest prevents the assignment of counsel pursuant to the plan in 

operation, or when the county or the city in which a county is wholly contained has not placed in 

operation any plan conforming to that prescribed in this section, the judge, justice or magistrate 

may assign any attorney in such county or city and, in such event, such attorney shall receive 

compensation and reimbursement from such county or city which shall be at the same rate as is 

prescribed in section seven hundred twenty-two-b of this chapter. 

$5. Section 722-a of the county law is amended to read as follows: 

$722-a. [Definition of Crime] Definitions. L For the purposes of this article, the term 

"crime" shall mean: (a') a felony, misdemeanor, or the breach of any law of this state or of any 

law, local law or ordinance of a political subdivision of this state, other than one that defines a 

"traffic infraction," for which a sentence to a term of imprisonment is authorized upon conviction 

thereof; and (b) a contempt of court, as defined in section seven hundred fiRv of the iudiciary 

law. other than a contempt that is summarily punished vursuant to subdivision one of section 



seven hundred fiftythree of the ludiciarv law. for which a sanction of imprisonment is authorized 

and mav be imposed pursuant to section seven hundred fiftv-one or seven hundred fifty-two of 

the judiciary law. 

2. For the ~umoses  of this article. the terms "criminal action" and "criminal proceeding," - 

in addition to having - their ordinarv meaning. shall also mean an action or proceeding conducted 

pursuant to article nineteen of the iudiciarv law involving a charge of contempt for which a 

sanction of imprisonment is authorized and may be, or has been, imposed vursuant to section 

seven hundred fiftv-one or seven hundred fiftv-two of the iudiciarv law. 

$6. Subdivision 1 of section 476-a of the judiciary law, as amended by chapter 709 of the 

laws of 1965, is amended to read as follows: 

I. The attorney-general may maintain an action upon his or her own information or upon 

the complaint of a private person or of a bar association organized and existing under the laws of 

this state against any person, partnership, corporation, or association, and any employee, agent, 

director, or officer thereof who commits any act or engages in any conduct prohibited by law as 

constituting the unlawful practice of the law. 

The term "unlawful practice of the law" as used in this article shall include, but is not 

limited to, (a) any act prohibited by [penal law] sections [two hundred seventy, two hundred 

seventy-a, two hundred seventy-e, two hundred seventy-one, two hundred seventy-five, two 

hundred seventy-five-a, two hundred seventy-six, two hundred eighty or four hundred fifty-two] 

four hundred seventy-eight. - four hundred seventy-nine. four hundred eight y-three. four hundred 

eightv-four. four hundred eighty-nine. four hundred ninety. four hundred ninety-one or four 

hundred ninetv-five of this article. or section three hundred thirtv-seven of the general business 



law, or (b) any other act forbidden by law to be done by any person not regularly licensed and - 

admitted to practice law in this state [, or (c) any act punishable by the supreme court as a 

criminal contempt of court under section seven hundred fifty-B of this chapter]. 

$7. Section 485 of the judiciary law is amended to read as follows: 

$485. Violation of certain preceding sections a misdemeanor; violation of certain sections 

a contempt of court. Any person violating the provisions of sections four hundred seventy-eight, 

four hundred seventy-nine, four hundred eighty, four hundred eighty-one, four hundred eighty- 

two, four hundred eighty-three or four hundred eighty-four, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. In 

addition. a violation of the urovisions of section four hundred seventy-eirrht, four hundred einhtv- 

four or four hundred eighty-six shall constitute a contempt of court punishable pursuant to article 

nineteen of this chapter. 

$8. Section 519 of the judiciary law, as amended by chapter 85 of the laws of 1995, is 

amended to read as follows: 

95 19. Right ofjuror to be absent from employmentz Any person who is summoned to 

serve.as a juror under the provisions of this article and who notifies his or her employer to that 

effect prior to the commencement of a term of service shall not, on account of absence from 

employment by reason of such jury service, be subject to discharge or penalty. An employer may, 

however, withhold wages of any such employee serving as a juror during the period of such 

service; provided that an employer who employs more than ten employees shall not withhold the 

first forty dollars of such juror's daily wages during the first three days of jury service. 

Withholding of wages in accordance with this section shall not be deemed a penalty. Violation of 

this section shall constitute a [criminal] contempt of court punishable pursuant to [section seven 



hundred fifty] article nineteen of this chapter. 

99. This act shall take effect immediately. 



42. Merit Time Allowances 
(Correction Law 803(l)(d)) 

The Committee recommends that Correction Law section 803(l)(d) be amended to 
specify that an otherwise eligible inmate serving an indeterminate sentence with a minimum term 
of "one year or more" may earn a merit time allowance under that section. 

The Legislature, in 1997, enacted the merit time allowance for inmates serving 
indeterminate sentences for non-violent felonies who satisfy specified eligibility criteria. See, 
L.1997, chap. 435, $43. To be eligible for the allowance, whlch is applied against the minimum 
period of the sentence in the amount of one-sixth of such period (or, for an A-I felony drug 
offense, one-third of such period), the inmate must, inter alia, "be serving an indeterminate 
sentence of imprisonment with a minimum period in excess of one year," provided the sentence 
is not for a non-drug A-I felony offense, a violent felony offense or one of several other 
enumerated offenses, and provided the inmate is not also serving a determinate sentence of 
imprisonment. See, Correction Law section 803(l)(d); emphasis added. In addition, the inmate 
must successfully participate in the "work and treatment program" pursuant to Correction Law 
section 805, and earn either a general equivalency diploma, an alcohol and substance abuse 
treatment certificate or a vocational trade certificate, or perform at least four hundred hours of 
service as part of a "community work crew." Id. 

It has been suggested that the requirement in section 803(l)(d) that an inmate, to be 
eligible for the allowance, be serving an indeterminate sentence with a minimum term "in excess 
of one year" is the result of a drafting oversight. As stated in the Supplementary Practice - 

Commentary to that section: 

Not all inmates are eligible for merit time. An inmate must be serving 
an indeterminate sentence of imprisonment in excess of one year and 
cannot also be serving a determinate sentence of imprisonment. The 
"in excess of one year" minimum inexplicably excludes from 
eligibility inmates who receive one year minimum terms, terms that are 
generally imposed for the least serious felony offenses. This is most 
likely a drafting oversight that can be easily rectified. 

Bonacquist, 1997 Supplementary Practice Commentaries, McKinney's Cons. Laws of N.Y., 
Book 10B, Correction Law section 803,2001-2002 Pocket Part at 289. 

The Committee agrees that Correction Law section 803 should be amended to render 
eligible for the merit time allowance under that section otherwise eligible inmates who are 
serving indeterminate sentences with minimum terms of only one year. This measure would 
accomplish that result by replacing the phrase "in excess of one year" in subdivision (l)(d) of 
section 803 with the phrase "one year or more." 



Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the correction law, in relation to eligibility for a merit time allowance 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (d) of subdivision 1 of section 803 of the correction law, as 

amended by chapter 62 of the laws of 2003, is amended to read as follows: 

(d) Every person under the custody of the department or confined in a facility in the 

department of mental hygiene serving an indeterminate sentence of imprisonment with a 

minimum period [in excess] of one year or more and no determinate sentence of imprisonment, 

except a person serving an indeterminate sentence for an A-I felony offense, a violent felony 

offense as defined in section 70.02 of the penal law, manslaughter in the second degree, vehicular 

manslaughter in the second degree, vehicular manslaughter in the first degree, criminally 

negligent homicide, an offense defined in article one hundred thirty of the penal law, incest, or an 

offense defined in article two hundred sixty-three of the penal law, may receive merit time 

allowance against the minimum period of his or her sentence in the amount of one-sixth of the 

minimum period imposed by the court. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a person serving an 

indeterminate sentence for an A-I felony offense defined in article two hundred twenty of the 

penal law may receive merit time allowance against the minimum period of his or her sentence in 

the amount of one-third of the minimum period imposed by the court. Such allowance may be 

granted when an inmate successfully participates in the work and treatment program assigned 

pursuant to section eight hundred five of this article and when such inmate obtains a general 



equivalency diploma, an alcohol and substance abuse treatment certificate, a vocational trade 

certificate following at least six months of vocational programming or perfoms at least four 

hundred hours of service as part of a community work crew. 

Such allowance shall be withheld for any serious disciplinary infkaction or upon a judicial 

determination that the person, while an inmate, commenced or continued a civil action, 

proceeding or claim that was found to be frivolous as defined in subdivision (c) of section eight 

thousand three hundred three-a of the civil practice law and rules, or an order of a federal court 

pursuant to rule 1 1 of the federal rules of civil procedure imposing sanctions in an action 

commenced by a person, while an inmate, against a state agency, officer or employee. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



43. Compensation of Experts 
(Judiciary Law 34-a) 

The Committee recommends that a new section 34-a be added to the Judiciary Law to 
clarify that, where a trial court engages the services of an expert in a criminal action or 
proceeding, the expert shall be entitled to receive "reasonable compensation" for his or her 
services, and such compensation shall be a state charge. 

In People v. Arnold (98 NY2d 63,68), the Court of Appeals, in a prosecution for drug 
and weapons possession, held that the trial court committed reversible error when, after both 
sides had rested, it called as its own witness a police officer who both parties had deliberately 
chosen not to call. The Court found that, under the circumstances of that case, the trial court had 
"abused its discretion as a matter of law" by "assum[ing] the parties' traditional role of deciding 
what evidence to present, and introduc[ing] evidence that had the effect of corroborating the 
prosecution's witnesses and discrediting defendant on a key issue'' (Id., at 68). The Court noted, 
however, that, while the practice "should be engaged in sparingly," a trial court's calling its own 
witness may be permissible in certain circumstances, such as where "special expertise" is 
required (Id). 

While the Committee agrees that there are certain limited circumstances in which a trial 
court in a criminal case may properly retain the services of an expert witness to testify at a trial or 
hearing, there is currently no provision in law for compensating an expert so retained. This 
measure is intended to fill this statutory gap by expressly providing for the compensation of 
court-retained experts. The measure would take effect immediately, and by its terms would not 
apply to an expert witness appointed pursuant to section 722-c of the County Law, or pursuant to 
sections 35 or 35-b of the Judiciary Law. 

AN ACT to amend the judiciary law, in relation to the compensation of experts in criminal cases 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly. do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1. The judiciary law is amended by adding a new section 34-a to read as follows: 

934-a. Com~ensation of certain experts who serve as witnesses or otherwise in criminal 

action or vroceeding. Where. in a criminal action or vroceeding, the court engages the services of 

an expert, he or she shall be entitled to receive reasonable comvensation for his or her services in 



an amount to be fixed bv the court. All exwenses for compensation under this section shall be a 

state charge to be  aid out of funds appropriated to the administrative office for the courts for 

that vumose. The vrovisions of this section shall not applv to an expert appointed pursuant to 

section 722-c of the countv law or pursuant to sections 35 or 35-b of this chavter. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



44. Appeal of CPL 140.45 Dismissal Orders 
(CPL 450.20,450.51) 

The Committee recommends that CPL section 450.20 be amended, and a new CPL 
section 450.5 1 be added, to authorize an appeal as of right by the People from an order 
dismissing an accusatory instrument pursuant to CPL section 140.45. 

CPL section 140.45 requires a local criminal court to dismiss an accusatory instrument 
filed pursuant to a warrantless arrest when the instrument is not sufficient on its face and the 
"court is satisfied that on the basis of the available facts or evidence it would be impossible to 
draw and file" a sufficient accusatory instrument (CPL section 140.45). In People v. Hernandez 
(98 NY2d 8), the Court of Appeals considered an appeal from an order of the Appellate Term 
reversing an order of the trial court dismissing a misdemeanor complaint pursuant to section 
140.45. Finding that no appeal lies fiom a dismissal order issued under that section, the Court 
reversed the order of the Appellate Term, and remitted the case to that Court for dismissal of the 
appeal (Id., at 10-1 1). In so holding, the Court found that CPL section 450.20, which authorizes 
an appeal by the People as of right from certain orders and sentences of a criminal court, 

only authorizes an appeal from an order dismissing an accusatory 
instrument if the order was entered 'pursuant to section 170.30, 
170.50, or 21 0.20.' In contrast, the Legislature has not provided the 
People with any right of appeal from CPL 140.45 dismissals. 

This measure would address this gap in the law by adding a new subdivision (1-b) to CPL 
section 450.20 to expressly authorize an appeal by the People to an intermediate appellate court 
from an order of a local criminal court dismissing an accusatory instrument pursuant to CPL 
section 140.45. Under the measure, such an appeal could be taken only where the People file, 
along with their notice of appeal or affidavit of errors, a statement "asserting that ...[ they] have no 
additional facts or evidence, beyond what is stated in the accusatory instrument or was otherwise 
made known to the trial court prior to its dismissal order, to remedy the insufficiency identified 
by the court as constituting the basis of its [dismissal] order." This statement requirement, which - 
would appear in a new CPL section 450.5 1, is loosely based on the existing CPL section 450.50 
provision requiring the filing of a statement by the People as a prerequisite to their appeal of a 
pretrial suppression order. By requiring the filing of this additional statement under proposed 
section 450.5 1, the Committee intends to limit appeals of CPL section 140.45 dismissal orders to 
only those cases where the People, because they have no additional evidence to address the 
insufficiency identified by the trial court, are unable to file a new accusatory instrument 
correcting the defect. 

Finally, the measure would make clear that, where an appeal taken pursuant to CPL 
section 450.20(1-b) is decided against the People, "no further prosecution of the dismissed 



charge or charges shall be permitted." 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to appeal of a dismissal order entered 
pursuant to section 140.45 of the criminal procedure law 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 

follows: 

Section I .  Section 450.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision (1-b) to read as follows: 

1-b. An order dismissing an accusatory instrument. entered pursuant to section 140.45; 

provided that the people file a statement in the amellate court pursuant to section 450.5 1 ; 

$2. The criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new section 450.5 1 to read as 

follows: 

450.5 1. Ap~eal by people fiom order dismissing accusatory instrument: filing of 

statement in amellate court. In taking an appeal. pursuant to subdivision (1-b) of section 450.20, 

to an intermediate appellate court from an order of a local criminal court dismissing an 

accusatory instrument pursuant to section 140.45. the people must file. in addition to a notice of 

appeal or. as the case may be. an affidavit of errors, a statement asserting that the people have no 

additional facts or evidence, beyond what is stated in the accusatory instrument or was otherwise 

made known to the trial court prior to its dismissal order. to remedy the insufficiency identified 

by the court as constituting the basis of its order. Where an appeal taken pursuant to such 

subdivision (1-b) of section 450.20 is finally decided against the people. no further prosecution 

of the dismissed charge or charges shall be permitted. 



$2. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law, and shall apply to all criminal actions and proceedings 

commenced on or after such effective date. 



45. Authority to Impose Consecutive Sentences 
For Single-Act Multiple Victim Homicides 
(PL 70.25(2)) 

The Committee recommends that Penal Law section 70.25(2) be amended to allow for the 
imposition of consecutive sentences of imprisonment for multiple homicides caused by a single 
act or omission of the defendant. 

Penal Law section 125.27 currently allows for the imposition of a death sentence or life 
imprisonment without parole where a defendant intentionally causes the death of another person 
and, "as part of the same criminal transaction, the defendant, with intent to cause serious physical 
injury to or the death of an additional person or persons, causes the death of an additional person 
or persons." PL section 125.27(1)(a)(viii)[Murder in the First Degree]; see also, PL section 
60.06. In contrast, when a judge sentences a defendant to imprisonment for multiple killings that 
do not constitute Murder in the First Degree (e-g., multiple "felony" murders under Penal Law 
section 125.25(3), multiple "depraved indifference" murders under Penal Law section 125.25(2), 
multiple Manslaughters or Vehicular Manslaughters under Penal Law sections 125.12, 125.13, 
125.15 or 125.20, or multiple Criminally Negligent Homicides under Penal Law section 125. lo), 
where the crimes were committed "through a single act or omission," Penal Law section 70.25(2) 
requires that any prison sentences imposed for these multiple killings run concurrently rather 
than consecutively. See, PL section 70.25(2)[providing that, "when more than one sentence of 
imprisonment is imposed on a person for two or more offenses committed through a single act or 
omission, or through an act or omission which in itself constituted one of the offenses and also 
was a material element of the other, the sentences, except if one or more of such sentences is for 
a violation of section 270.20 of this chapter, must run concurrently"]. 

The Committee believes that a sentencing judge should have the discretion to impose 
consecutive, rather than concurrent, sentences of imprisonment for multiple victim homicides 
committed either through a defendant's "single act or omission" or "through an act or omission 
which in itself constituted one of the offenses and also was a material element of the other." 
Accordingly, this measure would amend Penal Law section 70.25(2) to authorize, but not require, 
the imposition of consecutive sentences where multiple sentences of imprisonment are imposed 
for two or more offenses "committed through a single act or omission, or through an act or 
omission which in itself constituted one of the offenses and also was a material element of the 
other," provided "such sentences are imposed on convictions for offenses constituting homicide,' 

 he definition of "homicide" in Penal Law section 125.00 incorporates all of the offenses in 
Penal Law Article 125 except those that do not require the death of a person or an unborn child. 
See, PL section 125.00. Although this definition would also include Murder in the First Degree 
under the aforementioned multiple victim" provision of that statute (PL section 
125.27(l)(a)(viii)), the sentencing provisions of section 70.25(2) would have no applicability to 
that particular offense since, presumably, only a single sentence of imprisonment (i.e., life 
without parole or 20-25 to life) could be imposed for a multiple killing under Penal Law section 



as that term is defined in section 125.00 ot..[the Penal Law], involving separate victims." 

It should be noted that, while this measure would allow for the imposition of consecutive 
sentences in certain situations where concurrent sentences are now required, it would not alter the 
applicable sentence calculation "caps" for certain consecutive determinate and indeterminate 
sentences under existing Penal Law section 70.30. 

Prouosal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to sentences of imprisonment for homicide offenses 

The People of the State of New York, rmresented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 2 of section 70.25 of the penal law, as amended by chapter 56 of 

the laws of 1984, is amended to read as follows: 

2. When more than one sentence of imprisonment is imposed on a person for two or more 

offenses committed through a single act or omission, or through an act or omission which in 

itself constituted one of the offenses and also was a material element of the other, the sentences 

[, except if one or more of such sentences is for a violation of section 270.20 of this chapter,] 

must run concurrently unless (a) one or more of such sentences is for a violation of section 

270.20 of this chauter; or (b) such sentences are imposed on convictions for offenses constituting 

homicide. as that term is defined in section 125.00 of this chapter, involving separate victims. 

$2. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law, and shall apply only to offenses committed on or after such 

effective date. 



46. Refusal to be Sworn as a Witness at a 
Superior Court Criminal Trial or Proceeding 
(PL 215.51(a)) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision (a) of Penal Law section 2 15.5 1 be 
amended to include within the definition of the class E felony offense of Criminal Contempt in 
the First Degree the "contumacious and unlawful" refusal to be sworn as a witness at a criminal 
trial or other criminal proceeding in a Superior Court, and the "contumacious and unlawful" 
refusal of a sworn witness at such a trial or proceeding to answer a legal and proper question. 

Pursuant to Penal Law section 21 5.50(4), the "contumacious and unlawful refusal to be 
sworn as a witness in any court proceeding or, after being sworn, to answer any legal and proper 
interrogatory" constitutes the crime of Criminal Contempt in the Second Degree, a Class A 
misdemeanor. See, PL section 21 5 SO(4). Pursuant to Penal Law section 2 15.5 1 (a), however, the 
same conduct, when committed before a Grand Jury, constitutes the crime of Criminal Contempt 
in the First Degree, a Class E felony. &, PL section 2 15.5 1 (a). 

The Committee believes that there is no valid reason why the refusal to be sworn (or, 
having been sworn, to answer a proper question) before a Grand Jury, which is a part of a 
Superior Court, should be a Class E felony, while the same refusal, when committed at a trial or 
hearing on an indictment in the same Superior Court, should be only a Class A misdemeanor. 
Accordingly, this measure would amend Penal Law section 215.51(a) to increase the 
classification of the offense of "contumaciously and unlawfully" refusing to be sworn as a 
witness or answer a proper question at a criminal trial or proceeding in a Superior Court from a 
Class A misdemeanor (Criminal Contempt in the Second Degree) to a Class E felony (Criminal 
Contempt in the First Degree). 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to refusal to be sworn as a witness at a criminal trial 
or other criminal proceeding in a superior court 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision (a) of section 2 15.5 1 of the penal law, as amended by chapter 

222 of the laws of 1994, is amended to read as follows: 

(a) he or she contumaciously and unlawfully rehses to be sworn as a witness before a 



grand jury or at a criminal trial or any other criminal proceeding - in a superior court as defined in 

subdivision eighteen of section 1.20 of the criminal procedure law , or, when after having been a 

sworn as a witness before a grand jury or at a criminal trial or other criminal vroceeding in a 

su~erior court as defined in subdivision eighteen of section 1.20 of the criminal procedure law , - 
he or she contumaciouslv and unlawfully refuses to answer any legal and proper interrogatory; or 

92. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law. - 



47. Eligibility For Sentence of Parole Supervision 
(CPL 410.91) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision two of CPL section 41 0.91 be amended to 
clarify that a defendant who is on parole or conditional release from a previously imposed felony 
sentence is not thereby rendered ineligible for a sentence of parole supervision and placement in 
a "drug treatment campus" (i .e., the Willard Drug Treatment Program). 

CPL section 410.91, which was enacted as part of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1995, 
authorizes a sentencing court, for certain "eligible defendants," to impose a conventional second 
felony offender indeterminate sentence (e.g., 2 to 4 years), but to direct that it be executed as a 
"sentence of parole supervision." See, CPL section 410.91; PL section 70.06(7). Under this 
alternative sentence, the defendant is released from custody following successhl completion of 
the Willard Drug Treatment Program, and thereafter serves the remainder of his or her 
indeterminate sentence on parole. The primary purpose of the legislation was to "ensure that 
prison resources are not expended with respect to non-violent offenders who might be more 
appropriately punished by alternative sanctions." L.1995, chap. 3, sec. 44-a(3)(iii). 

Subdivision two of CPL section 410.91 establishes significant eligibility restrictions for 
a sentence of parole supervision. The sentence, for example, is available only to second felony 
offenders convicted of specified class D or class E non-violent felonies and "no other felony 
offense," and the People's consent is required for any of the specified class D felonies. See, CPL 
sections 41 0.91 (2) and 4 10.9 l(4). Further, the defendant's criminal record may not include a 
prior conviction for a violent felony offense, or a class A or class B felony offense, and the 
defendant must not be ''sublect to an undischarged term of imprisonment." CPL section 
410.91(2). 

Some courts have interpreted this last restriction as including defendants who are on 
parole at the time of the eligibility determination, presumably under the view that the time owed 
to parole (i.e., the balance of the previously imposed indeterminate sentence) constitutes an 
"undischarged term of imprisonment." While this interpretation makes sense in certain other 
contexts (see, u, PL section 70.25(2-a)[requiring the imposition of a consecutive sentence for 
specified multiple felony offenders subject to "an undischarged term of imprisonment imposed 
prior to the date on which the present crime was committed"]), it makes no sense in the context 
of the eligibility determination for a parole supervision sentence under CPL section 410.91. To 
limit eligibility for a parole supervision sentence to only those second felony offenders who were 
sentenced to probation or so-called "local" jail time on their first felony, or who have reached the 
maximum expiration date of any indeterminate sentence imposed thereon, is, in the Committee's 
view, unnecessarily restrictive and contrary to the Legislature's express desire to maximize the 
use of alternative sanctions for otherwise eligible, drug-addicted non-violent second felony 
offenders. 

Accordingly, this measure would amend subdivision two of CPL section 41 0.90 to clarify 



that the eligibility exclusion for defendants who are "subject to an undischarged term of 
imprisonment" applies only to those defendants who, at the time of the sentencing determination 
under section 410.91, have "yet to be released to parole supervision or conditionally released" on - 
the previously imposed sentence. 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to eligibility for a sentence of parole 
supervision 

The Peoole of the State of New York. rmresented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 2 of section 41 0.9 1 of the criminal procedure law is amended to 

read as follows: 

2. A defendant is an "eligible defendant" for purposes of a sentence of parole supervision 

when such defendant is a second felony offender convicted of a specified offense or offenses as 

- 
defined in subdivision five of this section, who stands convicted of no other felony offense, who 

has not previously been convicted of either a violent felony offense as defined in section 70.02 of 

the penal law, a class A felony offense or a class B felony offense, and is not subject to an 

undischarged term of imprisonment from which such defendant has vet to be reIeased to parole 

supervision or conditionally released. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



48. Expanding the Means by Which a Party 
May Impeach Its Own Witness With 
Proof of a Prior Contradictory Statement 
(CPL 60.35) 

The Committee recommends that CPL section 60.35 be amended to expand the means by 
which a party in a criminal proceeding may impeach its own witness to include a prior 
audiotaped, videotaped or other electronically recorded contradictory statement of the witness, as 
well as a prior contradictory statement written by the witness. 

In its current form, CPL section 60.35 permits a party in a criminal case to impeach its 
own witness only with a prior written statement signed by the witness or with a prior oral 
statement under oath. See, CPL section 60.35(1). Professor Preiser, in his commentary to that 
section, points out that "the statute, having been drafted prior to the electronic era, does not even 
permit a statement recorded on video tape to be admitted." See, Preiser, Practice Commentaries, 
McKinney7s Cons. Laws of N.Y., Book 1 lA, CPL 60.35, at 679. 

The Committee is of the view that section 60.35 is unnecessarily restrictive, and should 
be expanded to allow for impeachment by a party of its own witness by means of an 
electronically recorded prior oral statement, including an audiotaped or videotaped statement. An 
audiotaped, videotaped or other electronically recorded prior inconsistent statement of a witness, 
even if not made under oath or later reduced to a signed writing, is, in the Committee's view, 
sufficiently reliable to warrant consideration by the jury on the issue of the witness's credibility. 
Similarly, where a party demonstrates that its witness has written a prior statement that 
contradicts his or her testimony at trial "on a material issue of the case which tends to disprove 
the position of such partyV(CPL section 60.35(1)), the party should not be precluded from 
offering the prior statement for impeachment purposes under section 60.35 merely because the 
writing has not also been signed by the witness. 

In accordance with these views, this measure would amend subdivision one of CPL 
section 60.35 to allow a party to impeach its own witness under that section by contradictory 
evidence consisting of "a statement written or signed by the witness, or an audiotaped, 
videotaped or other electronically recorded oral statement of such witness, or a transcript of an 
oral statement given under oath by such witness." The measure, which would take effect 
immediately and apply to "all criminal actions and proceedings commenced on or after such 
effective date," also would make conforming changes to subdivisions two and three of CPL 
section 60.35. 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to impeachment of a witness by proof 
of a prior contradictory statement 



The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 60.35 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

$60.35. Rules of evidence; impeachment of own witness by proof of prior contradictory 

statement. 1. When, upon examination by the party who called him or her, a witness in a criminal 

proceeding gives testimony upon a material issue of the case which tends to disprove the position 

of such party, such party may [introduce] impeach the witness by evidence [that such witness has 

previously made either] contradictorv to such testimony consisting of a [written] statement 

written or signed by [him] the witness. or an audiotaped. videotaped or other electronically 

recorded oral statement of such witness, or a transcript of an oral statement given under oath 

[contradictory to such testimony] bv such witness. 

2. Evidence concerning a prior contradictory statement introduced pursuant to subdivision 

one may be received only for the purpose of impeaching the credibility of the witness with 

respect to his or her testimony upon the subject, and does not constitute evidence in chef. Upon 

receiving such evidence at a jury trial, the court must so instruct the jury. 

3. When a witness has made or s h e d  - a prior [signed] written, [or] sworn or recorded 

statement contradictory to his or her testimony in a criminal proceeding upon a material issue of 

the case, but [his] & testimony does not tend to disprove the position of the party who called 

[him] the witness and elicited such testimony, evidence that the witness made such prior 

statement is not admissible, and such party may not use such prior statement for the purpose of 

refreshing the recollection of the witness in a manner that discloses its contents to the trier of the 

facts. 



$2. This act shall take effect immediately, and shall apply to all criminal actions and 

proceedings commenced on or after such effective date. 



49. Clarifying the Availability of a Persistent Felony Offender Sentence 
For Certain Second Child Sexual Assault Felony Offenders 
(PL 70.1 O(2)) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision two of Penal Law section 70.10 be 
amended to clarify that a defendant who meets the eligibility criteria for sentencing as a 
persistent felony offender under that section is not rendered ineligible for such a sentence merely 
because he or she also meets the criteria for sentencing as a second child sexual assault felony 
offender pursuant to Penal Law section 70.07. 

As currently written, subdivision two of Penal Law section 70.10 provides that, where a 
person has been found to be a persistent felony offender under the Criminal Procedure Law, and 
the Court makes the required findings under that subdivision, the defendant may be sentenced, 
"in lieu of. ..the sentence of imprisonment authorized by [Penal Law] section 70.00,70.02,70.04 
or 70.06," to a sentence of imprisonment authorized by Penal Law section 70.00 for a class A-I 
felony (PL section 70.1 O(2); emphasis added). 

The absence, in the "in lieu of '  clause of section 70.1 0(2), of an express reference to 
recently added Penal Law section 70.07 ("Sentence of imprisonment for second child sexual 
assault felony offender") could be construed as precluding the imposition of a persistent felony 
offender sentence on a defendant who satisfies the criteria for both a persistent felony offender 
and a second child sexual assault felony offender. The Committee disagrees with this reading of - 
the statute, and believes that the Legislature, had it intended to categorically preclude a defendant 
who satisfies the criteria for a second child sexual assault felony offender sentence from being 
sentenced under Penal Law section 70.1 0, would have included a reference to Penal Law section 
70.07 in subdivision one of section 70.10. &, PL section 70.1 O(1) [defining a persistent felony 
offender, inter alia, "as a person, other than a persistent violent felony offender as defined in 
[Penal Law] section 70.08;" emphasis added]. The lack of such a reference suggests that the 
Legislature did not intend to exclude persons who may be sentenced as second child sexual 
assault felony offenders from eligibility for the more severe (A-I felony) prison sentences 
available under Penal Law section 70.10. 

This measure would add an express reference in the "in lieu of'  clause of Penal Law 
section 70.10(2) to the second child sexual assault felony offender sentencing statute (PL section 
70.07), thereby making clear that a defendant who satisfies the criteria for sentencing as a 
persistent felony offender may be sentenced as such "in lieu of'  being sentenced as a second 
child sexual assault felony offender. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to the sentencing of persistent felony offenders 



The Peo~le  of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly. do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 2 of section 70.10 of the penal law, as amended by chapter 481 of 

the laws of 1978, is amended to read as follows: 

2. Authorized sentence. When the court has found, pursuant to the provisions of the 

criminal procedure law, that a person is a persistent felony offender, and when it is of the opinion 

that the history and character of the defendant and the nature and circumstances of his or her 

criminal conduct indicate that extended incarceration and life-time supervision will best serve the 

public interest, the court, in lieu of imposing the sentence of imprisonment authorized by section 

70.00,70.02,70.04 [or], 70.06 or 70.07 for the crime of which such person presently stands 

convicted, may impose the sentence of imprisonment authorized by that section for a class A-I 

felony. In such event, the reasons for the court's opinion shall be set forth in the record. 

$2. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law. 



50. Nonparty Motions to Quash a Subpoena 
(CPL 450.25,450.60,460.10,460.50) 

The Committee recommends that the Criminal Procedure Law be amended to authorize 
an expedited appeal to an intermediate appellate court, by permission, by a nonparty to a criminal 
case of an order denying the nonparty's motion to quash a subpoena duces tecum. 

The Court of Appeals has not squarely addressed the question whether a nonparty may 
directly appeal an order, issued during the course of a criminal proceeding, denying the 
nonparty's motion to quash a subpoena. With regard to such orders issued as part of a criminal 
investigation, however, the Court has consistently held that 

[a]n order denying or granting a motion to quash a subpoena issued in 
the course of a criminal investigation, prior to the commencement of a 
criminal action, may be appealable when issued by a court vested with 
civil jurisdiction ...[ citations omitted]. Such an order arises out of a 
special proceeding on the civil side of the court. 

People v. Santos, 64 NY2d 702, 704 [citing Matter of Cunningham v. Nadjari, 39 NY2d 3141, 
emphasis added; see also, Matter of Abrams, 62 NY2d 183; Matter of Santangello v. Peoule, 
38 NY2d 536; and Matter of Boikess v. Amland, 24 NY2d 136, 138-1 39. 

As explained by the Court in Peoule v. Johnson (103 AD2d 754 [2nd Dept. 1984]), 

[tlhe denial or grant of a motion to quash a Grand Jury subpoena, i.e., a 
subpoena issued in the course of a criminal investigation, is a final and 
appealable order.. . [citations omitted]. Since criminal charges may 
never be filed, the motion to quash a subpoena issued in a criminal 
investigation is construed as civil in nature and the order disposing of 
said motion is deemed to have been made in a special proceeding on 
the civil side of the cou rt...[ citation omitted], provided the court 
possesses both criminal and, at least limited, civil jurisdiction ... 
[citation omitted]. Such a subpoena is to be distinguished fiom a 
subpoena issued after a criminal action (CPL 1.20, subd. [ 161) has 
been commenced (CPL 1.20, subd. [I 7]), directing the production of 
information to aid in the prosecution or defense of a pending criminal 
trial. A motion to quash a subpoena issued in the course of a criminal 
action is a proceeding criminal in nature. 

Johnson, suura, at 754-755, emphasis added. 

In Santos, supra., the Court was faced with an appeal by a party (the People) in a pending 
criminal proceeding of an Appellate Division order dismissing an appeal of a pretrial order 



denying the party's motion to quash a subpoena for certain police records. Citing the general rule 
that "no appeal lies from an order arising out of a criminal proceeding absent specific statutory 
authorization," the Court dismissed the appeal. Id., at 704. The Court held that "an order 
determining a motion to quash a subpoena for the production of police reports, issued in the 
course of prosecution of a criminal action ..., arises out of a criminal proceeding ...[ citations 
omitted] for which no direct appellate review is authorized (CPL 450.10,450.20,450.90)." Id. 
The Court in Santos did not indicate whether the result would have been different had the motion 
to quash, and the appeal fiom the denial thereof, been at the request of a non~arty to the 
underlying criminal proceeding. 

Despite the lack of a clear directive from the Court of Appeals on this issue, the First and 
Second Departments have repeatedly recognized the right of a nonparty to appeal a trial court's 
order denying the nonparty's motion to quash a subpoena in a criminal case. See. e.g., 
Peovle v. Ba~ley, 279 AD2d 426 (1" Dept. 2001), leave denied, 96 NY2d 71 1; Matter of Grand 
Jurv Subpoena No. 2573f85,lll AD2d 891 (2"d Dept. l985), leave denied, 65 NY2d 606; People 
v. Marin, 86 AD2d 40 (2"d Dept. 1982); Johnson, supra, 103 AD2d at 755; see also, Peovle v. 
Purley, 297 AD2d 499,501 (1" Dept. 2002); Peo~le  v. Cabon, 150 Misc2d 1028 (App Term 
1991), leave denied, 183 AD2d 579; and People v. Rivera, NYLJ, 5/28/87, at 12, col. 6 (App 
Term 1987). In Marin, supra, for example, the Court considered an appeal by a nonparty, in a 
pending arson and murder prosecution, of a trial court order denying the nonparty's motion to 
quash a defense subpoena duces tecum. The defendant in Marin argued on the appeal that 
"whatever the law may be with respect to the denial of an application to quash a Grand Jury 
subpoena, no appeal lies from a denial of a motion to quash a subpoena duces tecum issued 
during a criminal trial, even if the purported appellant is a third party who is aggrieved thereby." 
Id., at 42. The Court rejected this argument, holding that, as to the nonparty, the order denying - 
the motion to quash the subpoena was "final ... and appealable." Id., at 43. In so holding, the Court 
stated as follows: 

Concededly, there is authority for the proposition that no appeal may 
be taken by either of the immediate parties to an underlying criminal 
action fiom a denial of an application to quash a trial subpoena duces 
tecum, since the propriety of such an order can be resolved on the 
direct appeal from any resulting judgment of conviction ...[ citation 
omitted]. However, the latter avenue of relief is totally unavailable 
to ...[ the nonparty in this case], who is clearly aggrieved by the County 
Court's order. Therefore, the denial of an appeal to the ...[ nonparty] at 
this juncture would irrevocably preclude it from any opportunity to 
vindicate its position before an appellate body, regarding the serious 
issues raised in its moving papers. 

Id., at 42. - 

This measure would provide much needed uniformity and clarity in this area by 



establishing an expedited procedure, within the framework of CPL Articles 450 and 460, for a 
nonparty in a pending criminal case to try to "vindicate its position [with respect to the denial of 
its motion to quash] before an appellate body." a. Specifically, the measure would create a new 
CPL section 450.25 to provide, inter alia, that, where a certificate granting leave to appeal has 
been issued pursuant to CPL section 460.1 5, "an appeal to an intermediate appellate court may be 
taken by a nonparty to a criminal action or proceeding from an order of a criminal court denying 
the nonparty's motion to quash a subpoena requiring the production of specified physical 
evidence." Under the measure, such an appeal could be taken only "upon reasonable notice to the 
parties to the action or proceeding," and with an opportunity for the parties to be heard, and 
would be "expeditiously filed, heard and determined" in accordance with rules governing such 
appeals to be adopted by the respective Appellate Divisions. 

Notably, the measure would also add a new subdivision seven to CPL section 460.50 to, 
inter alia, allow a nonparty that has obtained a certificate granting leave to appeal pursuant to 
CPL sections 450.25 and 460.15 to apply to the criminal court that denied its motion to quash for 
an order staying the underlying criminal action or proceeding pending determination of the 
appeal. If such application is denied by the criminal court, the nonparty, pursuant to newly added 
section 460.50(7), could then renew its stay application before the judge or justice of the 
intermediate appellate court who granted the nonparty's leave application. Under the measure, a 
nonparty's stay application could only be brought upon "reasonable notice" to the parties to the 
underlying action or proceeding, and the parties must be "accorded adequate opportunity to 
appear and be heard in support thereof or in opposition thereto." 

The Committee believes that a nonparty aggrieved by an order denying its motion to 
quash a subpoena duces tecum should have an opportunity to test the appropriateness of the order 
before an appellate tribunal. This measure will insure that appropriate and expeditious appellate 
review of these trial court orders is made available under the CPL. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to the appeal of an order denying a 
motion to quash a subpoena duces tecum by a nonparty 

The Peovle of the State of New York, revresented in Senate and Assembly, do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1. The criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new section 450.25 to read 

as follows: 

9450.25. Avveal by nonparty to intermediate avvellate court from order denving a 



motion to quash a subpoena duces tecum. 1. Provided that a certificate manting leave to appeal 

is issued ~ursuant to section 460.15. an appeal to an intermediate appellate court mav be taken by 

a nonpartv to a criminal action or proceeding from an order of a criminal court denving the 

non~arh's  motion to auash a subpoena reauiring; the production by such nonpartv of specified 

phvsical evidence. 

2. An a~vea l  taken vursuant to subdivision one shall be expeditiouslv filed, heard and 

determined in accordance with the rules of the avvellate division of the department in which such 

intermediate avuellate court is located. Such appeal may be taken only uvon reasonable notice to 

the parties to the action or proceeding who shall have an opportunitv to be heard thereon. 

3. The appellate division of each iudicial department shall adopt rules for providing 

notice to the varties vursuant to subdivision two, and for the exweditious filing, briefing. hearing 

and determination of appeals under this section. 

4. This section shall not apply where the subpoena that is the subiect of the motion to 

auash relates to a grand jury proceeding. 

$2. The opening paragraph of section 450.60 of the criminal procedure law is amended to 

read as follows: 

The particular intermediate appellate courts to which appeals authorized by sections 

450.10 [and], 450.20 and 450.25 must be taken are as follows: 

$3. Section 460.10 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new subdivision 

4-a to read as follows: 

4-a. An ap~ea l  bv a nonpartv to an intermediate av~ellate court by permission vursuant to 

section 450.25 shall be taken in accordance with the rules of the appellate division of the 



department in which such intermediate appellate court is located. 

$4. The title of section 460.50 of the criminal procedure law is amended, and a new 

subdivision 7 is added, to read as follows: 

4460.50. Stay of judgment or proceedin~s pending appeal to intermediate appellate court. 

- 
7. (a) Where a nonuarty to a criminal action or proceeding has. pursuant to section 

460.15, been granted a certificate granting leave to appeal an order of a criminal court vursuant to 

section 450.25, such nonvarty mav apply to the criminal court that issued such order for an order - 
staving such action or proceedinn pending the determination of the appeal. 

/b) If an application brought - pursuant - to paramaph (a) is denied. the nonpartv mav apply , 

4 

to the iudne or justice of the intermediate appellate court who granted such certificate for an 

order staving such action or proceeding - pending the determination of the appeal. 

(c) An application pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b) of thls subdivision shall be brought 

upon reasonable notice to the parties to such action or proceeding. - and such parties shall be 

accorded adeauate omortunitv to amear and be heard in support thereof or in opposition thereto. 

d 

Such apvlication shall be made in a manner determined bv the rules of the appellate division of 

the department in which such intermediate appellate court is located. 

55.  This act shall take effect 90 days after it shall have become a law; provided that any 

rules necessary for the implementation of this act shall be adopted on or before such effective 

date. 



5 1. Imprisonment Beyond Maximum Expiration 
Date of Determinate Sentence 
(PL 70.40(l)(b)) 

The Committee recommends that Penal Law section 70.40(l)(b) be amended to clarify 
that an inmate who has completed service of the entire term of a determinate sentence imposed 
by the Court may not be held further on that sentence absent his or her post-release violation of 
one or more conditions of post-release supervision as provided in Penal Law section 70.45(5)(d). 

Pursuant to Penal Law section 70.45, "[elach determinate sentence of imprisonment also 
includes, as a part thereof, an additional period of post-release supervision," which period "shall 
commence upon the person's release from imprisonment to supervision by the [Dlivision of 
[Plarole." PL section 70.45(1) and (5)(a). "Upon release from the underlying term of 
imprisonment, the person shall be furnished with a written statement setting forth the conditions 
of post-release supervision in sufficient detail to provide for the person's conduct and 
supervision" by the Division of Parole. PL section 70.45(3). Where a person violates one or more 
conditions of post-release supervision, he or she may be given a "time assessment" and returned 
to prison for not less than six months and not more than the balance of the period of post-release 
supervision, not to exceed five years. PL section 70.45(1) and(5)(d). 

When a person is serving a determinate sentence of imprisonment, release on that 
sentence may occur no sooner than the "conditional release" date of the sentence, which is six- 
sevenths of the term imposed. &, PL sections 70.30 and 70.40. An inmate who is denied 
conditional release on a determinate sentence may be required to serve the entire determinate 
term imposed before being released to post-release supervision. a. 

The Committee understands that the Division of Parole has interpreted Penal Law section 
70.45 as permitting the continued incarceration of certain inmates serving determinate sentences 
beyond the maximum expiration date of the determinate term imposed by the court, and has, 
along with the Department of Correctional Services, implemented a policy reflecting this 
interpretation. This construction, in effect, treats the maximum expiration date of the underlying 
determinate sentence as a "conditional release" date, thereby allowing an inmate who, for 
example, on such maximum expiration date has failed to secure satisfactory post-release housing, 
to be held, without ever beinn released to post-release supervision, for up to the entire period of 
post-release supervision. The Committee strongly disagrees with this reading of Penal Law 
section 70.45, and believes that it is contrary to both the plain language of that section and the 
Legislative objectives underlying it. 

The Committee is of the view that post-release supervision, as indicated by its very name 
and by the statutory directive that supervision by the Division of Parole not commence until the 
inmate's "release from imprisonment" (PL section 70.45(5)(a)), was clearly intended to be served 
@-release. Similar to parole supervision, it was created by the Legislature both to insure that 
communities who receive former inmates are protected from further victimization, and to try to 



maximize offenders7 successful reintegration into society. a, generally, Domino, Practice 
Commentary, McKinney's Cons. Laws of N.Y., Book 39, Penal Law section 70.45,2003 
Cumulative Pocket Part at 162-163 [citing Legislative Memorandum in Support of chapter 1 of 
the Laws of 19981. And, like parole supervision, it was designed to insure that offenders who, 
following their release fiom institutional confinement, violate the conditions of supervision, are 
subject to immediate re-incarceration. Contrary to the position espoused by the Division of 
Parole, post-release supervision was not intended to serve as a second "conditional release" date 
for determinate sentences, such that an inmate denied release after serving six-sevenths of the 
determinate term imposed by the court could again be denied release after serving the full term 
(i.e., seven-sevenths) of the sentence. 

This measure would add a new subparagraph (iii) to paragraph (b) of subdivision one of 
Penal Law section 70.40 to remove any doubt that an inmate serving a determinate sentence of 
imprisonment who is denied conditional release (i.e., who is not released after serving six- 
sevenths of the determinate term) may not be held on such sentence beyond the maximum 
expiration date of the sentence unless, following release, he or she violates one or more 
conditions of post-release supervision. The measure would have no impact on the existing 
authority of the Board of Parole, under subdivision three of section 70.45, to "impose as a 
condition of post-release supervision that for a period not exceeding six months immediately 
following release fiom the underlying term of imprisonment the person be transferred to and 
participate in the programs of a residential treatment facility" as that term is defined in the 
Correction Law. 

The Committee believes that justice can only truly be served where the parties to a 
criminal prosecution, and the sentencing court itself, have an accurate understanding of the 
parameters of the sentence imposed. This is especially true where, as here, the sentence involves 
a commitment of the defendant to state prison. This measure serves that purpose by amending the 
Penal Law to make absolutely clear that a defendant who has served seven-sevenths of a 
determinate term imposed by the court must, assuming he or she has no other sentence holds or 
other detainers, be released to post-release supervision. 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to determinate sentences of imprisonment 

The Peovle of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (b) of subdivision one of section 70.40 of the penal law, as amended 

by chapter 3 of the laws of 1995, is amended to read as follows: 



(b) A person who is serving one or more than one indeterminate or determinate sentence 

of imprisonment shall, if he or she so requests, be conditionally released from the institution in 

which he or she is confined when the total good behavior time allowed to him or her, pursuant to 

the provisions of the correction law, is equal to the unserved portion of his or her term, maximum 

term or aggregate maximum term; provided, however, that (i) in no event shall a person serving 

one or more indeterminate sentence of imprisonment and one or more determinate sentence of 

imprisonment which run concurrently be conditionally released until serving at least six-sevenths 

of the determinate term of imprisonment which has the longest unexpired time to run and (ii) in 

no event shall a person be conditionally released prior to the date on which such person is first 

eligible for discretionary parole release and (iiil except as provided in paramauh (dl of 

subdivision five of section 70.45, in no event shall a person who is not conditionallv released be 

held on such sentence or sentences beyond the term, maximum term or agmenate maximum term 

of the sentence which has the longest unex~ired term to run. The conditions of release, including 

those governing post-release supervision, shall be such as may be imposed by the state board of 

parole in accordance with the provisions of the executive law. 

Every person so released shall be under the supervision of the state board of parole for a 

period equal to the unserved portion of the tenn, maximum tenn, aggregate maximum term, or 

period of post-release supervision. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



52. Providing Written Instructions Regarding 
the Offense Charged to Jurors Upon Request 
(CPL 3 10.30) 

The Committee recommends that section 3 10.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law be 
amended to allow a trial judge, without the consent of the parties, to provide a deliberating jury, 
upon its request therefor, with written instructions regarding the elements of the crime or crimes 
charged, or of any defense or affirmative defense submitted in relation thereto. 

Sections 3 10.20 and 3 10.30 of the Criminal Procedure Law specify the materials that may 
be provided by the court to a deliberating jury, which include exhlbits received in evidence as 
may be permitted by the court (CPL section 3 10.20(1)), a verdict sheet (CPL section 3 10.20(2)), 
a written list of the names of the witnesses whose testimony was presented during the trial (CPL 
section 310.20(3)) and, under certain circumstances and with the consent of the parties, copies of 
the text of a statute (CPL section 3 10.30). 

It is not uncommon, especially in complex prosecutions involving numerous counts with 
multiple defendants, for a deliberating jury to ask the trial judge to provide it with written 
instructions on elements of some or all of the offenses submitted, and any related defenses. 
Because, however, there is nothing in existing CPL section 310.30 that would expressly permit a 
court to provide the jury with these materials, a trial judge who complies with such a request, 
especially without first obtaining the defendant's consent, may be committing reversible error. 
See generally, Peovle v. Damiano (87 NY2d 477), People v. Johnson (8 1 NY2d 980) and People -9 

v. Owens (69 NY2d 585). 

This measure would amend CPL section 3 10.30 to expressly permit a trial judge to 
respond to a deliberating jury's request for written instructions regarding the elements of one or 
more of the crimes or defenses submitted by providing the requested materials to the jury. Under 
the measure, there would be no need to obtain the consent of the parties prior to such submission, 
but counsel for both parties would be permitted to examine the written instructions and be heard 
thereon, and the documents would be marked as a court exhibit, prior to their submission to the 
j ury. 

This measure, which is more limited in scope than the Committee's previously endorsed 
proposal to amend CPL section 3 10.30 to allow a Trial Court to provide a deliberating jury with 
written copies of all or a portion of its charge (B, Proposal 35, supra), would nonetheless 
facilitate the deliberative process by allowing a jury that so requests to take into its deliberations 
written instructions regarding the elements or defenses submitted for its consideration. 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to jury deliberations 



The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 3 10.30 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by chapter 208 of 

the laws of 1980, is amended to read as follows: 

$3 10.30. Jury deliberation; request for information. At any time during its deliberation, 

the jury may request the court for further instruction or information with respect to the law, with 

respect to the content or substance of any trial evidence, or with respect to any other matter 

pertinent to the jury's consideration of the case. Upon such a request, the court must direct that 

the jury be returned to the courtroom and, after notice to both the people and counsel for the 

defendant, and in the presence of the defendant, must give such requested information or 

instruction as the court deems proper. With the consent of the parties and upon the request of the 

jury for further instruction with respect to a statute, the court may also give to the jury copies of 

the text of any statute which, in its discretion, the court deems proper. In addition. where the iury 

reauests written instructions regarding - the elements of anv offense submitted. or of anv defense 

or affirmative defense submitted in relation thereto. the court mav provide the iurv with such 

written instructions as the iurv has reauested and the court deems orover. Before giving to the 

jurv such written instructions regarding the elements of anv offense or of anv defense or 

affirmative defense pursuant to this section. the court shall permit counsel to examine such 

written instructions. shall afford counsel an opvortunitv to be heard and shall mark such written 

instructions as a court exhibit. 

92. This act shall take effect immediately, and shall apply to all trials commenced on or 

after such effective date. 



53. Definition of Fraudulent Insurance Act 
(PL 176.05) 

The Committee recommends that Penal Law section 176.05 be amended to clarify that 
the term "fraudulent insurance act," as used in the definitions of the Penal Law Article 176 
insurance fraud crimes, includes a "fraudulent health care insurance act" as defined in that 
section. 

Article 176 of the Penal Law, which deals with insurance fraud and establishes six 
different degrees of that crime, was amended in 1998 to, inter alia, strengthen the State's ability 
to deter Medicaid fraud and abuse. See, Donnino, Supplementary Practice Commentary, 
McKinney's Cons. Laws of N.Y ., Book 39, Penal Law Article 176 at 11; see also, L. 1998, chap. 
2. When, as part of these amendments, the Legislature modified Penal Law section 176.05 to 
define the term "fraudulent health care insurance act," it failed to clarify that the conduct 
described in the new definition is a tvpe of "fraudulent insurance act." As a result, under a literal 
reading of Article 176, a ''fraudulent health care insurance act" does not fall within any of the six 
"insurance fraud" crimes defined in that Article. As suggested in the Supplementary Practice 
Commentary to Article 176, this could not have been intended by the Legislature, as it would 
render the 1998 amendments to section 176.05 a nullity. See, Donnino, supra, at 1 1-12. 

The Committee agrees that, in amending section 176.05, the Legislature clearly intended 
that the crime of insurance fraud include acts constituting a "fraudulent health care insurance 
act." This measure would clarify that intent by adding language to section 176.05 to specifically 
provide that, for purposes of Article 176, the term "fraudulent insurance act" includes both a 
"fraudulent commercial or personal insurance act" and a "fraudulent health care insurance act." 
The measure would also make conforming amendments to the title of Penal Law section 176.05. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to clarifying the applicability of the definition of 
fraudulent health care insurance act 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1 .  Section 176.05 of the penal law, as amended by chapter 2 of the laws of 1998, 

is amended to read as follows: 

8 176.05. [Insurance fraud] Fraudulent insurance act; defined. 



A fraudulent insurance act means and includes a fraudulent commercial or personal 

insurance act. or a fraudulent health care insurance act. as each such term is defined in this 

section. 

1. A fraudulent commercial or personal insurance act is committed by any person who, 

knowingly and with intent to defraud presents, causes to be presented, or prepares with 

knowledge or belief that it will be presented to or by an insurer, self insurer, or purported insurer, 

or purported [self insurer] self-insurer, or any agent thereof, any written statement as part of, or in 

support of, an application for the issuance of, or the rating of a commercial insurance policy, or 

certificate or evidence of self insurance for commercial insurance or commercial self insurance, 

or a claim for payment or other benefit pursuant to an insurance policy or self insurance program 

for commercial or personal insurance which he or she knows to: (i) contain materially false 

information concerning any fact material thereto; or (ii) conceal, for the purpose of misleading, 

information concerning any fact material thereto. 

2. A fraudulent health care insurance act is committed by any person who, knowingly and 

with intent to defraud, presents, causes to be presented, or prepares with knowledge or belief that 

it will be presented to, or by, an insurer or purported insurer or self-insurer, or any agent thereof, 

any written statement or other physical evidence as part of, or in support of, an application for the 

issuance of a health insurance policy, or a policy or contract or other authorization that provides 

or allows coverage for, membership or enrollment in, or other services of a public or private 

health plan, or a claim for payment, services or other benefit pursuant to such policy, contract or 

plan, which he or she knows to: 

(a) contain materially false information concerning any material fact thereto; or 



(b) conceal, for the purpose of misleading, information concerning any fact material 

thereto. Such policy or contract or plan or authorization shall include, but not be limited to, those 

issued or operating pursuant to any public or governmentally-sponsored or supported plan for 

health care coverage or services or those otherwise issued or operated by entities authorized 

pursuant to the public health law. For purposes of this subdivision an "application for the 

issuance of a health insurance policy" shall not include (A) any application for a health insurance 

policy or contract approved by the superintendent of insurance pursuant to the provisions of 

sections three thousand two hundred sixteen, four thousand three hundred four, four thousand 

three hundred twenty-one or four thousand three hundred twenty-two of the insurance law or any 

other application for a health insurance policy or contract approved by the superintendent of 

insurance in the individual or direct payment market; and (B) any application for a certificate 

evidencing coverage under a self-insured plan or under a group contract approved by the 

superintendent of insurance. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 



54. Including Child Support Compliance Information 
Within Scope of Pre-Sentence Investigation 
(CPL 390.30) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision one of CPL section 390.30 be amended to 
add a defendant's "chld support order status" and "child support order compliance" to the list of 
matters required to be investigated by the probation agency responsible for preparing the 
defendant's pre-sentence report. 

Subdivision one of CPL section 390.30 establishes the scope of a pre-sentence 
investigation, and requires that information be gathered 

with respect to the circumstances attending the commission of the 
offense, the defendant's history of delinquency or criminality, and the 
defendant's social history, employment history, family situation, 
economic status, education, and personal habits. Such investigation 
may also include any other matter which the agency conducting the 
investigation deems relevant to the question of sentence, and must 
include any matter the court directs to be included. 

CPL section 390.30(1). 

This measure would amend CPL section 390.30(1) to expand the scope of the pre- 
sentence investigation to include an inquiry into the defendant's child support order status (i.e., 
whether the defendant is currently subject to a child support order), as well as the extent of the 
defendant's compliance with any such order. The Committee believes that requiring the 
collection of information about a defendant's outstanding child support obligations as part of the 
pre-sentence investigation process will allow the sentencing court to make a more informed 
decision about an appropriate sanction, especially where a possible sentence of probation or a 
conditional discharge is contemplated. &, Penal Law section 65.10(2)(f)[authorizing a 
sentencing court to impose, as a condition of probation or a conditional discharge, a requirement 
that the defendant "[s]upport his dependents and meet other family responsibilities"]. 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to pre-sentence investigations 

The Peowle of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly, do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1 .  Subdivision 1 of section 390.30 of the criminal procedure law is amended to 



read as follows: 

1. The investigation. The pre-sentence investigation consists of the gathering of 

information with respect to the circumstances attending the commission of the offense, the 

defendant's history of delinquency or criminality, and the defendant's social history, employment 

history, family situation, child supvort order status. child support order compliance, economic 

status, education, and personal habits. Such investigation may also include any other matter 

which the agency conducting the investigation deems relevant to the question of sentence, and 

must include any matter the court directs to be included. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately, and shall apply to offenses committed on or 

after such effective date. 



5 5 .  Calculation of Concurrent Indeterminate Sentences 
(PL 70.30(l)(a)) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision one of Penal Law section 70.30 be 
amended to require that time served under imprisonment on an indeterminate or determinate 
sentence be credited to both the minimum period and maximum term of any concurrent 
indeterminate sentence, subject to the limitation that any time served prior to the defendant's 
release to parole, conditional release, maximum expiration, post-release supervision, stay of 
execution pending appeal or vacatur of sentence shall not be credited to any concurrent 
indeterminate or determinate sentence imposed after such release. 

Pursuant to paragraph (a) of subdivision one of Penal Law section 70.30, when two or 
more sentences of imprisonment run concurrently, the time served under imprisonment on any of 
the concurrent sentences must be credited against each of the other concurrent sentences. PL 
section 70.30(l)(a). As currently written, section 70.30(l)(a) directs that this credit be applied 
only to the minimum period of any concurrent indeterminate sentences; no credit is applied to the 
maximum term of these sentences. Where, however, the concurrent sentence being credited is a 
determinate sentence, the credit is applied to the entire "term" of the determinate sentence. PL 
section 70.30(l)(a). 

It has been suggested that this discrepancy in the crediting of sentences under Penal Law 
section 70.30(l)(a) has the effect of providing a greater benefit to defendants sentenced for 
violent felony offenses (i.e., those serving determinate sentences under Penal Law sections 70.02, 
70.04,70.06(6) or 70.07) than to defendants sentenced for non-violent felony offenses (i.e., in 
general, those serving indeterminate sentences). For example, the fact that credit for time served 
on a given sentence is applied only to the minimum period of any concurrent indeterminate 
sentences, and not to the maximum term, means that the conditional release ("CR) date on the 
credited indeterminate sentences remains unchanged. &, generally, Correction Law section 
803(l)(b)[providing that a person serving an indeterminate sentence of imprisonment, other than 
a sentence with a maximum of life, may receive a "good behavior" time allowance not to exceed 
one-third of the maximum term imposed by the court; emphasis added] and PL section 
70.40(l)(b)[providing that a person serving one or more than one indeterminate sentence may be 
conditionally released from the institution in which he or she is confined "when the total good 
behavior time allowed to him pursuant to the ... correction law is equal to the unserved portion of 
his.. .maximum term or aggregate maximum term;" emphasis added]. 

In contrast, when the same credit for time served is applied, as required by Penal Law 
section 70.30(l)(a), to the "term" of any concurrent determinate sentences, the CR date for those 
sentences is directly impacted, to the defendant's benefit, because the CR date for determinate 
sentences is calculated using the "term" of the sentence. &, Correction Law section 803(l)(c) 
and PL section 70.40(l)(b). 

In addition, where concurrent sentences are imposed and the "controlling" sentence (i.e., 



the sentence with the longest unexpired time to run) is an indeterminate sentence, the existing 
crediting provision of Penal Law section 70.30(l)(a) will have no effect on the maximum 
expiration date of the "merged" concurrent sentences. See, PL section 70.30(l)(a)[providing that, 
for concurrent sentences, "[tlhe maximum term or terms of the indeterminate sentences and the 
term or terms of the determinate sentences shall merge in and be satisfied by discharge of the 
term which has the longest unexpired time to run"]. In contrast, where the "controlling" sentence 
is a determinate sentence, the credit applied under section 70.30(l)(a) will result in an earlier 
"maximum expiration" date for the merged sentences. a. 

This measure would address t h s  discrepancy in section 70.30(l)(a) by requiring that time 
served under imprisonment on a given sentence be credited to both the minimum maximum 
terms of a concurrent indeterminate sentence. At the same time, the measure would eliminate 
another, presumably unintended, consequence of existing section 70.30(l)(a) by denying dl 
credit against any concurrent indeterminate sentence (i-e., against both the maximum 
minimum terms thereof) or concurrent determinate sentence where the sentence to which the 
concurrent credit would be applied is imposed after the defendant's release (e-g., on parole, 
conditional release or post-release supervision) on the sentence on which the claimed credit was 
earned. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to the calculation of concurrent indeterminate and 
determinate sentences of imprisonment 

The People of the State of New York, re~resented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (a) of subdivision 1 of section 70.30 of the penal law, as amended 

by chapter 3 of the laws of 1995, is amended to read as follows: 

(a) If the sentences run concurrently, the time served under imprisonment on any of the 

sentences shall be credited against the minimum periods and maximum terms of all the 

concurrent indeterminate sentences and against the terms of all the concurrent determinate 

sentences, subject to the following limitation: In the event a defendant serving a determinate or 

indeterminate sentence is released to parole. conditional release. maximum expiration. vost- 



release suvervision. stav of execution vending appeal or vacatur of sentence. any time served 

prior to such release shall not be credited to any concurrent determinate or indeterminate 

sentence imposed after such release. This limitation shall not affect the sentence credit authorized 

by subdivision five of this section. The maximum term or terms of the indeterminate sentences 

and the term or terms of the determinate sentences shall merge in and be satisfied by discharge of 

the term which has the longest unexpired time to run; 

92. This act shall take effect immediately. 



111. New Measures 

1. Dismissal of Felony Complaint on Consent 
(CPL 180.85) 

The Committee recommends that a new section 180.85 be added to the Criminal 
Procedure Law to authorize the dismissal of felony complaints held for Grand Jury action but not 
presented after the passage of months, or even years. These pending unresolved complaints, so- 
called "stale complaints," prejudice employment, licensing and other opportunities for the 
persons they charge; but present law provides no mechanism for seeking their dismissal, 
regardless of their age. The serious nature of this problem was the subject of a September 2003 
report of the New York State Commission of Investigation (SCI), which examined the pendency 
of thousands of stale felony complaints in Monroe County and the ongoing efforts of the District 
Attorney there to deal with the tremendous backlog of these accusatory instruments. 

To remedy this problem, the Committee has for years proposed amending the Criminal 
Procedure Law to authorize the dismissal of stale complaints on motion of either party pursuant 
to Criminal Procedure Law section 30.30. However, this proposal has not been enacted by the 
Legislature, perhaps out of concern that such use of the section 30.30 procedure might imply the 
prosecutor's failure to act promptly. 

This year, we offer a totally new approach to this problem. The need for a remedy has 
become even more urgent in light of the Legislature's expansion of the circumstances in which 
fingerprint checks can be made a condition of employment, licensing, benefits, services, etc. See, 
e.g., Chapter 7 of the Laws of 1999 [requiring, inter alia, the Office of Children and Family 
Services to conduct fingerprint-based criminal history record checks of prospective foster and 
adoptive parents and persons over the age of 18 residing in the parents' home] and Chapter 180 
of the Laws of 2000 [requiring, inter alia, fingerprint-based criminal history screening as a 
condition for certification of certain education professionals]. 

Under the Committee's proposal presented this year, a stale felony complaint could 
simply be dismissed on consent of the parties and the court.' The measure would require a local 
criminal court or superior court, after the defendant's arraignment on a felony complaint, to 
dismiss the complaint or any count thereof "on the written motion of either party or on its own 

* ~ o t a b l ~ ,  in its recent report on Monroe County, the SCI recommended that the Legislature 
adopt the Committee's long-standing CPL 30.30 felony complaint dismissal proposal, but 
suggested that the proposal be modified to allow for dismissal "with the consent of all parties, on 
a ground and in a manner satisfactory to the court." See, State of New York Commission of 
Investigation, "An Investigation Into the Timely Disposition of Felony Complaints Awaiting 
Grand Jury Action in Monroe County by District Attorney Howard R. Relin," September, 2003, 
at 64-65. . 



motion"' on consent of the parties. Under the measure, the dismissal motion could only be made 
where the count or counts of the felony complaint sought to be dismissed "have not been 
presented to a [Glrand [Jlury or otherwise disposed of'  pursuant to the Criminal Procedure Law. 
The motion would be required to be made on at least thirty days' written notice to the parties, 
provided that such written notice "shall be given not earlier than eight months following the date 
of arraignment on the felony complaint." 

The measure would not require the express consent of the non-moving party to the 
dismissal. Rather, a party will be "deemed" to have consented to the dismissal unless, prior to the 
expiration of the thirty-day period, the non-moving party files a written "notice of opposition" 
with the court. With one exception, the court would be required to deny the motion whenever a 
timely "notice of opposition" is filed. 

The exception, set forth in subdivision four of proposed section 180.85, would allow the 
court, in its discretion, to postpone action on the dismissal motion for a period of forty-five days 
from the filing of a "notice of opposition" by the People. Where the charges still have not been 
presented to a Grand Jury or otherwise been disposed of by the expiration of the forty-five day 
period, the court would be required to grant the motion to dismiss unless the People, within that 
forty-five day period and on at least five day's written notice to the defendant, show "good 
cause" for their failure to present the charges or dispose of the case. This forty-five day 
postponement provision would allow the court to, in effect, override a prosecutor's "notice of 
opposition" where, for example, the prosecutor follows a practice of filing a "pro forma" notice 
on every single 180.85 motion, or files a notice with respect to a felony complaint that is a year 
or more old where he or she has taken no action to indict since the arraignment, despite the 
availability of all necessary witnesses and the defendant. Where the court exercises this 
"override" authority and dismisses the complaint at the end of the forty-five day postponement 
period, the prosecutor would, under section three of the measure (amending CPL section 
450.20(1)), have an appeal as of right Erom the dismissal order. 

In an effort to further streamline the "consent dismissal" process, subdivision eight of 
proposed section 180.85 would require the Chief Administrator of the Courts to adopt forms for 
the dismissal motion and the notice of opposition. The intent here is to reduce the process of 
making a CPL 180.85 "consent dismissal" motion to the filing of a simple, one-page form 
wherein the moving party (or the court) would identify the case name and docket number and 
effectively put the other party or parties on notice that a consent dismissal is sought in the action. 
Unlike a motion to dismiss on speedy trial or other grounds, there would, in the typical CPL 
180.85 application, be no formal motion papers or memoranda of law exchanged by the parties, 

 h he concept of allowing the court to itself "move,"on notice to the parties, for a consent 
dismissal is intended to provide a procedural vehicle for dealing with what is, in many 
jurisdictions, a large backlog of unindicted felony complaints that are so "stale" that there has 
been no action or appearance in the cases for an extended period (e.g., a year or more), and where 
the parties themselves may not even be aware that the cases are still pending. 



and no need for the court to review and calculate "excludable" and "includable" adjournment 
periods. 

To emphasize that this simplified procedure is not intended to resemble traditional 
"motion practice," the measure would expressly provide that "[tlhe period fkom the making of a 
[section 180.851 motion ... until its determination by the court shall not, by reason of such motion, 
be considered a period of delay for purposes of subdivision four of [CPL] section 30.30, and such 
period shall not, by reason of such motion, be excluded in computing the time within which the 
[Pleople must be ready for trial pursuant to such section 30.30." See, subdivision five of 
proposed section 180.85. Similarly, subdivision six of proposed section 180.85 would provide 
that a dismissal under that section would not preclude the People from filing a new accusatory 
instrument charging the dismissed count or counts "where such filing is in accordance with" CPL 
Articles 30 and 180. The intent of these two subdivisions (five and six) is to make clear that the 
bringing of a CPL 180.85 motion does not interrupt the running of the CPL section 30.30 speedy 
trial "clock," and the granting of a dismissal motion under that section would not preclude the 
People from subsequently filing an indictment in the case (or another felony complaint) where 
they believe the six-month speedy trial period has, in fact, not elapsed. In effect, the measure 
would create an entirely new statutory basis and procedure for the dismissal of a felony 
complaint, and would have no impact whatsoever on any speedy trial rights or remedies the 
parties might have under existing law. 

Pursuant to subdivision seven of proposed section 180.85, where a motion to dismiss is 
made and the court, following the filing of a timely "notice of opposition," denies the motion, the 
moving party would be precluded fkom filing another motion under that section "until at least six 
months fkom the date of such denial." 

Finally, as with a dismissal of an accusatory instrument on any of the grounds set forth in 
existing CPL section 170.30 (e-g., speedy trial, interest of justice, facial insufficiency), a consent 
dismissal under proposed section 180.85 would, under the measure, constitute a "termination in 
favor of the accused" subject to the sealing provisions of CPL section 160.50. See, section one of 
the measure [amending the definition of "termination in favor of the accused" in CPL section 
160.50(3)@) to add a reference to the CPL 180.85 consent dismissal]. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to dismissal of a felony complaint on 
consent 

The Peo~le  of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 



Section 1. Paragraph (b) of subdivision 3 of section 160.50 of the criminal procedure law, 

as amended by chapter 487 of the laws of 2001, is amended to read as follows: 

(b) an order to dismiss the entire accusatory instrument against such person pursuant to 

section 170.30, 170.50, 170.55, 170.56, 180.70, 180.85,210.20,210.46 or 210.47 of this chapter 

was entered or deemed entered and the people have not appealed from such order or the 

determination of an appeal or appeals by the people from such order has been against the people; 

or 

$2, The criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new section 180.85 to read as 

follows: 

6 180.85 Proceedings upon felony complaint; dismissal on consent. 1. After arraimment 

of a defendant upon a felony comvlaint, the local criminal court or suverior court before which 

the action is pending shall, on the written motion of either partv or on its own motion, and in 

accordance with the provisions of this section. dismiss such felony complaint. or anv count 

thereof, on consent of the parties. 

2. A motion pursuant to subdivision one, including one initiated bv the court, mav be 

made only where the count or counts of the felony com~laint sought to be dismissed have not 

been presented to a wand I U N  or otherwise disposed of in accordance with this chapter. Such 

motion shall be on at least thirtv days' written notice to the varties to the action. and such written 

notice shall be niven not earlier than eight months following the date of a r ra iment  on the 

felonv com~laint. 

3. A partv shall be deemed to have consented to a dismissal vursuant to this section 

unless, vrior to determination of the motion therefor, such vartv files a written notice of its 



owwosition to the motion with the court. Except as otherwise provided in subdivision four. where 

such a notice of owposition is filed with the court pursuant to this subdivision. the motion shall be d 

denied. 

4. Notwithstanding anv other vrovision of this section. where the peoule file a notice of 

owposition pursuant to subdivision three. the court shall either denv the motion to dismiss or 

postpone its determination thereof for a period of forty-five days from the filing of such notice of 

owvosition. Where the court so postpones its determination. and where the charge - or charges - 

sought to be dismissed have not been presented to a =and iury or otherwise disposed of by the 

expiration of such forty-five dav veriod. the court shall. at such time. =ant the motion to dismiss 

with respect to such charges; wrovided. however that the court shall denv the motion to dismiss 

where, within such fortv-five day veriod. the people, on at least five davs written notice to the 

defendant. show good cause for their failure to so present or otherwise dispose of the charge or 

charges. 

5.The period from the making of a motion wursuant to this section until its determination 

bv the court shall not. by reason of such motion, be considered a period of delav for purposes of 

subdivision four of section 30.30. and such period shall not. by reason of such motion, be 

excluded in comvuting the time within which the peo~ le  must be ready for trial pursuant to such 

section 30.30. 

6 .  Where a felony com~laint or a count thereof is dismissed pursuant to this section, 

4 

nothing contained herein shall be deemed to wreclude the weowle from subseauentlv filing an 

accusatorv instrument charging such dismissed count or counts where such filing is in 

accordance with the ~rovisions of this section. article 30 and any other relevant provisions of this 
.I 



chavter. 

7. Where a ~artv's motion to dismiss is denied bv the court pursuant to this section, such 

moving party mav not bring a subseauent motion under this section until at least six months from 

the date of such denial. 

8. The chief administrator of the courts shall adopt forms for the motion for dismissal 

authorized by subdivision one and for the notice of opposition specified in subdivision three. 

$3. Subdivision 1 of section 450.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended to read as 

follows: 

1. An order dismissing an accusatory instrument or a count thereof, entered pursuant to 

section 170.30, 170.50, subdivision four of section 180.85 or section 21 0.20; 

94. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law, and shall apply to all criminal actions, whenever commenced, 

except that, with respect to actions commenced prior to such effective date, the written notice 

required by subdivision two of section 180.85 of the criminal procedure law, as added by section 

two of this act, may be given no earlier than eight months from the date of arraignment on the 

felony complaint in such action or sixty days from such effective date, whichever is later. 



2. Exoneration of Bail on a Pending Felony Complaint 
(CPL sections 530.20 and 530.40) 

The Committee recommends that sections 530.20 and 530.40 of the Criminal Procedure 
Law be amended to require the granting, by a local criminal court or superior court, of a 
defendant's application for exoneration of bail, absent a showing of "good cause" why bail 
should not be exonerated, where a felony complaint has been pending for at least 45 days from 
the defendant's arraignment thereon with no action by the Grand Jury. 

This measure would address the bail status of a defendant charged in a pending felony 
complaint who makes bail and may be required to return to court repeatedly, often over a period 
of several weeks or months, while awaiting Grand Jury action. As noted in a recent New York 
Law Journal article on the topic, a defendant in this situation 

can request that the criminal court exonerate his bail and return the 
money pending action of the [Glrand [Jlury and subsequent 
arraignment in a superior court if indicted. The local courts, however, 
are often reluctant to do so. Assistant district attorneys routinely claim 
they are within the People's statutory [speedy trial] time frame ... and 
that the bail is necessary to ensure the defendant will return to court for 
his next scheduled appearance. It is interesting to note, however, that 
the similarly charged defendant, unable to make bail, must be released 
on his own recognizance 45 days after the initial arraignment in the 
local criminal court, if the district attorney has failed to obtain an 
indictment [citing CPL section 190.801. This results in the rather 
perverse situation where one defendant must be released without bail 
while another defendant, facing the same charges and potential 
penalty, who made bail and returns for his court appearances regularly, 
is not entitled to have his bail funds returned. 

MacNamara, Outside Counsel, Defendants 'Limbo: From Felony Complaint to Grand Jury 
Action, NYW, June 27,2003 at p.4, col. 4. 

Noting that a defendant who is able to raise sufficient money for bail often does so by 
borrowing from family members and friends, the author argues that 

[i]t is unreasonable that those individuals should have to suffer 
financially due to prosecutorial inaction or indifference. Forty-five 
days is more than a sufficient time period for the People to secure an 
indictment. If the [Pleople have not secured an indictment within 45 
days of the initial court appearance, the incarcerated defendant 



should be released and bail should be exonerated for the defendant 
who was free on bail. This will encourage the People to critically 
evaluate their case at an early stage and either secure an indictment or 
offer a reasonable plea. 

Id., at p.5, co1.4. 

The Committee agrees that, where there is no action on a pending felony complaint for a 
period of 45 days from arraignment, a defendant who is able to make bail should, barring unusual 
circumstances, be in no worse a position with respect to his or her bail status than a defendant 
charged with an identical offense who could not make bail. This measure would address this 
discrepancy in the law by, in effect, creating a "presumption" in favor of bail exoneration after a 
45-day period has elapsed with no Grand Jury action on a felony complaint. Specifically, the 
measure would add a new subdivision three to CPL section 530.20 to require the granting by a 
local criminal court of a defendant's application for exoneration of bail, absent a showing of 
"good cause" by the People why bail should not be exonerated, where the felony complaint, on 
the date of such application, has been pending in such court, with no action by the grand jury, for 
a period of at least 45 days from the defendant's arraignment thereon. The measure, which would 
take effect immediately upon enactment, would make a similar amendment to CPL section 
530.40, to allow the defendant's application for exoneration to be made in a superior court when 
the felony complaint is pending there. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to exoneration of bail 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 530.20 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 3, to read as follows: 

3. When a local criminal court has, in accordance with this section. ordered bail with 

respect to a defendant charged by felony complaint, and the defendant is subsequentlv at liberty 

in the action following; the posting of bail. such court shall exonerate bail and order recognizance 

when. at the time of the defendant's application therefor. the felony complaint has been pending 



in such local criminal court, with no action of the mand iury. for a period of at least 45 davs from 

the date of the defendant's arraignment thereon; provided. however. that the court may deny such 

avplication where the people show good cause why bail should not be exonerated. 

$2. Section 530.40 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new subdivision 

5, to read as follows: 

5. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision two. where a defendant charged by 

felonv comvlaint is at liberty in the action following the posting of bail. the court shall exonerate 

bail and order recognizance when. at the time of the defendant's apvlication therefor. such felony 

complaint has been ~endinrr. with no action of the mand jury, for a period of at least 45 davs 

from the date of defendant's arraignment thereon: provided. however, that the court mav deny 

such application where the veovle show good cause why bail should not be exonerated. 

93. This act shall take effect immediately. 



3. Authorizing a Definite Sentence of Imprisonment For 
Certain Non-Violent, Non-Drug Class C Felony Offenses 
(PL 70.00(4)) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision four of Penal Law section 70.00 be 
amended to expand the ability of a sentencing court to impose a definite sentence of 
imprisonment, in lieu of an indeterminate sentence, for certain non-violent, non-drug class C 
felonies for which a sentence to probation, a conditional discharge or a fine alone is currently an 
authorized sentence. 

Penal Law section 70.00(1) sets forth the general rule that a sentence of imprisonment for 
a non-violent felony offense, including a class C non-violent felony, must be an indeterminate 
sentence. Subdivision four of that section establishes an exception to this rule by allowing for the 
imposition of a definite sentence of imprisonment for persons, other than second or persistent 
felony offenders, convicted of a class C felony offense defined in Penal Law Article 220 or 221. 
That subdivision provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

When a person, other than a second or persistent Celony offender, is 
sentenced for ... a class C felony specified in article two hundred twenty 
or article two hundred twenty-one, and the court, having regard to the 
nature and circumstances of the crime and to the hlstory and character 
of the defendant, is of the opinion that a sentence of imprisonment is 
necessary but that it would be unduly harsh to impose an indeterminate 
or determinate sentence, the court may impose a definite sentence of 
imprisonment and fix a term of onc year or less. 

Penal Law section 70.00(4). 

For certain class C non-violent felony offenses enumerated in subdivision four of 
Penal Law section 60.05(4), imprisonment is mandatory, and, except for the class C felony drug 
offenses listed in that subdivision, this requirement can only be satisfied by the imposition of an 
indeterminate sentence. See, PL sections 60.05(4) and 70.00(1).* 

For those non-violent, non-drug class C felony offenses that are not enumerated in 

'~ecause Penal Law section 70.00(4) allows for the imposition of an alternative, definite 
sentence of imprisonment for class C Article 220 felony offenses, the "mandatory imprisonment" 
requirement of section 60.05(4) can be satisfied for the enumerated class C drug offenses by a 
definite sentence of as a little as one day in jail, or by a "split" sentence of probation of which up 
to six months in jail is a condition. See, PI, sections 70.00(4) and 60.01(2)(d). 



section 60.05(4), a sentence of imprisonment is not required.' As such, these offenses may be 
satisfied with a sentence of straight probation, a conditional discharge or with only a fine. See, 
PL sections 60.01(2) and (3), 65.00(l)(a) and 65.05(1)(a). Where, however, the court chooses to 
impose imprisonment for one of these offenses rather than, for example, probation or a 
conditional discharge, the sentence of imprisonment must be an indeterminate sentence. PL 
section 70.00(1). For this reason a "split" sentence would presumably not be permitted. See, PL 
60.01 (2)(d). 

The Committee believes that this discrepancy in the available range of sentences for this 
relatively large group of class C non-violent, non-drug felonies makes little sense. If, as is 
currently the case, a defendant convicted of one of these offenses may be sentenced to an 
indeterminate sentence of imprisonment, or to probation or a conditional discharge, he or she 
should also be eligible for a sentence that would seem to fall "in between" these two extremes 
(i.e., a definite sentence or a "split" sentence). This measure would amend subdivision four of 
Penal Law section 70.00 to correct this discrepancy by adding this group of non-violent, non- 
drug class C felonies to the list of felony offenses that are eligible for an "alternative" definite 
sentence of imprisonment under that subdivision. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to sentences of imprisonment for certain class C 
felony offenses 

The People of the State of New York. remesented in Senate and Assembly. do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 4 of section 70.00 of the penal law is amended to read as follows: 

4. Alternative definite sentence for class D, E, and certain class C felonies. When a 

4 

 h he list of non-violent, non-drug class C felony offenses for which a sentence of 
imprisonment is not required includes the following: Manslaughter in the Second Degree (PL 
section 125.13, Vehicular Manslaughter in the First Degree (PL section 125.13), Trademark 
Counterfeiting in the First Degree (PL section 165.73), Soliciting or Providing Support for an 
Act of Terrorism in the First Degree (PL section 490.15), Money Laundering in the Second 
Degree (PL section 470.19, Criminal Facilitation in the Second Degree (PL section 1 15 .O5), 
Criminal Possession of Stolen Property in the Second Degree (PL section 165.52), Bribery in the 
Second Degree (PL section 200.03), Computer Tampering in the First Degree (PL section 
156.27), Forgery in the First Degree (PL section 170.15), Welfare Fraud in the Second Degree 
(PL section 158.20) and Criminal Possession of a Public Benefit Card (PL section 158.50). 



person, other than a second or persistent felony offender, is sentenced for a class D or class' E 

felony, or [to] for a class C felony [specified in article two hundred twenty or article two hundred 

twenty-one], other than a class C non-drug felony specified in subdivision four of section 60.05 

or a class C violent felonv specified in paragraph (b) of subdivision one of section 70.02, and the 

court, having regard to the nature and circumstances of the crime and to the history and character 

of the defendant, is of the opinion that a sentence of imprisonment is necessary but that it would 

be unduly harsh to impose an indeterminate or determinate sentence, the court may impose a 

definite sentence of imprisonment and fix a term of one year or less. For vumoses of this 

subdivision, a non-drug felonv means a felonv not defined in article two hundred twentv. 

92. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law. 



4. Eliminating the "Default" Mechanism for Determining the Post- 
Release Supervision Period for First-Time Violent Felony Offenders 
(PL 70.45(2)) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision two of section 70.45 of the Penal Law be 
repealed, and that a new subdivision two be enacted to require the court at sentencing to specify 
the period of post-release supervision (PRS) to be served by a first-time violent felony offender 
sentenced to a determinate sentence . 

Subdivision one of Penal Law section 70.45 currently provides, in pertinent part, that 
"[elach determinate sentence also includes as a part thereof, an additional period of post-release 
supervision." Penal Law section 70.45(1). Although subdivision two of that section directs that 
the PRS period "shall be" five years (or three years for a first-time violent felony offender 
sentenced on a conviction for a class D or class E violent felony), an exception in that 
subdivision permits the court, at the time of sentence, to specify a shorter PRS period for first- 
time violent felony offenders. Penal Law section 70.45(2). 

Under the exception, the court may impose a PRS period of not less than one and one- 
half years on a first-time violent felony offender convicted of a class D or class E violent felony, 
and a period of not less than two and one-half years on a first-time violent felony offender 
convicted of a class B or class C violent felony. Penal Law section 70.45(2). The exception, 
however, is worded in such a way that, if the Judge at sentencing fails to specify one of these 
permissible shorter PRS periods, the determinate sentence, by "default," is deemed to include the 
longer, three-year, PRS period (if the sentence is for a class D or E first-time violent felony 
offense), or five-year PRS period (for all other first-time violent felony offenses and all repeat 
violent felony offenders). 

While the Committee recognizes that this default mechanism may promote efficiency by 
eliminating the need to return defendants to court where the sentencing judge has failed to 
specifL the exact PRS period to be served, the Committee also recognizes that, in many cases, the 
judge's silence on the issue may be inadvertent, and not the result of his or her desire to have the 
defendant serve the maximum available PRS period. In the Committee's view, the better practice 
would be to require the sentencing judge, in imposing a determinate sentence on a first-time 
violent felony offender, to affirmatively specify the exact PRS period to be served in each case. 

Accordingly, and in view of the somewhat awkward construction of existing Penal Law 
section 70.45(2), this measure would repeal that subdivision and replace it with a new 
subdivision two to require the court, when sentencing a first-time violent felony offender to a 
determinate sentence, to specify the exact period of post-release supervision to be served by the 
offender. The measure would leave unchanged the current permissible minimum and maximum 
periods of post-release supervision for these violent felony offenses (i.e., from two and one-half 
to five years for class B and class C first-time violent felony offenses, and from one and one-half 
to three years for class D and class E first-time violent felony offenses). The measure also would 



leave unchanged the current requirement of section 70.45(2) that all repeat violent felony 
offenders sentenced to determinate sentences pursuant to Penal Law section 70.04,70.06 or 
70.07 serve a five-year period of post-release supervision. Finally, the measure would take effect 
immediately upon enactment, and would apply only to sentences imposed on or after that date. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to periods of post-release supervision 

Section 1. Subdivision 2 of section 70.45 of the penal law is repealed, and a new 

subdivision 2 is added to read as follows: 

2. Period of post-release supervision. When the court imposes a determinate sentence 

pursuant to section 70.04.70.06 or 70.07. the period of post-release suvervision shall be five 

years. When the court imposes a determinate sentence pursuant to section 70.02 uvon a 

conviction of a class B or C violent felony, it shall impose a period of post-release supervision of 

not less than two and one-half vears and not more than five years. and upon a conviction of a 

class D or E violent felony. it shall impose a period of post-release supervision of not less than 

one and one-half vears and not more than three years. 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately, and shall apply to sentences imposed on or 

after such effective date. 



5. Issuance and Duration of Final Orders of Protection 
(CPL 530.12(5) and 530.13(4)) 

The Committee recommends that sections 530.12(5) and 530.13(4) of the Criminal 
Procedure Law be amended to provide that the duration of a final order of protection issued in a 
case where the defendant is sentenced to probation on a "sexual assault" conviction shall not 
exceed, in the case of a felony sexual assault, ten years, and in the case of a misdemeanor sexual 
assault, six years. The Committee further recommends that these same two provisions of law be 
amended to require that, when a final order of protection is issued in any case, it be issued at 
sentencing rather than at the time of conviction. 

In 2000, the Legislature amended subdivision three of Penal Law section 65 .OO to 
increase the period of probation for a felony "sexual assault" from five to ten years, and the 
period of probation for a class A misdemeanor "sexual assault" fiom three to six years. See, Laws 
of 2000, ch. 1, section 10.' The Legislature, however, made no corresponding change to the 
provisions of CPL sections 530.12(5) and 530.13(4), which establish the duration of a so-called 
"final" order of protection issued upon conviction of a family offense (CPL 530.12) or non- 
family offense (CPL 530.13). Under these CPL provisions, a final order of protection issued on a 
felony conviction where a sentence of probation is imposed must expire no later than five years 
fiom the date of conviction. And, where a sentence of probation is imposed on a class A 
misdemeanor conviction, any final order of protection issued by the court must expire no later 
than three years fiom the date of conviction. See, CPL sections 530.12(5) and 530.13(4). Due, 
therefore, to the Legislature's failure to extend the permissible duration of a final order of 
protection issued on a "sexual assault" conviction where probation is imposed, such orders must, 
by law, expire at a point when only about half of the defendant's probation sentence has been 
served. 

This measure would remedy this gap in the law by amending CPL sections 530.12(5) and 
530.1 3(4) to provide that the duration of a final order of protection issued in a case where the 
defendant is sentenced to probation on a "sexual assault" conviction shall not exceed, in the case 
of a felony sexual assault, ten years, and in the case of a misdemeanor sexual assault, six years. 

In addition to extending the permissible duration of a final order of protection in sexual 
assault prosecutions where a probation sentence is imposed, the measure would correct another 
problem in these same two sections of law. Specifically, the measure would amend CPL sections 
53O.l2(5) and 53O.l3(4) to provide that a final order of protection, when issued in any case, shall 
be issued not on the date of conviction, as is currently required under the statutes, but on the date 
of sentence. A final order of protection is intended to provide protection to a victim or witness 
during the period following disposition of the case, when the defendant may no longer be subject 

*AS added to section 65.00(3) by Chapter 1 of 2000, the term "sexual assault" means an 
offense defined in Penal Law Articles 130 or 263, or in Penal Law section 255.25 (Incest), or an 
attempt to commit any such offense. PL section 65.00(3). 



to a temporary order of protection issued as a condition of bail or recognizance (see, CPL 
sections 530.12(1) and 530.13(1)). It makes no sense, therefore, to require that the final order be 
issued "upon conviction," when the defendant may lawfUlly be subject to a temporary order of 
protection (i.e., one issued as a condition of bail or recognizance) right up until the date of 
sentencing. Further, by calculating the duration of a final order of protection from the sentencing 
date rather than from the date of conviction, the result in many cases will be that the order will 
expire later, thus providing a longer period of protection for the victim, witness or family 
member named therein. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to final orders of protection 

The Peoole of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. The opening unlettered paragraph of subdivision 5 of section 530.12 of the 

criminal procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

Upon sentencing on a conviction of any crime or violation between spouses, parent and 

child, or between members of the same family or household, the court may in addition to any 

other disposition, including a conditional discharge or youthful offender adjudication, enter an 

order of protection. Where a temporary order of protection was issued, the court shall state on 

the record the reasons for issuing or not issuing an order of protection. The duration of such an 

order shall be fixed by the court and, in the case of a felony conviction, shall not exceed the 

greater of: (i) five years from the date of such [conviction] sentencing. exca t  where the sentence ' 

is or includes a sentence of probation on a conviction for a felony sexual assault. as defined in 

subdivision three of section 65.00 of the penal law. in which case. ten vears from the date of such 

sentencing, or (ii) three years from the date of the expiration of the maximum term of an 

indeterminate or the term of a determinate sentence of imprisonment actually imposed; or in the 



case of a conviction for a class A misdemeanor, shall not exceed three years fiom the date of 

such [conviction] sentencing. except where the sentence is or includes a sentence of probation on 

a conviction for a class A misdemeanor sexual assault. as defined in subdivision three of section 

65.00 of the penal law. in which case. six years from the date of such sentencing; or in the case of 

a conviction for any other offense, shall not exceed one year from the date of [conviction] 

sentencing. For purposes of determining the duration of an order of protection entered pursuant 

to this subdivision, a conviction shall be deemed to include a conviction that has been replaced 

by a youthful offender adjudication. In addition to any other conditions, such an order may 

require the defendant: 

92. The opening unlettered paragraph of subdivision 4 of section 530.13 of the criminal 

procedure law, set out first, is amended to read as follows: 

Upon sentencinn on a conviction of any offense, where the couit has not issued an order 

of protection pursuant to section 530.12 of this article, the court may, in addition to any other 

disposition, including a conditional discharge or youthful offender adjudication, enter an order of 

protection. Where a temporary order of protection was issued, the court shall state on the record 

the reasons for issuing or not issuing an order of protection. The duration of such an order shall 

be fixed by the court and, in the case of a felony conviction, shall not exceed the greater of: (i) 

five years fiom the date of such [conviction] sentencinn, except where the sentence is or includes 

a sentence of probation on a conviction for a felonv sexual assault. as defined in subdivision 

three of section 65.00 of the penal law. in which case. ten vears from the date of such sentencing, 

or (ii) three years from the date of the expiration of the maximum term of an indeterminate or the 

term of a determinate sentence of imprisonment actually imposed; or in the case of a conviction 



for a class A misdemeanor, shall not exceed three years from the date of such [conviction] 

sentencing, except where the sentence is or includes a sentence of probation on a conviction for a 

class A misdemeanor sexual assault. as defined in subdivision three of section 65.00 of the penal 

law. in which case, six vears from the date of such sentencing; or in the case of a conviction for 

any other offense, shall not exceed one year from the date of [conviction] sentencing. For 

purposes of determining the duration of an order of protection entered pursuant to thls 

subdivision, a conviction shall be deemed to include a conviction that has been replaced by a 

youthful offender adjudication. In addition to any other conditions such an order may require 

that the defendant: 

93. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law. 



6. Lowering the Minimum Determinate 
Sentence for a Class D Violent Felony Offense 
(PL 70.02(3)(c)) 

The Committee recommends that paragraph (c) of subdivision three of section 70.02 of 
the Penal Law be amended to lower the permissible minimum determinate sentence for a class D 
violent felony offense from two years to one and one-half years. 

Under the relevant provisions of Penal Law Article 70 ("Sentences of Imprisonment"), 
where the defendant is not a multiple felony offender, a sentencing judge currently has the option 
of imposing, inter alia, a definite sentence of one year in jail for certain class D violent felony 
firearm offenses, and a definite sentence of one year or less for most other class D violent felony 
offenses (see, PL sections 70.02(2), 70.02(4) and 70.00(4)). Where, however, the sentencing 
judge determines that a sentence of more than one year is warranted for one of these same 
offenses, he or she must impose a determinate sentence of not less than two years. See, Penal 
Law sections 70.02(2)(b) and 70,02(3)(c). 

The Committee can see no reason why, where a definite sentence of one year (or less than 
one year) is currently an authorized sentence for a particular class D violent felony offense, a 
judge who opts instead for a determinate sentence for that same offense must impose a sentence 
of not less than two years. Accordingly, this measure would amend the relevant sentencing 
provision of Penal Law section 70.02 to lower the permissible minimum term of a determinate 
sentence for a class D violent felony offense from two years to one and one-half years. The 
measure, which would take effect on the first day of November following enactment, would not 
change the current permissible maximum determinate term for these offenses. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to determinate sentences of imprisonment for class 
D violent felony offenses 

The Peo~le  of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do 

enact as follows: 

Section 1. Paragraph (c) of subdivision 3 of section 70.02 of the penal law is amended to 

read as follows: 

(c)  For a class D felony, the term must be at least [two] one and one-half years and must 

not exceed seven years; and 



$2. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law. 



7. Authorizing Payment of DNA Databank Fees and 
Sex Offender Registration Fees by Credit Card 
(CPL 420.05, Judiciary Law 212) 

The Committee recommends that section 420.05 of the Criminal Procedure Law and 
section 212 of the Judiciary Law be amended to allow for the payment of sex offender 
registration fees and DNA databank fees by credit card. 

As part of a comprehensive budget bill enacted in 2003, the Legislature amended the 
Criminal Procedure Law and Penal Law to establish two new $50 fees: the DNA databank fee 
and the sex offender registration fee. See, Laws of 2003, ch. 62 (Part "F"), effective 5/15/03. As 
provided in that legislation, these new fees are required to be imposed at sentence, along with a 
mandatory surcharge and crime victim assistance fee, upon defendants convicted of certain 
enumerated crimes. In separate legislation, also enacted in 2003, the Legislature amended CPL 
section 420.05 and Judiciary Law section 212 to greatly expand the ability to use credit cards to 
pay fines, mandatory surcharges and crime victim assistance fees. See, Laws of 2003, ch. 537, 
effective 9/17/03. The Legislature, however, failed to include in these latter amendments a 
provision allowing DNA databank fees and sex offender registration fees also to be paid by credit 
card. 

This measure would amend CPL section 420.05 to add the DNA databank fee and sex 
offender registration fee to the fines, fees and surcharges that, pursuant to that section, now may 
be paid by credit card. The measure also would make a conforming amendment to section 
212(2)(j) of the Judiciary Law, which empowers the Chief Administrative Judge to establish a 
system for the payment of certain court-related obligations by credit card. The Committee 
believes that the use of credit cards will both improve the rate of collection of these two new fees 
and promote a more efficient use of court resources. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law and the judiciary law, in relation 
to paying sex offender registration fees and DNA databank fees by 
credit card 

The People of the State of New York, rmresented in Senate and Assembly. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 420.05 of the criminal procedure law, as amended by chapter 537 of 

the laws of 2003, is amended to read as follows: 



4420.05. Payment of fines, mandatory surcharges, sex offender registration fees, DNA 

databank fees and crime victim assistance fees by credit card. When the court imposes a fine, a 

mandatory surcharge, a sex offender registration fee, a DNA databank fee or a crime victim 

assistance fee upon an individual who stands convicted of [any] g offense, such individual may 

pay such fine, mandatory surcharge, sex offender registration fee. DNA databank fee or crime 

victim assistance fee by credit card or similar device. In such event, notwithstanding any other 

provision of law, he or she also may be required to pay a reasonable administrative fee. The 

amount of such fee and the time and manner of its payment shall be in accordance with the 

system established by the chief administrator of the courts pursuant to paragraph (j) of 

subdivision two of section two hundred twelve of the judiciary law. 

$2. Paragraph (j) of subdivision 2 of section 212 of the judiciary law, set out first, is 

amended to read as follows: 

(j) Notwithstanding any provision of law, rule or regulation to the contrary, establish a 

system for the posting of bail in court and the payment of fines, mandatory surcharges, crime 

victim assistance fees, sex offender registration fees, DNA databank fees and court fees by credit 

card or similar device. In establishing such system, the chief administrator shall seek the 

assistance of the state comptroller who shall assist in developing such system so as to ensure that 

such funds shall be returned to any jurisdiction which, by law, may be entitled to them. The chief 

administrator shall periodically accord the head of each police department or police force and of 

any state .department, agency, board, commission or public authority having police officers who 

fix pre-arraignment bail pursuant to section 150.30 of the criminal procedure law an opportunity 

to have the system established pursuant to this paragraph apply to the posting of pre-arraignment 



bail with police officers under his or her jurisdiction. 

93. Paragraph (j) of subdivision 2 of section 212 of the judiciary law, set out second, is 

amended to read as follows: 

Cj) Notwithstanding any provision of law, rule or regulation to the contrary, establish a 

system for the posting of bail in court and the payment of fines, mandatory surcharges- 

offender registration - fees. DNA databank fees and crime victim assistance fees by credit card or 

similar device. In establishing such system, the chef administrator shall seek the assistance of 

the state comptroller who shall assist in developing such system so as to ensure that such funds 

shall be returned to the jurisdiction which, by law, is entitled to them. The chief administrator 

shall periodically accord the head of each police department or police force and of any state 

department, agency, board, commission or public authority having police officers who fix pre- 

arraignment bail pursuant to section 150.30 of the criminal procedure law an opportunity to have 

the system established pursuant to this paragraph apply to the posting of pre-arraignment bail 

with police officers under his or her jurisdiction. 

94. This act shall take effect immediately, except that the provisions of section 3 of 

this act shall not take effect unless and until the provisions of paragraph (j) of subdivision 2 of 

section 212 of the judiciary law, as amended by chapter 367 of the laws of 1999 and section 2 of 

this act, shall have expired. 



8. Increasing the Permissible Jail Portion of a "Split" Sentence 
(PL 60.01 (2)(d)) 

The Committee recommends that paragraph (d) of subdivision two of Penal Law section 
60.01 be amended to increase the maximum period of incarceration that may be served in 
conjunction with a sentence of probation or a conditional discharge (i.e., a "split" sentence) from 
sixty days to ninety days for class A misdemeanors, and from to six months to nine months for 
felonies. 

Penal Law section 60.01(2)(d) currently permits a sentencing court to impose, as a 
condition of probation or a conditional discharge, a definite or intermittent sentence of 
imprisonment. Penal Law section 60.01 (2)(d). Under that section, the imprisonment portion of 
this so-called "split" sentence runs concurrently with the probation or conditional discharge 
portion of the sentence, and may not exceed six months when imposed on a felony conviction, or 
sixty days when imposed on a misdemeanor conviction. Id. * Although the "split" sentence under 
section 60,01(2)(d) provides an important sentencing alternative in cases where neither a 
"straight" jail nor supervisory sentence is considered appropriate, there are many cases where, 
due to the existing statutory limitations'on the jail portion of the sentence, the judge at sentencing 
(or the prosecutor during plea negotiations) may feel constrained to reject the "split" sentence in 
favor of straight imprisonment. The Committee believes that this valuable and cost-effective 
sentencing option would be even more widely utilized if judges, in class A misdemeanor and 
felony prosecutions in particular, had the discretion to impose a longer jail term as part of the 
sentence. 

This measure, which is based on a recommendation by the New York State County Court 
Judges Association, would accomplish this goal by amending Penal Law section 60.01(2)(d) to 
increase the permissible maximum period of the incarceration portion of a split sentence from six 
months to nine months for felonies, and from sixty days to ninety days for class A misdemeanors. 
The measure would take effect on the first day of November following its enactment, and would 
apply only to offenses committed on or after such date. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the penal law, in relation to revocable sentences of probation or conditional 
discharge and imprisonment 

*when an intermittent jail sentence is imposed as part of a split sentence, the intermittent 
sentence may not, under section 60.01(2)(d), exceed four months. The measure proposed here 
would leave this intermittent sentence provision unchanged. The measure also would leave 
unchanged the existing sixty-day jail limitation for a split sentence imposed on a class B 
misdemeanor conviction. 



Section 1. Paragraph (d) of subdivision 2 of section 60.01 of the penal law is amended to 

read as follows: 

(d) In any case where the court imposes a sentence of imprisonment not in excess of sixty 

days[,] for a class B misdemeanor, or not in excess of ninetv days for a class A misdemeanor, or 

not in excess of [six] nine months for a felony or in the case of a sentence of intermittent 

imprisonment not in excess of four months, it may also impose a sentence of probation or 

conditional discharge provided that the term of probation or conditional discharge together with 

the term of imprisonment shall not exceed the term of probation or conditional discharge 

authorized by article sixty-five of this chapter. The sentence of imprisonment shall be a condition 

of and run concurrently with the sentence of probation or conditional discharge. 

$2. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law, and shall apply only to offenses committed on or after such 

effective date. 



9. Definition of "Lesser Included Offense" 
(CPL 220.20(1)) 

The Committee recommends that the opening paragraph of subdivision one of section 
220.20 of the Criminal Procedure Law be amended to make a technical correction to the cross- 
reference in that paragraph to certain provisions of section 220.10 of the Criminal Procedure 
Law. 

The opening paragraph of subdivision one of CPL section 220.20 currently provides that 
"[a] 'lesser included offense,' within the meaning of subdivisions four and five of section 220.10 
relating to the entry of a plea of guilty to an offense of lesser grade than one charged in a count of 
an indictment," means not only "lesser included offense" as that term is defined in CPL section 
1.20(37), but also an offense that is "deemed to be such" pursuant to the various rules 
enumerated in section 220.20(1). See, CPL section 220.20(1). 

Due to amendments made to CPL section 220.10 after its enactment in 1970, and the 
failure to make conforming changes to section 220.20(1), the existing cross-reference in the latter 
statute to "subdivisions four and five" of section 220.10 is no longer entirely correct. The correct 
cross-reference should be to subdivisions "three, four and five" of section 220.10(1). This 
measure would amend section 220.20(1) to make this technical change. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to the definition of lesser included 
offense for plea purposes 

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assemblv. do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. The opening paragraph of subdivision 1 of section 220.20 of the criminal 

procedure law is amended to read as follows: 

A "lesser included offense," within the meaning of subdivisions three, four and five of 

section 220.10 relating to the entry of a plea of guilty to an offense of lesser grade than one 

charged in a count of an indictment, means not only a "lesser included offense" as that term is 

defined in subdivision thirty-seven of section 1.20, but also one which is deemed to be such 



pursuant to the following rules: 

$2. This act shall take effect on the first day of November next succeeding the date on 

which it shall have become a law. 



10. Establishing the Identity of a Deceased Victim in the Grand Jury 
(CPL lgO.30(3)) 

The Committee recommends that subdivision three of section 190.30 of the Criminal 
Procedure Law be amended to allow a written or oral statement, under oath, to be admitted in the 
Grand Jury for the purpose of establishing the identity of a deceased victim in a homicide or 
other prosecution. 

Subdivision three of CPL section 190.30 currently provides that a written or oral 
statement, under oath, by a person attesting to one of several matters enumerated in that 
subdivision "may be received in such [Glrand [Jlury proceeding as evidence of the facts stated 
therein." CPL section lgO.30(3). The matters enumerated in paragraphs (a) through (0 of 
subdivision three include, inter alia, "that person's ownership or lawful custody of, or license to 
possess property ... including an automobile or other vehicle, its value and the defendant's lack of 
superior or equal right to possession thereof'(CPL section 190.30(3)(a)), and "that person's 
ownership or lawful custody of, or license to occupy, premises ... and of the defendant's lack of 
license or privilege to enter or remain thereupon." CPL section 190.30(3)(c). As noted in the 
Practice Commentaries to section 190.30(3), these statutory "exceptions to the competent 
evidence requirement" are intended, inter alia, "to minimize the inconvenience to victims of 
repeated appearances, in situations where their testimony would simply recite facts that are 
relatively cut and dry." Preiser, Practice Commentaries, McKinney's Cons. Laws of N.Y., Vol. 
1 1 A, CPL 190.30, at 243. 

The goal of minimizing inconvenience to victims in Grand Jury proceedings was 
further advanced when the Legislature, in 1998, amended subdivision two-a of section 190.30 
to authorize the submission in the Grand Jury (provided certain conditions are satisfied) of a 
faxed copy of a witness's written sworn statement of the kind described in subdivision three of 
that section. See, Laws of 1998, ch. 360, $1 .  This latter amendment has been described as "a 
concession to the electronic age [that] promises to both eliminate a certain amount of needless 
victim inconvenience and speed up presentation of cases." Preiser, Supplementary Practice 
Commentaries, McKinney's Cons. Laws of N.Y., Vol. 1 1 A, CPL l90.30,2003 Pocket Part, at 
59. 

This measure would amend subdivision three of CPL section 190.30 to establish yet 
another category of evidence that may be received by a Grand Jury through a sworn written or 
oral statement, or through a faxed copy thereof in accordance with the provisions of 
subdivision two-a of that section. Specifically, the measure would add a new paragraph (g) to 
CPL section 190.30(3) to allow for the submission in the Grand Jury of a written or oral 
statement under oath by a surviving relative of a deceased victim (i.e., a spouse or former 
spouse of the victim, or a person related within thc sixth degree of consanguinity or affinity to 
the victim), or another person familiar with the deceased (provided the factual basis for the 
person's familiarity with the victim is provided in the statement), to the effect that such person 
identified the deceased for the coroner or medical examiner. The proposal would also allow for 



the admission of a sworn statement by the coroner or medical examiner to the effect that he or 
she witnessed the identification of the deceased by the surviving relative or other person familiar 
with the deceased. 

This measure, especially if used in conjunction with the existing authority under section 
190.30(2-a) to offer written faxed statements to the Grand Jury, would both save time and spare 
surviving relatives of the victim the burden of appearing before the Grand Jury to testify on an 
issue that is rarely in dispute. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to the admissibility in a grand jury 
proceeding of a written or oral statement under oath establishing the identity of a 
deceased victim 

The People of the State of New York. represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Subdivision 3 of section 190.30 of the criminal procedure law is amended by 

adding a new paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

Jg) for pumoses of establishing the identitv of a deceased victim: (i) that the person is the 

spouse or former spouse of the deceased, is related to the deceased within the sixth degree of 

consan~uinitv or affinitv. or, based on specific factual information provided in such oral or 

written statement. is otherwise familiar with the deceased. and formallv identified the bodv of the 

deceased for the a~propriate county coroner or medical examiner; or (ii) that the person is the 

countv coroner or medical examiner and witnessed the identification of the deceased by an 

individual described in clause (i) hereof who stated to such coroner or medical examiner that 

individual's relationship to or familiarity with the deceased in accordance with such clause (i). 

$2. This act shall take effect immediately. 





The Appellate Division upheld the defendant's conviction, and the Court of Appeals 
affirmed. The latter Court specifically rejected the defendant's claim that, in order for the local 
criminal court to have been divested of jurisdiction, the indictment must have beenfiled. Id., at 
640-641. In so holding the Court construed the language of subdivision two of CPL section 
170.20, which provides that the divestiture of jurisdiction occurs when an indictment "results," 
as not requiring thefiling of the indictment to accomplish divestiture. The Court contrasted the 
Legislature's use of the word "results" in subdivision two of section 170.20, with its use of 
"filed" in subdivision one of that section, and concluded that the time of divestiture referenced in 
the former subdivision was the point at which the indictment was "voted" by the Grand Jury. Id., 
at 642. 

Although Brancoccio has been cited for the general proposition that a local criminal court 
is automatically divested of jurisdiction of a criminal action upon the voting of an indictment in 
the case, there are various provisions of the Criminal Procedure Law, in addition to subdivision 
one of CPL section 170.20, that establish other points of divestiture. CPL section 170.25(2), for 
example, provides that, where a defendant has made a motion for an order directing the 
prosecutor to present pending misdemeanor charges to a Grand Jury, and the motion is granted, 
the subsequentjling of an indictment by the Grand Jury terminates the proceedings in the local 
criminal court. CPL section l70.25(2). CPL sections 180.30(1) and 180.70(1), moreover, 
provide that where a defendant has been ordered held by a local criminal court for the action of 
the Grand Jury, and the order, felony complaint and other papers are transmitted, in accordance 
with those sections, to the Superior Court, the action "is deemed to be still pending in the local 
criminal court" until the order and transmitted papers "are received by the [Sluperior [Clourt." 
CPL sections 1 70.3O(l) and 1 80.7O(l); emphasis added. 

In a recent Supreme Court decision in Kings County, People v. Nerley (2003 WL 7271 65 
[N.Y. Sup.]), the Court directly addressed the issue whether a local criminal court judge has the 
power to extend an order of protection even after a Grand Jury has voted and filed an indictment. 
In Nerley, the prosecutor had announced in the New York City Criminal Court that a Grand Jury 
had filed an indictment covering the charges in the underlying felony complaint. Id. The 
Criminal Court judge had ruled that the filing of the indictment "had divested the Criminal Court 
of all jurisdiction including the power to extend a temporary order of protection" that had 
previously been issued in the case, and transferred the matter to the Supreme Court for the 
purpose of having the order of protection extended. Id. The Supreme Court in Nerley disagreed 
with the lower Court's conclusion that it had no authority to extend the order. 

Focusing on the fact that a temporary order of protection is, in effect, a condition of bail 
or recognizance (see, CPL sections 530.12(1) and 530.13(1)), and that CPL section 530.40(2)(b) 
"implicitly codifies and presumes the continued effectiveness of the bail conditions set in the 
Criminal Court until defendant's arraignment in Supreme Court,"' the Court in Nerley held that 

*CPL section 530.40(2)(b) provides, in substance, that when a criminal action is pending in a 
Superior Court and the indictment was filed in the case "at a time when a felony complaint 



the lower Court retained the authority, as part of its order continuing bail in the case, to continue 
the conditions of that bail, notwithstanding that an indictment had already been voted and filed. 
Id. In this regard, the Court stated as follows: 

[As] the Criminal Court's bail determination is still 
viable prior to arraignment in Supreme Court and as 
the statutory definition of bail includes the issuance 
of any temporary orders of protection, then the 
extension of an order of protection by the Criminal 
Court until the defendant's arraignment in Supreme 
Court is merely a reaffirmation of the Criminal 
Court's bail decision and is thus merely a 
ministerial act required to maintain the status quo. 
The act of filing the indictment with the Supreme 
Court signifies that [Clourt's acquisition of trial 
jurisdiction rather than the abrogation of any of the 
results of the Criminal Court's exercise of its 
preliminary jurisdiction including the power to 
continue the conditions of bail in the case. 

Nerley, Id. 

This measure would resolve any ambiguity regarding the authority of a local criminal 
court to extend a temporary order of protection under these circumstances by expressly 
permitting such an extension. Specifically, the proposal would add a new subdivision two-a to 
CPL sections 530.12 (orders of protection for family offenses) and 530.1 3 (orders of protection 
for non-family offenses) to permit a local criminal court to issue or extend a temporary order of 
protection, either as a condition of recognizance or bail pursuant to subdivision one of each 
section, or simultaneously with the issuance of a warrant pursuant to subdivisions four and three 
of those sections, respectively, notwithstanding that an indictment has already been voted or filed 
in the case at the time of such issuance or extension, provided the defendant has not yet been 
arraigned on the indictment and the Superior Court has not otherwise taken action in the case. 

The reference in proposed subdivision two-a to the local court's ability to "issue," as 
opposed to merely "extend," an order of protection post-indictment is intended to deal with the 
presumably rare situation where a temporary order of protection is first requested after the 
defendant has already made appearances in the case. Thus, for example, under the measure, the 
local criminal court could, at the defendant's final appearance in that court, and after an 

charging the same conduct was pending in a local criminal court, and in which such local 
criminal cou rt... has issued an order of recognizance or bail which is still effective, the [Sluperior 
[Clourt's order [of recognizance or bail] may be in the form of a direction continuing the 
effectiveness of the previous order." CPL section 530.40(2)(b). 



indictment has already been voted or filed, issue a temporary order of protection as a condition of 
the defendant's continued recognizance or bail. The reference in proposed subdivision two-a to 
the issuance of an order of protection "simultaneously with the issuance of a warrant" is intended 
to cover the situation where, rather than continuing the bail conditions after the defendant has 
been indicted, the local criminal court issues a warrant due to the defendant's failure to appear. 
The validity of these bench warrants, in light of the apparent divestiture of jurisdiction of the 
local criminal court following indictment, is the subject of a related proposal that has been part of 
the Committee's legislative program for some time. 

It should be noted that the measure, by its terms, is not limited to criminal actions 
commenced by the filing of a felony complaint. Thus, the authority established by the new 
subdivision two-a would apply even in cases where a defendant charged with one or more 
misdemeanors only has been indicted on those charges or on related (i.e., felony) charges by the 
Grand Jury. 

Proposal 

AN ACT to amend the criminal procedure law, in relation to the post-indictment issuance or 
extension of a temporary order of protection by a local criminal court 

The Peo~le  of the State of New York. revresented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as 

follows: 

Section 1. Section 530.12 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new 

subdivision 2-a to read as follows: 

2-a. Notwithstanding any other provision of law. a local criminal court may issue or 

extend a temporary order of ~rotection as a condition of an order of recomizance or bail pursuant 

to subdivision one, or simultaneouslv with the issuance of a warrant ~ursuant to subdivision four, 

notwithstanding that a grand iurv has, at the time of such issuance or extension. voted or filed an 

indictment in the action. vrovided the defendant has not vet been arraigned on the indictment in 

the superior court and the superior court has not otherwise acted in the case. 

$2. Section 530.13 of the criminal procedure law is amended by adding a new subdivision 



2-a to read as follows: 

2-a. Notwithstanding anv other vrovision of law. a local criminal court may issue or 

extend a temporaw order of vrotection as a condition of ore-trial release or as a condition of 

release on bail vursuant to subdivision one. or simultaneousl~ with the issuance of a warrant 

pursuant to subdivision three, notwithstanding that a g randJw has, at the time of such issuance 

or extension. voted or filed an indictment in the action. orovided the defendant has not vet been 

arraigned on the indictment in the superior court and the superior court has not otherwise acted in 

the case. 

93. This act shall take effect immediately. 



IV. Pending and Future Matters 

At the Unified Court System's Indigent Defense Summit ("the Summit"), held in 
November of last year, a distinguished group of judges, court administrators, criminal defense 
practitioners, prosecutors, and state and national experts on indigent criminal defense services 
convened to, inter aka, explore ways to improve the delivery of these services in the State. 
Among the issues raised at the Summit was the claimed inability of assigned counsel here to 
obtain investigative and expert services for their indigent clients pursuant to County Law section 
722-c. In relevant part, that section provides that the court, upon finding in an ex parte 
proceeding that such services are bbnecessary" and that the defendant is "financially unable to 
obtain them," shall authorize counsel to obtain such services on behalf of the defendant. Several 
public defenders and other defense providers who attended the Summit indicated that these 
section 722-c requests are routinely denied by trial judges in some jurisdictions, so much so that 
it is considered the exception, rather than the rule, in those jurisdictions when a section 722-c 
request is granted. During the coming year, the Committee will begin collecting data on this issue 
to determine the extent and scope of the problem, and, if appropriate, will recommend legislative 
or administrative changes to remedy it. 

The Committee also will continue to pursue ways to better insure the prompt assignment, 
notification and entry of counsel in those local criminal courts where, following a warrantless 
arrest, bail is sometimes set in the absence of counsel. This issue, which was also discussed 
extensively at the Summit, arises most often in smaller jurisdictions where, due to one or more of 
several factors, a newly-arrested person may initially be brought before the local court for the 
issuance of a securing order at a time when neither a prosecutor nor defense attorney is present. 
The Committee has been examining the extent to which the absence of counsel at arraignment 
raises statutory or constitutional questions, and is now considering, inter alia, an administrative 
rule that would require local courts in these largely rural areas to take affirmative steps to insure 
that counsel enters the case promptly whenever bail is set in the absence thereof. 

In addition, the Committee will continue its ongoing examination of the CPL sealing 
statutes, including CPL section 160.55. With certain exceptions, this statute requires the sealing 
of official police, DCJS and prosecutor, but not court, records of prosecutions that terminated in 
a conviction of only a violation or traffic infkaction. As a result of OCA's recent expansion of its 
electronic criminal history database, these court records, whch were previously accessible in 
most counties only through a visit to the appropriate court clerk's office, are now readily 
available statewide, by mail or fax, through OCA's centralized "Criminal History Search Unit." 
The Committee will be considering, inter alia, whether this unanticipated change in the way 
court records of these non-criminal convictions can be accessed warrants an amendment to CPL 
section 160.55. 

On a related issue, the Committee also will be considering whether to amend CPL section 
160.50 to permit "bona tide researchers" to have access, under certain conditions, to sealed 



records of cases that have been dismissed or otherwise resulted in a termination "in favor of the 
accused" within the meaning of that section. The recent proliferation of "problem solving" 
courts, such as Drug Courts and Integrated Domestic Violence Courts, around the State has led to 
a corresponding increase in requests for court records from researchers studying, inter alia, the 
effectiveness of these courts in reducing recidivism, drug and alcohol abuse, and domestic 
violence. Although this research often requires access to prosecution and court records of cases 
that have been sealed under CPL section 160.50, there is currently no exception under that statute 
that specifically allows these records to be made available for research purposes. The Committee 
will be reviewing whether such an exception, which presumably would include appropriate 
safeguards to protect the identity of the defendant, should be added to the statute. 

Finally, as in past years, the Committee will be carefully reviewing the numerous ideas 
and suggestions that have been offered by judges and nonjudicial personnel from around the 
State to streamline and improve the fairness of criminal court operations and procedures. 



V. Conclusion 

The Committee will continue to meet regularly to study and discuss all significant 
proposals affecting criminal law and procedure. We express our gratitude to the Chief Judge, the 
Chief Administrative Judge and the Judicial Conference for their support in achieving our shared 
objective of improving the criminal law. 
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